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ABSTRACT

With incree.si:c.g ,!C()mpetition in the commercial vehicle industry, futill.-e ve-
/

hide designs n~~ to he able to ea.rry greater payloads within the hounds

of existing legisla.tion. Increasing the payload ~fflcieney of transport vehicles

involves two m.m areas:

a. Optimizing the size and i.o.8$$ distribution of the vehicle for the pur-

pose intended.

h. Keeping thetare mass as low as possible ~hrcugh efficient design and
'i
i!

the use of lighter and stronger materials.

The use of aluminium for light-weight trailer design is investigated through

the design and construction of a. 13,7 metre long, aluminium chaasied, wide

spaced tridem, platform semi-trailer capable of carrying a payload of thirty

tonnes. A brief :rJstoncal perspective is also given, describing the use of

aluminium trailers in South Africa and overseas, followed by a discussion on

vehicle structural and endurance testing techniques.
I,

The tare mass saving achieved in comparison to a similar size conventional

steel chassied semi-trailer with a tare mass of 7800 kilograms, is 1220 kilo-

grams. In spite of the higher initial cost of the aluminium semi-trailer, this

additional payload is shown to translate into a. payback period of approxi-

mately twenty four months.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Rising fuel prices over the past decade have led to substantial increases,

both intern&tionel1y and locally, in general transport operating C08';8. In the

industrialised nations of Europe and America this has resulted in increased

interest in light-weight vehicle designs in order to increase payloads within

the bounds of strictly applied legislation. (1-3)

In South Africa. considerable increases in wage costs In recent years, in addi-

tion to fuel price risee, have further exacerbated eecalating transport eoets,

yet interest in light-weight vehicles has been rather slower to develop. This is

mainly due to widespread overloading.(1,4) However, as overloading penalties

become more severe and more stringently applied, interest in mass saving

vehicle designs has begun to grow.

In response to these trends a semi-trailer research and development pro-

gramme was initiated at the University of the Witwatersrand's Technology

Centre (UWTec) at Frankenwald during 1982, with the aim of working to-

gether with industry in the development of trailer design technology. More

specificall, , the initial programme objectives were:

- the development of appropriate design models for different types of tr~jlef

(eg. platform trailers, van trailers).

-. the recording of road loading data and component stresses in actual. a\\nd

simulated field usage.

- the assessment of different trailer construction methods and alternative
construction materials.



As a pilot project, the design, construction, I!!~ddevelopment of a. light-

weight, all aluminium platform semi-trailer was begun during 1983. This

project was to follow two distinct phases, viz:

Phase I : The development of a design model, structured in such a way as

to interface with the procedures of Phase II, in conjunction with

certain initial testing on similar trailers. The detailed design and

construction of the semi-trailer.

PhASe II: The recording of load and stress histories at various points on the

semi-trailer, resulting from road-induced vibrations during simu-

lated and actual field service. These results would then be com-

pared with the inputs to the design model and the original assump-

tions refined.

This dissertation covers all aspects of phase I of the project and presents a

high speed data acquisition system which was developed for use in phase II.

III addition, a methodology for endurance testing of the semi-trailer is pro":

pose~ and discussed together with the theoretical foundation upon which it

is based.

The three main objectives of this study are thus:

- To contribute to the setting up of a semi-trailer research and development

programme at UWTec through the completion of this pilot project.

_. '1'0propose a methodology for platform semi-trailer design and for subse-

quent endurance testing, and to use this design model to design a light-

v-eight platform semi-trailer, and to construct the semi-trailer.

-" To demonstrate the practicality and suitability of aluminium for light-

weight semi-trailer design.

The all aluminium platform semi-trailer designed and constructed in this
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project is shown in Photographs 1.1 to 1.3. The basic chassis structure is of

a 'ladder' type construction comprising two longitudinal beams running the

full length of the trailer and spaced apart at intervals by torsion tube cross-

members. Much of the chassis structure and sub-structure was constructed

as a series of sub-assemblies and then bolted together. This was done mainly

to limit the need for large size assembly jigs and to minimise joint stresses.

The two main chassis I-beams, as well as the floor planks, were manufac-

tured in Switzerland by Sehweizerische Aluminium AG (Alueuisse), Zurich

and then shipped to South Africa. This was because no suitable extrusion

dies were available in South Africa for either the I-beam T-section flanges or

the deck planks, and because of certain limitations locally in extruding the-

T-fianges to the necessary lengths. The remainder of the aluminium con-

siruction material was supplied by Huletts Aluminium Ltd, South Africa.

Photograph 1.1 Light-weight aluminium platform semi-trailer
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Photograph 1.2 Aluminium semi-trailer viewed from front

Photograph 1.3 Aluminium semi-trailer viewed from rear
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The overall dimensions of the semi-trailer were selected so ae to achieve the

mal imum payload and maximum practical deck area within the bounds of
"

current legislation (refer Figure 2.1, Chapter 2). Bridge formula restrictiolV~(5)

necessitated the use of a wide spread tridem axle configuration, with the fore-

most and rearmos.t axles being self-tracking axles, in order to prevent severe

tyre scuff. The self-tracking axles were manufactured by FIA of Verena,

Italy and supplied by Henred Fruehauf Trailers (Pty) Ltd, together with the

Henred Fruehauf Propar 11000 fixed axle and the Fruehauf T air suspension.

Super single tpes mounted on single piece rims w( e fitted in order to further

reduce tare mass and to enhance the roll stability of the semi-trailer. These

were supplied. by j,\o:IirhelinTyres. The braking equipment and lights were

supplied by Diesel Electric SA (Pty) Ltd and Motolek (Pty) Ltd, respectively.

All component parts for the construction of the semi-trailer were manufac-

tured by the University's School of Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. The

construction of the aluminium chassis itself, as well as ill aluminium an-

cillary structures (eg. headboard, under-ride bumper, etc.) took place at

Industrial Research and Development (Pty) Ltd in Boksburg North, under

the supervision of the author. All aluminium welding was contracted to I

Rand D. Once completed the chassis was transported to UWTec where the

running gear (ie. suspension, axles, and wheels), the landing legs and the

king-pin were mounted, and the braking system and lights installed.

The design methodology proposed in thi= study is based on dynamic acceler-

•ations in the longitudinal, vertical, and transverse directions, and is referred

to throughout this dissertation as a pseudo-dynamic loading design approach.

This approach is adopted since it allows for direct comparison between design

loading; data and loading data recorded during testing stages. In this way

experience gained through testing and through field service is easily incorpo-
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rated in future d,~ stages and the accuracy of the original design model

improved. Although this study concentrates mainly on the structural design

of the trailer chassis and associated structure, a. number of aspects relating

to the running gear and the braking and electrical systems are also discussed.

Particular attention has been paid to safety related features, especially in the

areas of lights, braking, and jack-knife prevention.

Aluminium, or more specifically aluminium alloy, was chosen as the principal

chassis construction material rather th_j.ii the more usual steel, mainly be-

cause of its superior strength-to-weight ratio. The use of high strength steels

(ie. higher yield strength than those typically used in trailer construction at

present) in order to reduce tare mass, was not considered since, taking into

account the welding configuration typical in trailer chessis construction, the

high strength steel grades offer no advantage because once welded they have

the same fatigue life expectancy as welded mild steeUe-8) Furthermore) the

high strength steel grades are not generally available in suitable sections (eg.

flat bar) for semi-trailer construction,

The principal edvantages of aluminium for vehicle construction are:

- High strength-to-weight ratio - aluminium alloys are approximately 2,9

times lighter than steel and, after heat treatment, have proof' stresses

typically of 240 MPa to 350 MPa.(7,9,10) Aluminium chassis tare masses

are thus lighter and allow greater payloads to be carried. For loads

below the vehicle's maximum payload (and hence GVM), reduced tare

mass contributes to savings in operating costs, particularly in the area

of fuel and tyres.

- Excellent corrosion resistance - This results in reduced maintenance, es-

pecially when operating in coastal areas. Care must, however, be taken

when mixing materials, for example in the use of steel bolts, to prevent
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""'-Eamrudabllity - By using extruded T-sections in conjunction with plate

:!'I.1lAterial to form the main chassis l-beams, the fatigue sensitive weld

:reg:icn can be operated a.t a lower stress level than the main flanges.

Thil!:l means tha.t the maximum design stress may be 20 to 40 percent

more than the fatigue design stress at the weld. Furthermore, intricate

shapes for particular applications can be extruded in one piece since

eress-section design possibilities are almost unlimited.

- Good impact resistance - The ability to absorb impact (ie. shock) loads

is the function of the strain energy resulting from deformation of the

structure which, in tum, is inversely proportional to the elastic modulus.

For a given impact load, aad provided no stress exceeds the elastic limit,

aluminium will be stressed to a value of 60 percent of that created in a

similar steel component. (\l~11)

- Superior vibration characteristics - The modulus of elasticity of alu-

minium hlloy is about one third of steel and, althot .gh the beam section

required for an aluminium chassis will be larger, it is likely that the prod-

uct EI will be less. An aluminium chassis will thus, deflect more and have

lower frequencies of vibration than a steel one of equivalent strength.

Provided none of these frequencies coincide with suspension natural fre-

quencies, the slightly softer ride will tend to reduce the amplitudes of

peak stresses and the lower vibration frequencies will contribute to fa-

tigue life. Excessive chassis deflection under load may be counteracted

by building a positive camber into the chassis beams.

- Ea.'>C of fabrication - Aluminium can be formed, pierced, machined, sawn,

and sheared at high operating speeds using conventional equipment. The

weldability of aluminium is good and with the gas shielded electric arc

process, welding speeds are high and distortion is low. Stress relieving
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"~'.~ ,:"6 not neeees.a.ry .

..:4.' I!'¥ ~ value - Because aluminium can always be recycled it has tra.~

;ditit.aally commanded a. high scrap value, Recycling involves only one

tJ:1B1img Imd refining process, in contrast to steel which requires resmelt-

ms·
ht Cb.a.pte:r 2, a. detailed specification of all aspects of the light-weight alu-

~w:n semi-trailer design is presented together with a. weight distribution

hued on the actual semi-trailer tare.

Chapter 3 begins with a. general discussion of vehicle structural and en-
durance testing and then goes on to describe certain initia! trailer testing

undertaken by the author, as well as a. high speed computer data acquisi-

tion system developed for recording vibration data. Finally, a. methodology

for endurance testing and fatigue life prediction is proposed and discussed,

together with the theoretical foundation upon which it is based.

An evaluation of the design of the semi-trailer follows in Chapter 4, whilst

Chapter 5 discusses the construction phase. Finally, Chapter 6 draws certain

conclusi .ns with regard to the initial project objectives and makes recom-

mendations for future work. All design analyses, material specifications, and

engineering drawings are contained in the appendices at the end of the dis-

sertation.

1.2 Aluminium semi-trailers - Historical perspective and

current status

In Europe the use of aluminium for trailer chassis construction and in par-

ticular semi-trailers, is most widely practised in France, Germany, and

Switzerland.(7,12-14) Since the first vehicles of tbis type were built in the
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mid-1960s, more than 5 000 trailers and semi-trailers have been produced

wit1fai~hninillm ehaasis frames. (12) The majority of these were fitted with

tipping bodies while the rest. were used with platform or van body-work, or

as low loaders and timber carriers, The longitudinal members of the first

aluminium chassis were fabricated using flat bar sections forill",.~l~;m~!\,..< and
I '.,;

aluminium plate for the Vi. b. Towards the end of the seventies large T~·seLtion

flange extrusions were developed, in order to achieve better utir:sat:ioll of the

admissible bending stresses of the non-welded material within the fatigue

resistance limits.

Many of these second generation vehicles have proved themselves in operating

practice, as confirmed by some very high vehicle lrrile~~geg,and have yielded

considerable cost benefits for their owners. tn. ?) r·'t(3SC~ltP! aa ~lumil'iium to

steel cost comparison for a Swiss designed and operated, a2u.l.nini-J.m.chassied

semi-trailer, travelling 100 000 km a year, where a 750 kg saving in tare mass

resulted in an amortization period of 22 months.
•

In the United Kingdom aluminium 1s used ...0 a lesser extent as a chassis

construction material(7) but there are a few companies who are producing

aluminium trailers, and this trend is on the increase. A typical tare mass

for a United Kingdom or European 12,5 metre tri-axle aluminium platform

semi-trailer is in the region of 6 000 kg. (12,15)

Aluminium has also become reasona'sly popular in the trailer construction

industry in the United States This is mainly due to stringently enforced

load legislation and rising fuel and general operating costs. (16) Consequently,

a large number of the major trailer manufacturers in the USA offer a range

of all aluminium or aluminium chassied trailers. Tare masses are in general

lighter than Europe, with 4 500 kg beiu~ a typical tare of a 13,0 metre tandem
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axle aluminium p].atform semi-trailer. (16-18)

.In South Africa. aluminium has not made much of a mark in the trailer con-

struction intiust,ry, except possibly for trailer van body construction and, to

a somewhat lesser extent, for tanker shells. To date only a small number

of aluminium chassied trailers have been designed and built iT). this country,

and most of. these have been on a trial one-off basis. One such example is

an all aluminium platform semi-trailer, built on the Reef in 1979 by T.F.M.

(Pty J Ltd to I!I. European design, and operated by Huletts Aluminium Ltd

between Pietermaritzburg and the Reef. (1Q,20) The semi-trailer has the fol-

l".>wing specifications:

Length
Tare

9,150 m
3300 kg
1750 kg

11300 kg
8000 kg
5500 kg

,!
"\1

Mass savIng over steel
Gross vehicle mass
Payload. (max.)
Truck-tractor tare

Net cost (1979)
Net cost steel equivalent
Aluminium price premium

R12500 - 00
R7500 - 00
R5000~· 00

In the firjt two years of service this vehicle travelled approximately 700 000

km and for some 75 percent of this time it was running a,t full capacity. It

was always operated with the same mechanical horse, and hence, accurate

comparative operating costs couId be kept. Subsequent analysis(19) showed

that, even after aceounting for the initial aluminium price premium, the

reduced trailer tare, and hence increased payload, resulted in a net saving

rn operating costs of over RS 500-00. A 12,5 metre tandem axle semi-trailer

of similar construction has subsequently been built by T.F M. CPty) Ltd for

Huletts Aluminium Ltd and has also demonvtrated encouragingresults.
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More recently an all aluminium tandem axle platform ~#-t!'a.iler has been
/1 "

developed by Tra.ilite (Pty) Ltd ,of' PiE!terma.ritzr(urg, iJ association with

Huletts Aluminium Ltd. (21,22) The prototype trailer UJ'M launched in August

H~84aad had the following specificationh;

Net cost (1984)
Net cost steel equivalent
Aluminium premium

';',

12,5 l~~
5124 kg
7094 kg:

25876 k.g,
31000 kg'"

'I',

I'

Ra8000 - 00 I,
R23 000 - 00 \,;
R15000 - 00 ":'

Length
Tare
Tare of' It(;l!' lquivalent
Gross vehicle mMS
Payload (max.)

At that time a cost comparison between tbe prototype semi-trailer and its
" I,

il

steel equival,mt was undertaken based on tli,e following assumptions;(22)
,

- When additional payload is carried rtii amounts to 60 percent of the
. ~ ~.

1 970 kg tare mass saving.

- Any additional payload is carried only on 75 percent of all trips.

- The route is Pieterrnaritzburg to Alrode and back, 514 km each woej.

- Ten trips are made each week for 50 week'; of the year.

- The additional revenue accrued from carrying additional payload is at

the rate of R64-00 per tonne per trip.

This analysis showed the payback period for the initial aluminium price pre~
',\

mium under these conditions to be approximately eight and a half months.

No account was taken of the additional savings in fuel; and in tyre and brake

wear, et cetera, when the trailer is travelling lightly laden.



CHAPTER 2

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 General

Short concise notes presenting the salient details of the various components

and structures of the aluminium semi-trailer chassis, as well as the running

gear and ancillary equlpihent, are presented in this chapter in order to provide

a detailed specification of the overall semi-trailer design. At the end of the

chapter a schematic diagram is presented showing the weight distribution and

actual tare mass achieved, as well as the overall dimensions of the trailer.

2.2 Semi-trailer specification

2.2.1 Chassis and ancillary structure.

- Main chassis beams:

Two l-section beams running the full length of the trailer at 1 060 nun
r

centres. Fabricated from aluminium T-section extrusions (Anticorodal-

112 a.lloy) incorporating 200 mm x 20 mm flanges welded to a 10 rom alu-

minium web plate (Anticorod.a.l-100 alloy). The beam depth is 290 min

in the neck area, increasing to 600 mm from the landing leg position rear-

ward. Transition area profiled so as to minimise reduction of strength

whilst allowing sufficient clearance for the truck-tractor.

- .corsion tubes:

Eight, 160 mm OD x 6 mm wall aluminium torsion tubes, bolted via

16 mm thick aluminium flanges to the main chassis beams, Designed to

resist th,... i crsional twisting of the chassis.

- Outriggers:

Eight pairs of 100 mm square x 6 rom wall aluminium tubes, bolted via
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16 mm ihiek eJuminium fiem.gesto the main beams at positions directly

opposite es.eh to:'lif r: tube p-osition. Welded at the out board end' to the

side l'tI.i1a.

- Front e.nd rea.r rails and side rails:

177,8 tt'U:tfl. x 50,S mm extruded aluminium channel, Chosen to resist

ruged &ide and rear loading conditions.

- PWfoml deeking:

Sixt,.-nille extruded nltuninium interlocking floor planks with a ribbed

anti-skid load surface. ~':ra.nsversely mounted t<i; provide load carrying

capacity ~ the widi;E~of the trailer, thereby reducing the number

of outriggers req4rrl.~ F;oremost eight planks removable to facilitate
\1 '.', '

servicing of the uJ!l',r COU1)1et" and king-pin.
.t

- Rubbing plate: . ,

. 15,9 mm th;~~--aluminium ~~bbing plate reinforced ~rith extra deep cross-
, " II

members. Bolt\(d to lower fii!Wgesof main chassis I-li'eams and relnovable

from underneath, fer servicirig.

- King-pin:

'Hope' anti-jack-knife device incorporating a standard 50,8 mm SAE

king-pin. Bolted to the rubbing plate from above by means of a 12,3 mm

steel foundation plate,

- Headboard:

Full width, 1025 mm high aluminium headboard designed to provide

adequate protection from moving loads. Bolted to front end of main

chassis beams and side rails.

- Rear bumper:

Aluminium rear under-run bumper with 2 300 rom long bumper bar.

Designed to conform to the requirements of SABS 1055-1983,(23)
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he&vy duty ft'H shoes. Br&eed to withsta.ud loa.ding from any

'. Twoside~~ 0,

....S~n:
~b&uf T ~on mecirporating shock absorbers for improved

ride. hbriea.t.ed suspension h&ngers modified to suit the chasms beam

ki.eight a.nd bolted to ~ vie. 12 mm steel mounting flanges. Suspen-

sion ride Might ~ relatiye to the centre axle: by means of a. suspen-

sion levelling valve mounted a.!'ove that· axle. 9i>O mm spring centres and

2620.trIm a.x1e 8p&cing.

- Seli-steeriUl a.x1es:

'FIA' self-steering axles with hinged trailing arms a.t~,,--Lstubaxles which

produce a. cutor action steering effect. Adjustab~e tie rod connected

between the two hinged arms and fitted with pneumatically controlled

axle steer loc~.~ngpin and damping air bellows. 133 mm OD tubular axle

beam. 90 mrn diameter journal with interchangeable inner and outer

bearings.

- Fixed axle:

'Henred Fruehauf' Propar 11 000, 105 mm square axle beam. 90 mm

diameter journal with interchangeable inner and outer bearings.

- Wheel rims:

One piece, .',),2.5 x 13.0, 10 stud, 15 degree drop centre steel rims with

10 inm central nave.

- Tyres:

'Michelin-double X', 16.5 R 22.5, 20 ply, tubeless radial super single tyres.
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-- Ml.'Id£bt.ps:

'Bared ~1li' &.1.'lt-i-sa.ilf'tlbber m.ucliiaps incorpl">r&tingvertical

~ to nduee tide spn,y.

- Bt ..... :
'~~ul' Propa.r 420 x 180 'S' cam brake with inboard mounted

n

d.rw:rJ.. 'C~:t:4$ to SABS SV 1051 brake regulations. (24)

- ln~ sy5t,e:m.:

P~ie, single circuit, dual line, 'Power braking system with load sens-

m.,;. Spring mcl·.mi;ed emergency and parking brake. Conforming to, SABS

BV iosi regul&tions.

2.2.4 Electrical system and lights

- ,ElectriceJ. system:

Dual DIN 7-p.in socket, 12volt system utilising chassis return.

- Lights:

'Triple combination stop and taillights with separate direction indicator

lights 'and twin reverse lights at the rear. Seven combination side marker

and direction indicator lights down each side of the trailer.

2.3 Semi-trailer weight distribution

The semi~tr~,'nerweight distribution presented in Figure 2.1 is based on the

measured tare mass and is thus termed the actual semi-trailer weight distri-

bution. This is as opposed to the design weight distribution (refer Figure

4.1) used in all of the design analyses.
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CHAPTERS

INrrIAL TRAILER TESTS AND PROPOSED TESTING
TECHNIQUES

3.1 General

In general terms, vehicle structural testing is conducted on heavy duty ve-

hicles to ..8SSU1"e the maintenance of stl"llcttnJ. integrity over the projected

service life of the vehicle and under the conditions for which it is intended.

More speciflcslly, however, such testing is undertaken for a variety of reasons,

each of ~hich fOl1Il~\ an integral part of the design and development of a new

vehicle.
~\
i!

First of ell testing is required to provide the designer with information on

service loads and load histories, 80 that the designer can adequqately size and

configure initial design components. At this stage this information is often

obtained in the form of peak values and frequency w::st:rihution spectra of

dynamic accelerations in the vertical, longitudinal, and tra.nsv~~rsedirections.

This first step in ~~e design process is at times difficult, since it requires that
\"1

the initial testing be undertaken on e.similar or earlier model to the proposed

new vehicle. If the veh~cle under consideration embodies previously untried

concepts) as in the cas€: of this design project, such background information

may not be available or accurate and the best th'at can be done, especially

in the case of loading spectra, is to make certain assumptions with regard to

this data (refer Sections 4.2.4 and 4.3.5). The importance of this step cannot

be over-emphasised since the accuracy of the design process will depend

to a large extent on the definition of the loading on the vehicle structure.

Great care must therefore be taken in the measurement and application of

such data, and in matching the testing procedures to the projected service

conditions of the proposed vehicle.
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Statit.: stress calculations are then performed utilising a design model which

is structured in such a way as to aJ10w easy interaction between design and

testing. In this particular design these are.referred to as the pseudo-dynamic

stress ealculations, to i.ndicat~ that they refer to the expected peak dynamic

loads. Initial fatigue life esthn&tes are also calculated a.t this stage.- ,

Finally, simulated in-service testing is performed on the prototype vehicle to

ensure that peak stresses correlate sufficiently well with design. values, and

to check that the load spectra used in the initial life predictions are indeed

valid. The initial life predictions are also further refined at this stage using

the more accurate load histories obtained in these tests.

This last phase is generally known as endurance testing. Here it is extremely

important to closely match the test programme to the expected service con-

ditions in terms of the magnitudes and t,\rpes of load to be carried, the driving

cycles the vehicle will experience, and tfie roadways and surfaces over which

it will travel. Certain special occurrences need also to be considered, even for

a typical highway operation, and include relatively infrequent load producing

actions such as tractor engagement to the trailer, docking manoeuvres, panic

brake stops, and tight turns, as well as more frequent occurrences such as

hitting a pothole or kerb.

Those aspects of this semi-trailer project which are related to the testing

phases of the vehicle's development (refer Section 1.1) are discussed in this

chapter. First of all, certain initial trailer testing is described, after which

a high frequency data acquisition system, developed by the author for the

recording of vibration data during vehicle testing, is presented. Finally, a

methodology for endurance testing and fatigue life prediction is proposed and

discussed together 1d~hthe theoretical foundation upon which it is based.

This last section is written in the form of a literature survey, and is included
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, ,1

since it oola.t.es tc:.~the d&ta. acquisition inst.rum~.tl1tion discussed here and to

the fa-tip design ~al'"in Cha.pter 4, as well ;as to Phase II of the project

as detailed m Cha,p_ 1.

8.2 lrdtlal -vibra:tionfrequency tests

DurixJ.g1982 initial testing WIllS conducted on a Henred Fruehauf steel chassied

ta.ndem ule ~ semi-trailer coupled to a. Foden 6 x 4 truck-tractor.

The objective ci these tests was to gain an initial feel for the nature of the

sipal t.bIa.t, eo-u1d be expected from a strain gauge or accelerometer during

the tuti:ng of such 21. vehicle, and to obtain arl estim~tion of the range of

-nbmtion frequencies tha.t could be expected under differing test conditions

(eg. type and severity of road surface, speed, payload, etc.).

In these tests two strain gauges were mounted on the upper and lower surfaces

I-espectively, of the lower flange of the pavement side chassis I-beam, a short

distance in front of the landing leg position. Two dummy strain gauges were

mounted on a small piece of unstressed plate att~).Chedto the chassis in close

proximity to the two active gauges. All four strain gauges were connected

to form a two active arm Wheatstone bridge measuring direct strain in the

flange. The bridge was connected to a Kyowa CG-6C Signal Conditioner

which both supplied the power to the bridge and .received the return signal.

After amplification in the signal conditioner, the output signal was recorded

on a Kyowa Rapet RMS 11 LPT UV-type chart recorder.

The test procedure adopted was not a rigorous one and consisted mainly of

recording a number of short bursts of data (20 to 30 seconds duration) under

each given set of test conditions. This was done for the vehicle both unladen

and laden (500 x 50 kg pockets of cement, ie. 2,5000 kg UDL), on roads

ranging from 'oncrete and tar highways at speeds between 60 and 90 km/h,
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to secondary tar row at 40 to 60 kIn/h, and poor quality dirt roads a.t low

speed (ie. less than 10 lan/h). The effect of certain other occurrences was

also noted, such as driving over bridge expansion joints and driving thrcugh

severe potholes on the dirt road.

A typic!U block of ~Itra.in gauge d!'l.ta.from these tests is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 A typical block of strain gauge data from

the initial vibration frequency tests

In order to analyse the average vibration frequency obtained in each test, the

UV-chart recorder traces were magnified and the number of peaks (irrespec-

tive of amplitude) occurring over a certain length of the srace were counted.

Then, by multiplying by the chart speed selected for each test, the average

number of peaks or cycles per second was deduced for each count length.

This was done for a few lengths on each test trace. Table 3.1 summarises the
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average vibra.tion frequency results obtained for the various test condi~ions

selected.

-
Table 3.1 Average vibration frequency test results

Type of road surface Load
conditions

Speed
(km/h)

Average ..vlbrafion
frequency (:Hz)

Concrete highway laden 70 6,0

Concrete highway (over
bridge expansion joints) laden 70 8,2

Secondary tar road laden 55 5,0

Dirt road laden 10-15 9,1

Poor quality dirt road
(-~everepotholes) laden very slow 4,0

Poor quality dirt road
(severe potholes) unladen very slow 7,6

Tar highway unladen 70 17,0

From these results it is seen that the average frequency of vibration of the

trailer chassis structure is dependent to a large extent on the load carried by

the trailer and only to a lesser extent on the type of road surface (ie. concrete,

tar, dirt) or speed. This is to be expected since a heavily laden trailer, being

a more massive vibrating system, will have a far lower natural frequency

than an empty trailer. A fair increase in frequency was also apparent for

the laden trailer travelling on the dirt road, and over the bridge expansion

joints on the concrete highway, This was due to the severely rutted nature

of the particular stretch of dirt road selected for the tests and due to the

closely spaced exnansion joints on the highway, forcing the higher vibration

frequencies,
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The vibration frequencies of Table 3.1 correspond to between 2,37 and 3,24

metres travelled per vibration cycle for the laden trailer on tar or concrete

roads. For the unladen trailer on the tar highway this figure is 1,14 metres

travelled per vibration c) de.

At the request of Henred Fruehauf Trailers (Pty) Ltd, testing was also con-

ducted by the author during May 1983 on Henred Fruehauf's 28 tonne PET

prototype semi-trailer. (25). The purpose of this study was to determine the

effectivenesa; from the point of view of dynamic axle load equalization of

the wide spread tri-axle sU'Jpension. This suspension was of the conventional

leaf sprir ...g type but with modified rockers inter-connected. via long connect-

ing rods to cater for the 3 110 millin etre spread between axle cent res. Testing

was undertak "}U for varying road conditions (ie. freeway, secondary tar roads,

and dirt roads) with no load on the trailer and with the tri-ax" , bogie loaded

to approximately! 61}percentof the maximum legal bogie load (ie. 2·40600 k:;\~
,

Strain gauges mounted on the upper and lower surfaces of the axle beams,

between the spring mounting positions, were used to senee the loads sup-

ported by each of the three axles. A Watanabe multi-channel cl tart recorder

was used throughout the tests to record the axle strain gauge b..dge output

signals. Callibration of each bridge output signal was achieved by comparison

to a range of axle loads measured using a set of assz yed weigh pads.

Three test runs were undertaken; one unladen and two laden. The mean

dynamic axle loads for each axle in each of the three test runs are presented,

in Graph 3.1, as a percentage of total. triden bodie load for the freeway con-

ditions at approximately 75 km/h, These were calculated for the smootuer

freeway surface only, since the road conditions varied somewhat on the sec-

ondary tar and dirt roads, making the calculation p.(.'mean loads under these

conditions extremely difficult. From this graph it can be seen that the mean
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axle load for the rearmost axle was considerably higher throughout the tests

than for the other two axles, This is obviously a characteristic of that par-

ticular suspension geometry. Further I the average maximum percentage load

variation from the mean was f\.\und to be greater for the foremost and centre

axles (tete! Graph 3.2) indicat'ug it greater instability or tendency to bounce

for these two axles. Here the average maximum load variation was judged by

eye from the chart recorder traces and extreme peaks, such as those resulting

from driving over bridge expansion joints, were ignored.

When negotiating severely undulating ground, or when turning corners where

there was a large difference in relative slope between the two intersecting

<oads, extremely high axle loads were at times recorded. This was because

of the inability of the load equalisation system cf the suspension to operate

under such extreme conditions, and was mainly due to the very wide axle

spacing.

In the above discussion the importance of an efficient load equalisation system

for wide spaced tTi-axle suspensions is apparent. This is not only to properly

distribute for~t::sJnto the chassis but also to ensure a uniform load distribution
at the road surface, thereby minimising pavement damage.

3.3 Computer data acquisition system
. ,

In selecting the appropriate instrumentation for acquiring field service data,

provision must be made for the recording of both analog and digital informa-

tion. Analog data is required in order to give a detailed picture of the stresses

or strains experienced by particular vehicle components, while digital data

on the other hand, allows the direct computation of peak values and how'

often the particular components are subjected to the various levels of stress

or strain. Although it is possible to record all of the data in tI..nalog form (for
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example by using an FM t{~perecorder), and to determine peak values and

count levels at a later sta~~1 it is generally necessary to limit analog data

,;gatheting i')O specific. combinations of manoeuvres and load conditions which
II -
/}

are known to produce high stress levels. Otherwise the task of data reduction

and assimilation can be overwhelming, The identification of critical combi-

. nations of manoeuvres and Ioadiag conditions may at times be difficult and

obv iously can only be resolved by judicious USe of both technique">.

The required digital data logging rate (ie, the number of analog to digital

data conversions per unit time) is deduced from the number of data points

necessarv to properly define, to a predetermined accuracy, one full vibration
'\

cycle at the highest expected vibration frequency component. In this project

a minimum of ten data points per cycle was selected. This is illustrated in

Graph 3.3, where the vibration cycle is represented by a sine wave. The

maximum error occurs a,t the peak and trough for the ten data points as

shown, and is equal to -4~9 pero= Obviously the shape of the actual vi-

bration cycles encountered during testing will vary to some degree from this

sinusoidal shape, hut the maximum possible error is not expected to differ

significantly from the above figure.

The maximum average frequency of vibration recorded during the initial

vibration frequency tests (refer to Section 3.2) \'",'1S 17 cycles per second (ie.

tar freeway - unladen). Further, the highest vibration frequency component

during all of the tests was never more than three times the averge frequency.

Hence the required digital datte! "C;;1rrg rate per channel is 510 data points per

second for ten data points logged per eycle. For data acquisition via twenty

input channels, this fignre rises to an overall total of 10200 data points per

second. At the start of any series of tests, however, data should initially be

logged over a few representative channels at a somewhat higher frequency

per channel than suggested above (for example, at !2000 to 3000 data points
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per second per channel) before any final decision on the required minimum

data logging rate is made.

In the data acquisition system developed for this proje(~t both the analog

and digital data logging functions are catered for in a single Idata acquisition

system controlled by a micro-computer, Figure 3.2 shows a schematic layout

of the full system.

D 1I'!l14S IIIC1llIlll'UlBi

, 1illll1l1llJ III III

W 'XD ILUlllJ

" 0

TRAtIDXEft
AE-·AIfl.IFIERS

ACCB.ERATIOOllWmlffiS VEHlo..E SPEED • ETC

Figure 3.2 High speed computer controlled data acquisition sys-

tern
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A Hewlett Packard 6940B Multiprogrammer is used to multiplex between

each of the input channels ill use ..and to perform the analog to digital con-

versions. The digital data is then transferred to a Hewlett Packard 9845

micro-computer via a series/parallel interface and stored in RAM memory.

Together these two devices are capable of performing analog to digital con-

versions and storing the digital data at a total rate of up to 22000 conversions

per second. This can be via a single input channel or divided equally between

any number of the 32 input channels available, As well as storing the digi-

tal data, the micro-computer is used to control the overall data acquisition

sequence and for data reduction and processing (for example, cycle count-

ing). At low data logging rates direct data processing is possible, whilst at 'I
1\

high rates it is necessary to log data into the computer RAM memory in Ii

short ?ursts and process the data inbetween, Although this system was not /'..
used for the collection of field ser'~'ifedata during this phase of the :project~\

the system was bench tested r::.gaiIlst a signal generator in order to verify

maximum data logging rates.

Analog information is obtained via a chart recorder which is either operated

manually or by computer program control via the Multiprogrammer's output

channels, In this way it is possible to pre-program those portions of the total

test data for which an analog record is required. Furthermore, accurate

indexing 01 the analog and digital data is easily accomplished.

The 3-volt DC input voltage required by the strain gauge bridges and the

accelerometers is provided by a transformer/rectifier type power supply. This

bridge supply voltage is also connected to one of the Multiprogrammer's input

channels which allows the micro-computer to monitor the voltage and to take

remedial action should it deviate beyond predetermined limits.

Transducer pre-amplifiers, positioned in close proximity to their respective



transducers, are used in the system to l'.lmplify the low level transducer output

signals. The amplification lessens the susceptibility of the output ~lgna1Sto

interference clue to electrostatically and magnetically induced noise, aud pro-

vides a uniform signal range across all of the input channels, as required by

the Multiprogrammer. Due to the high cost of purchasing a large number of

instrumentation pre-amplifiers (ie. approximately twent:r)j two types of dif-

ferential instrumentation amplifiers were built by the author at UWTec. The-

first of these is based on a National Semieonductor LM363··HIOOprec--ion

instrumentation amplifier Ie chip and was designed for use with strain gauge

bridges. It has a fixed gain of 100. The second pre-amplifier is constructed

using a National Semiconductor LH0038 true instrumentation amplifier Ie
chip and is configured rur a closed loop gain of 500, although gains of 100

to 2000 may be set by jumpering gain setting resistors included on the chip.

This amplifier was designed for use with the Kyowa AS-C acceleration trans-

ducers and any other transducers where very low level output signals are

obtained. During bench tests both amplifiers were shown to exhibit excel-

lent gain linearity and extremely low input offset voltage. The closed loop
-

frequency response was also investigated for an input 'Voltage to the am-

plifiers of 2,0 mV. The resultant frequency response curves indicated usable

frequency ranges for no fall-off in gain, of zero to 10 kHz for the Lj\((363-H100

amplifier, and zero to 20 kHz for the LH0038 amplifier. The bandwidths for

the LI\1363.-HI00 and tH0038 amplifiers were shown to.be 35 kHz and 8t) kHz

respectively.

3.4 Endurance testing techniques

As previously discussed I vehicle structural testing comprises two main areas

of concern. These are the determination of exceptional loading in order to

'verify stress calculations, and the recording of loading histories in order to

assess fatigue life or to validate earlier fatigue life predictions, The latter
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of these two is termed endurance testing. In this secti, <;llethodolog;y for

endurance testing as applied to heavy duty vehicles is .proposed and discussed

together with the theoretical foundation upon which it is based.

A typieal block of strain-time data, as would be expected from a strain gauge

attached to a road vehicle, is shown in Figure 3.3 below.

o.OOO6IT
0/0003 ~---+---~r--"--f\-+---+---f-l--fl--i

t

-O,OCJ(l) ....L__ ........._ _.__ -l- __ ....__ _.._J
1 3 5 7 9 11 13

TIME (sec) e-.

Figure 3.3 A typical block of strain-time data

Once digitised and stored in computer RAM memory, the strain history

data is categorised into several groups, each having the same amplitude and

mean strain. Several counting techniques are available for counting the num-

ber of cycles belonging to each group, the most common being the 'level

counting', 'range counting', and 'rainflow counting' algorithms, Rainflow

counting is considered to be more accurate in that it defines cycles as dosed

stress-strain hysteresis loops and. hence identifies events in a complex strain
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sequence which are compatible with constant amplitude fatigue data. (26~28)

A numbr of computer routines are available to perform rainflow counting,

Unfortunately, the majority require that the entire load history be known

before t., \: counting process starts, because of the limitation that the load

history must be rearranged to begin and end with the maximum peak (or

minimum valley). As a result they ate not suitable for 'on-board' real time

data processing. Downing et al(27) have, however; developed a routine to

overcome this limitation which can be begun and ended at any point in the

stress history, whilst identifying the same hysteresis loop cycles.

Further, when counting load histories of very long time duration using rain-

flow counting, partial cycles (ie. partial hysteresis loops) very far removed

from each other may be combined during the counting procedure. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). Schultz(29) suggests that the load-time history in

such a case be divided into seg)nents which are counted separately before the

results are combined (Figure 3.4(b n. The exact duration of these segments

must be judged from the particular merits of the test being undertaken.

The strainumplitude and mean strain readings (or maximum and minimum

strain) ill each count level group are converted to stresses by reference to

the stress-strain curve for that material. For a uniaxial stress field below the'

limit of proportionality, Hookes Law may be used. In a biaxial stress situati

fatigue damage is based on the maximum (algebraic) principal stress which

is obtained from the stress-strain relationship:(30)

Here tl and €'J refer to the maximum and minimum principal strains respec-

tively, which are obtained from the trrree component strain readings from the
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three strain gauges making up the strain gauge rosette at the test position.

For a detailed discussion of rosette strain computations the reader is referred'

to a text by Benham and Warnock. (30) This approach assumes that the peak

fatigue stresses will always be in the elastic range of the material. From the

RA!tfUT~
: :::=;>

{a} Full, lond history_

Cb} ~nted lood hlstor~

Figure 3.4 The effect of rainflow counting using full and seg-

mented load histories

design calculations of Appendix A, this is expected to be valid for all positions

on the trailer chassis for dynamic accelerations up to approximately 3-g.

Further, should local tensile stresses exceed the limit of proportionality once
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or twice during the Iife of a component! the resulting residual compressive

stresses will reduce the magnitude of subsequent tensile fatigue stresses, thus

biasing life predictions conservatively,

The resulting cumulative fatigue damage is calculated from the test data

using the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis or Linear Damage Rule.(26,:Rl-a;~) 'The

Palmgren-Miner theory states that:

- each count level group of cycles (h':'o same stress amplitude and means

stress) contributes an amount of damage given by the linear cycle ratio

for the group.

- the damage arising 11'Omany group of cycles is not dependent 011 the

group's location in the stress history.

the total cumulative fi:l.tigue damage is the linear sum of the damages

contributed by each group. That is;

for failure

where

ni -

u, -
(ndNi) -

D -

the T'~',rnber-of cycles which occur at a particular stress
W' , .lci(; and mean stress - itk count level group.
tK. -c .umber of cycles to crack initiation at the 'ith set of
conditions.
damage ratio for the ith set of conditions.
cumulative damage ratio.

The numbers of cycles N, are obtained from the materials S-N curve (ie,

stress-life curve) for the relevant stress amplitude and mean stress values.

In the above approach, fatigue life is defined as life to crack initiation. This

is deemed to be a reasonable measure of the useful life of a component de-

spite the fact that components can often withstand a considerable number
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of additional cy<:.lesafter crack
~--_ -

)in, before fracture occurs.

-
Miner's Rule states that crackillitiation occurs when the cumulative damage

ratio equals unity, For a particular block of test data, which represents a

portion ,of the total life stress history (If the component, one would expect

~.·the cumulative damage ratio for the block to be small. Hence, Miner's Rule

is often expressed as:

B [E(ni)]
,N, per block

=1 at fl:tlhrre.

Using this equation the numbers of such blocks of test data B required before

crack initiation occurs can L;~determined.

Although the Palmgren-Miner model provides a, mechanism that is relatively

easy to use in the analysis of complicated stress histories, it does however

have certain shortcomings. Firstly, it ~\oes not- account for the fact that

fatigue life to some degree depends on the order in \v;hich the different stress

levels ate applied. In inet, test results show that the cumulative damage ratio
(.'

D at failure can differ widely from the value of ~'nity, (29,30,32,33) Wirsching
..

et al(32) suggest that values of D at failure usuallJ fall in the range from 0,7

to 2,2 I whilst Benham et al(30) suggest a usual (range of \),6 to 2,0. Extreme

values of D well outside these ranges have also been found to occur in a

few cases, The Palmgren-Miner Rille is, however, generally valid when the

various amplitudes of stress cycles are fairly evenly distributed throughout

the life of the member, In an attempt to allow for the variation ill the

cumulative damage ratio, '''",J.ueof D based on previous experimental results

on similar structures may be used. This is known as the Relative Miner-Huck

approach(2!:1)and has been shown to yield a significant improvement in fatigue

life prediction reliability,



A second important factor in the use of the Palmgren-Miner rule is that cycles

at stress levels below the endurance limit for the material do nat contribute
to the fatigue life calculation since N, is infinite below the endurance limit.

Experience has shown h0Vli'ever(29) that these cycles do contribute to some

degree, and at high number of cycles (ie, greater than 100 million cycles)

their effect can become signifleent. In order to include the influence of stress

cycles below the endurance limit, a number of methods of modifying the

basic S-N curve are used. The first of these employs what is known as an

elementary S-N c~ve(29) in which the sloping portion of the basic S~N line

ahove the endurance limit is projected down to meet the zero stress axis

(Figure 3.5(c)). This elementary S-N curve may also be used in conjunction

with a reduced endurance limit (for example, half O'e). A second approach,

developed by Haibachp~9) uses a line below the endurance limit down to

zero stress, which is at half the slope of the portion of the basic S~N curve

above the endurance limit. This projected line is known as the Halbach line

(Figure 3.5(b )). The relative failure prediction reliability of each of the above

mentioned-approachos is indicated in Figure 3.5.

The Palmer-Miner Linear Damage Rule, despite the various shortcomings

and difficulties discussed above, still provides a useful starting point for the

analysis of fa..tigue under variable loading spectra. It is also most commonly

used because of its simplicity and the experimental fact that other much More

complex cumulative damage theories do not yield a significant improvement

in fati~ue life prediction reliability.

By definition, the approach thus far.: addresses high cycle fatigue in that peak

fatigue stresses axewithin the elastic. range and the expected cycle life exceeds

100 000 cycles. Although unlikely in this particular design, low cycle fatigue
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,occurs when stresses are high enough to cause plastic deformation, and cycle

Iffe,M a result of this high loading is usually lower than 100 000 cycles. In

the land vehicle industry low cycle fatigue usually occurs during unexpected

overload conditions, since few parts are designed to serve under such severe

conditions. However, in the interests of completeness, a technique termed

developed for use in both the

lowe cycle region and high cycle region, and which has ga;br.!lQ~dconsiderable

acceptance in the automative industry over the past ten years or so, is also

discussed here,

The Strain Range fatigue model applies primarily to components that are

strain cycled and, as in the stress-life approach discussed above, it predicts life

to crack initiation. The model is based on data obtained from the hysteresis

curve for metals and yields a modified S-N curve in the low-cycle region,

6.v
TOTAL
STRESS

FIgure 3.6

metal

STRESS

PlASTIC STRAIN R»«iE

6E
TOTAL STRAIN p~

.........+--a~sTIc STR.\'iIJ
RANGE

A typical stress-strain hysteresis loop for a ductile
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The b~eady state hysteresis loop is a plot of the behaviour of a ductile metal

under controlled amplitude cyclic loading. As stresses reverse from tensile to

compressive, the metal strains as shown in the typical curve of Figure 3.6.

Experiments indicate that, for completely reversed bending, as illustrated

.above, the amount of plastic strain :md cycles to faii1..1re are approximately

related by:(34)

where

._ the number of cycles to failure.
- plastic strain amplitude.
- fu:2 plastic strain range.
- fatigue ductility coefficient. Defined as the

true strain required to caU15€failure on the
first reversal. €f may be estimated from
€i :=: en(IOO/CIOO _, %RA)) Ii

where %RA is the percentage reduction in area
that results from a simple tensile test.

c - fatigue ductility exponent. A material
property approximately equal to -0,6 for many
materials including steel and aluminium,

Since these are plastic strains, both strains and stresses within th;:; material

are large. 'This equation then predicts low cycle fatigue.

A similar relationship exists between high cycle life and elastic strain. 'When

strain amplitudes are low enough to remain within the elastic limit of the

metal (ie. ('Op = 0) fatigue life can be expressed as;(34)
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(.,." )llb;::;t:2Nf = _}l
20"\ f

where

Nf
E

(b)5e/2)
A€I;'

(1'f

- the number of cycles to failure.
-- modulus of elasticity of the material.
- elastic strain amplitude.
- elastic strain range,
~ fatigue strength coefficient, Defined as the

true stress required to cause fract~l'e on the
first reversal. G. serally, the relationship, ,...!OJ := O'f
1S used, where U j is the true fracture
strength of the material.

b - fatigue strength exponent. For metals in a
'soft" condition b = --0, 1 and if the metal has
been hardened by cold working, b approaches
-0105. b= -0,085 may be used as a first
estimate or, alternatively, for most metals,
b rv --(1/6)log(2ui/auTs)

The above two life equations call be combined to provide an expression for

the total strain amplitude for a given NJ :(26,34,35)

This equation is plotted on full log co-ordinates and the resultant. plot is

termed a strain-life curve. A typical example iii shown in Figure 3.7.

The effect of mean stress can be accounted for by lowering the elastic com-

ponent of the strain life curve as follows:(26)
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where

trmean = .mean stress.

Elgure 3.7

'TOTALSTRAIN-LIFE CtRVE

CYCLESTI1 FAILIRE (2 Nl )

A typical strain-Iife curve

Note Ghat the plastic component is unaffected by the mean stress. Farther,

a tensile mean stress will reduce total cycle life

stress increases total life,

a compressive mean

In the case of complex load histories, this fatigue model may be applied

in conjunction with the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis, m a similar manner as

discussed above, for the stress-life approach. Here the strain data in the

various count level groups is converted into strain range and mean stress

values by reference t-» the cyclic (hysteresis loop) stress-strain curve for the

material,
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN EVALUA~.~lON
!! ,j

4.1 I :Introduction ::

"l'his chapter presents l~ general overview of the approach adopted in ~h~~de-

sign of all aspects of the-semi-trailer and details some of the more important

Ii design decisions. For the most part this takes the form of a discussion or

evaluatR\ft of the design analyses detailed in the appendices to this disserta-
b

Mon.

I'rIIi
il

The first part of the, chapter presents a discussion of certain general as-

pects which include the overall vehicle concept and main dimensions as well

as design payload and chassis mass, and the approach adopted in the stress

analysis of the vehicle chassis. Thereafter, each different section of the trailer

design is evaluated individually in conjunction with the analyses in the ap-

pendices. ~n each case the methodology adopted is discussed and the more

important iresults are presented. Reference is also made to the engineering
ii
,(

drawings 1)1Appendix H.

4.2 General

4.2.1 General vehicle concept--Iegal considerations, ana overall

dimensions
Iu

Although the principal 'criterion govetilir.g the vehicle concept in this project

was to obtain a high payload (refer Section 1.1), the semi-trailer has also

been designed with a view to obtaining the maximum overall length and

width within the bounds of present legislation. The main dimensional and

mass restrictions for a truck-tractor and semi-trailer combination are:(5)
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(i) Dimensional limitations:

maximum combination length
maximum semi-trailer length
maximum semi-trailer wheelbase

..... maximum semi-trailer front overhang
maximum s~:ttri-traller overall width

17,0 m
No restriction

9,0 m
1,5 ill

2,5 m

(ii). Legal pavement loadings:

The regulation stipulates the following shall not be exceeded:

- Maximum axle mass loads of 7700 kg for an axle with single tyres

and 8200 kg for an axle with dual tyres.

- Tyre rating as specified by SABS .!tRP 008 - 1989 (Parts I - VII

and X)(:37)

~ Manufacturer's axle rating.

(iii) Limitations imposed by bridges and culverts:

The maximum legal load on a group of axles may not exceed the

value obtained from the formula:

Load = 1,8($) + 16000 kg

where s is Hie distance in rnillimetres between the centre lines of
the extreme axles in that group.

The limiting bridge formula span for the majority of 6 it 4 truck-tractor and

semi-trailer ccrnbinations on the road at present is usually the extreme axle

span (ie, from the steering axle of the truck-tractor to the rearmost axle of

the semi-trailer) or the span from the foremost drive axle of the truck to the

rearmost axle of the trailer. Maximising these dimensions will thus ensure

the highest possible payload, and a wide spaced tridem axle or PET (payload

efficiency trailer) type semi-trailer is the most, obvious way of satisfying the

criterion of maximum payload and deck length.
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The semi-trailer configuration selected in this design project is shown in Fig-

ure 4.1~ together with the projected 01' design weight ..distribution USe\1 for

all design calculations. For the truck-tractor and semi-trailer combination

having a legal maximum overall length of 17,0 metres! and with no restric-

tion plated 011 the length, of the semi-trailer itself, the maximum length of

the trailer depends on the dimensions of the towing vehicle. In this respect

forward contrci truck tractors have a distinct advantage over their normal

control counterparts, By selecting a truck-tractor with a vel'Y short drrver's

cab arid no bonnet (eg. 'Mack F700') a semi-trailer of up to 14,0 metres

can be obtained (eg, Henred Fruehauf PET trailer(1,3b)). In this particular

design, however, it was considered prudent to. size the overall length of the

semi-trailer so that it could be coupled (within the 17,0 metre overall com-

bination Iength restriction) to the majority of forward control truck-tractors

on the South African market. To this end, eighteen representative forward

control truck-tractors were considered (refer Appendix: G) and a maximum

semi-trailer length of 13,85 metres was selected as being suitable for approx-

imately 75 percent of the vehicles analysed. The majority of the remaining

25 percent of the truck-tractors could, however, be coupled to a semi-trailer

of this length but only with an associated reduction in allowable payload.

This is because the necessary 5th-wheel positions result in all unfavourable

weight distribution on the truck-tractor, which necessitates a reduction in

king-pin load, and hence payload, so as not to overload the steering rode of

the truck-tractor, After allowing for the protrusion of the rear bumper and

headboard! etc, the 13,85 metre overall semi-trailer length results in a deck

length of 13,13 metres.

The "wheelbasemeasurement (ie. from the king-pin to the centre of the trailer

axle bogie or, in this case, the centre axle) has been reduced to marginally

below the 9,0 metre legal maximum (ie, 8,924 metres) to allow for changes
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the susP~ion geometry at a lat~r date. For example, the axle mourning
i\

position on the suspension tr8.ili~g arm may be-varied at some later date in

order to alter the load distdhuttOAl between the suspension hanger and air
i . .J J

>tbag.) or to increase suspension tlta:vel. The rearmost axle was then placed ~)

close to the rear of the trailer ai; possible wl.',hcut fouling the rear bumper or
I, U .

rnudflap, when at maximum s~kerangle. This was done to obtain the max-
I • il

imuru extreme axle spacing £1>1' the combination and thereby, as discussed
" II

above, to achieve maximum p!tyload. The foremost axle was then positioned

an equal distance in front ot the centre axle to ensure symmetrical steering

characteristics and because! the wheelbase for a tridem semi-trailer is de-

fined as the distance from ~he king pin to halfway between the formost and
,

rearmost axles of the tri-axie bogie,

A deck width of 2,40 metres was selected as this allows for the protrusion of

drop-sides or side-posts, ~ffitted. Front overhang, including the headboard,

was set at 1,460 metres.

The basic chassis structure is of a ladder type construction comprising two

longitudinal beams running the full length of the trailer and spaced apart

at intervals by torsion tube cross-members. The longitudinal l-section main

beams support the longitudinal and vertical loads, whilst the torsion tubes

resist torsional twisting of the frame. The 1,060 metre dimension between

the main J-beam centres was chosen since this gives the maximum practical

spread between the trailing arms of the suspension for reasons of roll stability"

and since it allows for convenient mounting of the suspension air-bag and

associated air supply, without interfering with the steering ability of the self-

tracking axles.

For the most part the semi-trailer chassis structure was designed as a

of sub-assemblies (eg, torsion tubes, outriggers, suspension mounts) which
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are bolted together to form the full trailer. chassis, was done to elimi- _
" \

nate the need :fot large scale assembly jigs ",u"~",,,(._, the 'one-off" construction'

phase and since, in some areas (eg. torsion ends) l this method results

in lower joint stresses than a welded joint, and removes the possibility

of cracks propagating from one component into another. Other advantages

are that sub-assemblies may be removed for repair or modification, or' dur-

ing testing of the trailer, in order to fit instrumentation or for laboratory

simulated, tests on individual components. In order to prevent electrolytic

corrosion, all of the bolts, washers and nuts used were cadmium piated, Ed-

wherever steel components were bolted to the aluminium structure, a gasket,

was insetted between the two surfaces and the steel part painted with zinc

chromate primer (e.g, 'Hope' d~'f~tefoundation plate).

4.2.2 Design payload and chassis mass

The maximum legal payload attainable f()t a semi-trailer of this type is ob-

viously dependent on the tare mass and d.imensions of the towing vehicle as

well as the dimensions and tare mass of the trailer itself, From the analyses

of Appendix G, the maximum payload was for a Foden 8106 - 6x4 truck-

tractor and is equal to 29417 kg. A round figure of 30 000 kg was hence used

as the design payload.

The design tare mass for thetrailer was approximated to be 5970 kg (refer

Figure 4.1) which was further divided into 290(, kg chassis mass (includiag

deck, outriggers, side rails, headboard, etc.), 250 kg auxiliary equipment

(including 'Hope' anti-jack-knife device, braking €O(lUiprrient, and lights) and

2820 kg tri-axle bogie mass (including axles and brakes, suspension, wheels,

tyrea eec.),
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\1·
Pseudo-dynarnlc ,loading design approi!~hand

stress analysis

"rh~.fre .two commonly used ~a.pproache8 to the design analysie of a road

vehi~~. The first of th6re involves the application of a load factor to the

stresses calculated from the static (l~g) load distribution. The usual value

taken for tl'~') load factor (sometimes referred to as a safety factor) is of

the order o:! 2,5, although values as low as ~,2,a:re at times ui}d.(2,1,39-41)

Alternatively, a design model based on dY.i:1amic.accelerations in the vertical,
(\ c'

longitudinal and transverse directions may be applied.

The latter of these two approaches is felt to be more realistic. Firstly; it is ;t.

better approximation to the actual situation in that it takes into account such

occurrences as load transfer to the front of the vehicle during braking" Also,

larger longitudinal g..forces than those resulting from braking deceleration
Ii
'd

(approximately O,65-g maximum during braking) may occur as a result of

C'Potholes and other severe ~n~..gu1aritiesiin the road surface, or due to king-

pin slack. Secondly, clynarnic a~·c~>ratio~~.tecotcied during testing stages can

easily be compared with values used ill the design stage (also refer Chapter 3).
;,

:For these reasons this approach is preferred and was adopted in this project.

Typical dynamic accelerations for highway vehicles are presented in

Table 4.1.(9,39,41,42) The acceleration factors listed under 'maximum' are the

values adopted it.. this project in the pseudo-dynamic loading design approach

to the main chassis longitudinals and certain other structures. For tne static
'i

load distribution the vertical acceleracion factor is 1,0 and the longitudinal

and transverse factors are zero.
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Table 4.1 Typical dynamic acceleration factors 'for

highway vehicles

Acceleration factor
Direction

Maximum Normal running

Vertical
Longitudinal
Transverse

2~O
l~O
1,0

1,1 to 1,3
011 to O~2
0,1 to 012

In keeping with current design. practice, (2,3,40) all of the vertical and longitu-

dinal Ioads are assumed to be carried by the two main chassis l-beams only

(refer Section 4.3). This assumption is deemed valid since the contribution

of the side rails and decking is negligible, in that the deck planks are trans-

versely mounted; and the side rails are far removed from the .main beams

and hence only share the bending; loads by virtue of the somewhat flexible

connectionsthrough the deck plunks and outriggers. Transverse loads on the

semi-trailer are not included in the analyses of the main chassis l-beams since

their effect on the stresses in these beams is negligible due to the relatively

large width, and hence, lateral bending stiffness of the ladder frame chassis.

Furt' and again In line with current design practice, the 30000 kg payload

and 2900 kg chassis mass are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the

f· ". 1 th J.' t' ., h .'(i,1 e:'l.j. 01 ~J~etrailer c aSS1S,

For the most part the Shear Strain Energy Theory or Von

C:riterio:n(11,30,43) is used as the failure criterion in the stress analyses of this

report. This theory postulates that the shear strain energy in the complex

stress system and ill simple tension are equal, viz:

for no failure



where

(f yt = tensile yield strength

(fl,2,3 :=: principal stresses

For (fa ::::::;0) the criterion reduces to!

" ."... .)2 2(ji +0'2 + (0'1 - Uz, S 20'yt

This is the form in which the equation is most often used in this dissertation.

In the CMe of ductile metals the Mises Failure Criterion. correlates \vell

with material behaviourOH') and is thus selected for the aluminium alloys

used in t4e construction of this semi-trailer.

Principal stresses are calculated from Mohr stress circle principles(30,.13) j viz:

where

fY x = zi-direetion stress

0'11 :=:: 'Y-direction stress

r :±:::: shear st-ress
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4.3 Main chassis I-bea.ms

4.3.1 Loading aaalysls of main f-beams

Ii

differen~ load cases were· analysed in an attempt ~q cov~r all possible

loading situations on the main chassis l-beams .(reter- Section A.2, Appen-
Ci

dix A), The fir~.tof these is tlle pseudo-dynamic loading situation as discussed

in Section lL2.~ above, whilst the remaining six are static load situations for

various support conditions. These are denoted 'Case l' to lease 7) loading

in the analyses of Appendix A, and are discussed in detail below.

'the analysis of each load case was undertaken using the 'Genesys Frame-

allruysis/2' structural analysis sub-program 0.1.1 the Universityof the Witwa-

tersrand's IBM. ~70 mainframe computer (refer Section A.2 in Appendix A

and Appendix B). Due to lateral symmetry of the chassis structure, only

one chassis I~heatI' was analysed in each case, and this was loaded with half

- of the uniformly distributed payload and chassis mass. The varying depth

.l-beam was modelled as a series of two node beam elements joining 31 nodes

positioned along the neutral axis of the beam (refer Figure Bl). The load

equalizing characteristics of the tri-axle air suspension were modelled bjr US~

ing a 1:P.i1: tree' system of pin jointed links. These links were attached to the

l-beem model at the suspension hanger and air bag nodee and vvei!epropor-

tioned to correctly distribute the load between axles and between hanger and

air bag mounts, The five:systems of links used to model the suspension for

the various tridem bogie support conditions, are depicted in Figures B2 to

B5 in Appendix B. In order to ensure t.hat the deflections of the suspension

linkage system were small in comparison with the chassis Lbeam deflections,

and could thus be neglected, the suspension link members were given high

values of cross-sectional area and of second moment of area. Together the
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chassis f-beam model and the suspension model form a two dimensional plane

frame structure.

Case 1 loading

As already mentioned, this load ease corresponds the pseudo-dynamic

l.x:tding situation and represents the maximum vertical Clfldlongitudinal

forces expected to i'be imposed on the trailer chassis during its working life.

Acceleration factors of l-g fof~longitudinal and 2-g for vertical loads were

used (referSection 4.2.3. and Sections 4.2.2 and A.2.5).

The method of analysis adopted was firstly to. calculate the load transfer
1-\

from. the semi-trailer tridem axle bogie to the king-pin resulting from fne

longitudinal deceleration and for an assumed-distribution of retarding forces

between the king-pin and bogie. An assumed distribution of retarding forces

was l1ecess~u:ybecause of static indeterminacy, and was estimated to be such

that 40 percent of the deceleration was due to retarding, forces at the tyres

of the semi-trailer and 6:0 percent due to retarding forces at the king-pin.

The overall Centre of gravity (chassis mass and payload) of the laden trailer

was estimated to be 800 runt above the deck, The load transfer within the

suspension, itself was then' iculated and the pseudo-dynamic reactions at

the king-pin and suspension hanger and air bag mounts were obtained.

Working backwards, a skewed load distribution (refer Figure A4) of totcl

magnitude equal to the design payload plus chassis mass multiplied by the

2-15vertical acceleration, was then calculated to produce these pseudo-dynamic

support reactions. This skewed load distribution was then approximated by

a stepped load distribution, denoted 'LOADING/V2Ll' and used for Case 1

loading in the analyses of Appendix B.

Longitudinal loading on the chassis I-beams (refer Section A.2,5) was calcu-
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lated by assuming that the frictlon forces between the uniformly distributed

payload and the trailer deck ar~ alsc uniformly distributed, and adding these

forces to the longitudinal retarding forces at the king-pin and suspension

hangers.

Shear force, bending moment, deiiection and longitudinal load diagrams from

the results tabulatt:1 in Appendix: B are presented for this load case in Graphs
1\,

i4.1 to 4.4,

Case 2 and Case 3 loading

These two load eases correspond to static loading situations (ie, l-g vertical

acceleration only) for the stationary semi-trailer standing on level ground

(l-efer Section A.2.3). Case 2 represents support at the king-pin and tridem

bogie (ie. semi-trailer coupled to truck-tractor) \\'hilst Case 3 is for support

at the landing legs and tr:dem bogie (ie. semi-trailer uncoupled). The static

load distribution is denoted in Appendix B by 'LOADING/I'.

Shear force, bending moment, and deflection diagrams are presented in

Graphs 4.5 to 4.10

of Appendix B.

these two loading situations from the tabulated results

CS$e 4 to Case 7 loading

The last four load cases simulate situations where the tyres of one 01' mot!':

of the axles of the semi-trailer tri-axle bogie are lifted completely off the

ground. These situations arise, for example, when negotiating large humps

01: dips ill the road surface, when entering 01' exiti,"lg driveways over storm

water gulleys, or when turning sharp corners where there is a large difference

in relative slope between the two intersecting roads. This phenomenon is

characteristic of PET type semi-trailers clue to the wide axle spacing of che
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tl'iciem bogie and is caused by the load equalization system of the suspension

not having sufficient travel to maintain all three sets of tyres firmly in contact

..\lith the ground at all times. (2S) Due to the extreme nature of the conditions

required to r}roduce each of these load cases, they occur at low speed and

hence at low dynamic acceleration. For this reason the static load distribution

(ie, 'tOADING/r) was used in each of these. analyses in Appendix B.
~i

The to<1£ load CM'~ are 8.":1 follows:

Case 4 - support at king-pin and foremost axle on1y.

Case 5 - support at king-pin and centre axle only.

C8$e 6 - support at king-pin and rearmost axle only,

Case 7 ~support at king-pin and foremost and centre axle.

The shear force, bending moment and deflection diagrams for each of these

loading situations from the results Appendix B are presented in Graphs

4.11 to 4.22.

4.3.2 Stress distributions in main chassis f-beams

The twelve stress distributions listed below were calculated over the full

length of the main chassis I-beams (refer Tables A2 to A7 in Section A.3.l)

are presented here in graphical form in Graphs 4.23 to 4.34.

Apart from the distributions of longitudinal direct stress and maximum. trans-

verse shear stress (at the neutral axis), three areas of the l-beam cross-section

were considered in these analyses. These are the extreme fibres, the web to
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Graph ••6 Bendinc moment distribution on main chassis I-beam (Case 2 lOlai~~)
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Graph 4.10 Deflection dhrraa f9f main chassis I-'beam«Case 3 loaainc)
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Graph 4..12 Bendillg moment distribution 011 uin chuds I-be.a (Clse 4. iGlctia,C)
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Graph 4.14 Sheaf force distri'LuUon on main chassis I-bel. (Clse 5 lo~cUnc)
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Grlfh ,(,.20 Shear force distribution on main ChlllslS I-beam (Cas" 7 lo.filii«)
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Gnph 4.,21 Hendin, mcment distribution on main chusis ~-belm (Case 7 ~oldinl)
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Graph 4.26 Principal stress distribution at the extreme fibres (Upper
flan~e - Case 1 loadin~)
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flange joint (ie. immediately helm" ~he flange within the T-section extrusion)

and the web to T-section flange welds. In each of the stress distributions

discussed, maximem loads occur under pseudo-dynamic loading conditions

and hence, all ofthe stress distributions were calculated for the Case 1 loading

analysis (ie, ~LOADINGjV2Ll ').

The t\v(~lvestress distributions are:

- Longitudinal direct stress,

Maximum transverse shear stress (neutral axis) .

.~ Extreme fibre bending stress (upper flange)"

- Principal stresses at the extreme fibres (upper flange).

~ Principal shear stress at extreme fibres (upper flange).

- Von Mises stress at extreme fibres (upper flange).

- Principal stresses at the web/flange joint (above the neutral axis)"

- Principal shear stress at the web/flange joint (above the neutral axis).

- Von Mises stresses at the web/flange joint (above the neutral axis).

- Principal stresses in the main l-beam weldc (above the neutral axis).

~ Principal shear stress in the main l-beam welds (above the neutral axir].

- Von Mises stresses in the moon l-beam welds (above the neutral axis).

The stress distributions at the extreme fibres and at the web-flange joint. were

considered since, in general, the principal stress of greatest magnitude for an

I-section occurs either at the extreme fibres or at the web-flange joint, (.131

Comparing Graphs 4.26 and 4.29, the minimum principal stress

(ie, dz-cOIHpr68sive) is seen to be of greater magnitude at the web-flange

joint than at the extreme fibres 101' the.first 2,455 metres from the front of
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the beam (ie, node 1 to node 5) and for a short length at the v-eryrear of the

beam. The maximum principal stress (ie. <11wtensile), m:::the other hand, is

greater at the web-flange joint than at the extreme fibres for the full length

of the beam.

The stress distributions at the main Lbeam welds (ie. web to T-section

flange welds) were deemed jmportant because of reduced material strength,

especially in terms of fatigue (refer Section 4.3.5), at that position.

All of the principal stress, principal shear stress, and Von MiS\3S stress distri-

butions were evaluated above the neutral axis since the longitudinal direct

stress is of the same sign M the bending stress in this region over most of the

length of the beams, and hence results in greater x-direction stresses. "I'his

then yields greater principal and Von Mises stresses over these lengths (also

refer Section 4.3.3).

'fbe longitudinal direct stress distribution of Graph 4.23 is, for the most

part, linear except at discontinuities caused by support reactions and over

that length of the beam where the depth of the J-beam section vades. As

expected, maximum longitudinal direct stress occurs at the king-pin due to

the high retarding forces at that position.

Maximum transverse shear stress at the neutral axis (Graph 4.24) occur-, at

the king-pin position as a result of the high dynamic, forces at the king-pin

for Case 1 loading.

Although the maximum bending moment on the J-beams for Case 1 loading

occurs at 51709 metres from the front of the beams (ie. approximately at

node 15 - refer Gra,ph 4.2), the greatest v;;:clueof extreme fibre bending stress

is seen in Graph 4.25 to occur at 3,555 metres from the front, of the beam
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(ie. at node 9). This is because of the considerably reduced I~beam depth

at that position, Also, as expected, the minimum principal stress, principal

shear stress, and Von Mises stress at the extreme fibres are also greatest at

node 9 (refer Graphs .:1,26to4,28).

At the upper web-flange joint, the peak minimum principal stress (ie, 0"2"'

compressive) in Graph 4,29 is seen to occur at 3,555 metres from the front of

the beams (node 9). This is due to the high bending stress at that position.

The maximum principal stress (ie. O'i-tensile), on the other hand, is greatest

at the king-pill (ie, 1,355 metres from the front of ~he beams » node 3) due

to the high shear loads and low bending stress at the king-pin. The principal

shear stress and Von Mises stress distributions in Graph 4.30 and 4.31 peak

at 3li55 metres (node'D), with lesser peaks occurring at the king-pin,

Similarly, in Graph 4.32, the g,,'eatest 'values of the maximum and minimum

principal stress in the l-beern welds are again at the 'king-pin and at 3,555

metres respectively. The principal shear stress and Von Mises stress distri-

butions (Graphs 4.33 and 4.34), however, both peak at the king-pin in this

case as a result of the greater influence of transverse shear stress closer to

the neutral axis, coupled with the high shear force at the king-pin. Lesser

peaks occur at 3,555 metres from the front of the beams (ie. node 9) due to

the high magnitude of the minimum principal stress at that position.

In each of the principal stress and Von Mises stress distributions pre-

sented in this section, the stresses are at all positions along the length of the

main chassis I-beams, below the allowabl« shear yield stress (Tyi) and tensile

yield stress ((jyt ::=: Jl.l"·l) respectively for the Anticorodal-d l.Zaluminium alloy

used in the construction of the beams (refer Section E.1.1 in Appendix E).
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4.3.3 Failure critical stress areas in main chassis !»beams

Eleven areas along the length of the main chassis J-beams axe identified in

Section A.3,2 of Appendix A as being possible failure critical aJ:eas. That is,

those areas orpositions where failure is most likely to initiate. These include

areas of high basic stress as well as areas where the high stress is due to the

presence of stress raisers. The eleven positions along with their associated

Von Mises stresses are as listed below" As in Section 4.3.2, these stresses

were evaluated for Case 1 loading.

Stress at extreme fibres of the top flange at maxinzam bending moment

(17m = 92,60 MP~).

Stress in upper main l-beam welds at maximum bending moment

- Stress at extreme fibres of the top flange at maximum bending stress

(um ::::::128)4 MPa).

Stress in upper main Lbeam welds at maximum bending stress

(um = 89,00 MPa)

Stress at torsion tube bolt hole neares' to maximum bending moment

(um = 130,7MPa).

Stress at maximum transverse shear stress (O'm = 02,10 MPa).

Stress in lower main J-beam welds at maximum shear force

(u;n = 106,2 MPa).

- Stress at torsion tube bolt holes 2000 mm rearward of the king-pin

(um = 173,3 MPa and 173l) MPa).

Stress: in main l-beam web at landing leg mounting bracket welds

(um = 53,23 MPa).
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- Stress at rubbing plate bolt holes in main f-beam flanges

(17m:=: 121,9 MFa).

- Stress ill main L-beam web at upper coupler cross-member-welds

(O'ut = 72108 },J[Pa).

The greatest Von Mises stress for as extruded material is seen to occur z..t the

extreme fibres of the upper flange at maximum bending stress (ie. at 3,555

metres from the front .of the beams - node 9).

For areas where high stress is due to the stress concentrating effect of a bolt

hole, the maximum Von Mises stress occurs at the torsion tube bolt holes

2000 millimetres rearward of the king-pin. Although stress concer \'l.tin.:t

factors can, for the most part, be neglected for static loading of ductile

materials, since the plastic yielding that occurs on overstressing C(:I;I1SeS a

local redistribution of stress, (43,44) an elastic stress concentration factor has

been included in all such stress analysis in Section A.3.2. This is justified

since the maximum stress after the application of the stress concentration

factor is in every case substantially less than the tensile yield strength, and

hence local yielding is extremely unlikely, FUrthermore, since the majority

of stressing of the trailer chassis frame occurs under dynamic conditions,

and since the efl:ed of stress concentration is considerably more pronounced

in the fatigue situ3.tim:l,(44) even for ductile materials, the use of a stress

concentration faf~tol' at this stage of the analysis serves. to illumine possible

failure critical areas fo:.' the fatigue analysis of Section 4.3.5 and Section A.5.

Roark and Youhg(44) suggest a stress concentration factor of 3 for in-plane

bending of a finite width fiat. plate where the ratio of the hole radius to its

distance from the edge of the plate is small (ie. less than C,05). In the absence

of more accurate data, this case is used here to approximate the situation of

the torsion tube bolt holes in the main Lbeam webs, No data was found to
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approximate the stress concentration resulting from the rubbing plate bolt

boles for the lower I-bearo, flange in compression and thus a value of 3 was

also used .. It is expected however, especially for the case of the rubbing plate

bolt holes, that these values are, if anything, too high and that concentration

factors of between 2,0 and 2,5 are more iikely. In all of these calculations the

principal stresses are evaluated. as if the hole were not present and are then

multiplied by the relevant stress concentration factor before the Von Mises

failure criterion is applied.

4.3.4 Buckling of main chassis T-beams
\,

\\
Under the application of various types of loading, a beam may faU by lftither

J)
lateral or local buckling, In the case of the two main J-beams of the/ semi-

II

Ii
t.r9n~r chassis, lateral buckling is extremely unlikely for the type of i'pading

encountered, and because ~;hebeams are restrained laterally by the deck

and torsion tubes. Local buckling of the J-beam web or flanges may occur

however, if local compressive stresses become excessive, It should be noted

that local buckling is not necessarily indicative of imminent collapse and the

beams would most likely be capable of carrying loads above those required to

cause local instability. This is particularly true for beams in bending where

web buckling precedes flange buckling, as is +.he case for the main chassis

l-beams.

In Section A 4 the buckling diagram for the Anticcrodal-Ll Z aluminium alloy

is presented in Graph Al , whilst the local buckling strength of the web at

each of the 31 main l-beam nodes is presented in Table A8. The distribution

of the buckling strength data is plotted here 111Graph 4.35. As expected, the

'web buckling strength varies over the length of the beams in a similar manner

to the beam depth. Further, by comparison with the stress distributions of

Section 4.3.1, and in particular the stress at, the web-flange joint, it is seen
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Graph 4.35 Buckling strength distribution for main eaasais I~beams
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that the web buckling strength is considerali. ,tier at all 31 nodes than
I _"

the actual compressive st.resses encountered, and hence, buckling failure is

im1Jrobable ...

4.3.5 Farigue analysis of main chassis I·beams
1

By far the most cOlUInonJmode of structural failure for the majority of road
)J

vehicles, especially heavy duty vehicles, is fatigue cracking. This is due to

the fluctuating stresses induced in the chassis frame components as a result

of the random vibration of the structure and payload as the vehicle trav-

els over irregular surfaces, and the very high number of such stress cycles

experienced over the service life of the vehicle. The analysis of the fatigue

life or endurance life of a prototype vehicle is hence of e:~\reme importance,

and is best approached by identifying the spectrum of differing stress levels
,

.experienced by the vehicle by means of extensive testing, relating them to

the appropriae ssress-life curves and then using Miner's Cumulative Damage

Law.(7,25,30,32,34) These procedures are discussed in greater detail in Chap-

tel' 3.

At the design phase some estimation of endurance life is also necessary so

that the designer can, as far as possible, adequately size and configure com-

ponents for the expected service load conditions. ' At this stage the fatigue

loading spectrum is usually provided by previous experience gained from

testing similar vehicles. In the design of this particular semi-trailer, how-

ever ~such background information was not available and '.~hebest that. could

be done was to make certain assumptions as to the loading spectrum that.

could be expected. For this reason, and for a number of other reasons which

will become apparent in later discussions, any assessment, at this stage of

endurance life will, at best, be inaccurate. Nevertheless, some discussion of

fatigue life prediction for this vehicle, in order to outline methodology and
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to obtain an estimation of endurance life, is appropriate here.

In Section A.S of Appendix A, the fa,tigue lifeof the main chassis I~heams

":as evaluated at the following three points:

- Ainhe Extreme fibres of the tension (lower) :flange at maximum bending

stress lie" at node 9).

- At the main Lbeam welds below the neutral axis at maximum bending

stress (ie. at node 9).

- At the lower torsion tube bolt hole at 2,109 metres from the king-pill.

These three positions wer(1_)chosen since they represent the three most failure-

critical areas along the length ..of the beams (refer Section 4.3.3 and Sec-

tion A.3.2) and since they demonstrate the methodology of the fatigue cal-

culations for a wrought or extruded material as wen as for welded and bolted

joints. Although greater stresses were obtained above the neutral axis in

Sections 4.3.3 and A.3.2 in all three cases. .he fatigue stresses have been

evaluated below the neutral axis since the tensile mean stress below the

neutral axis at these positions results in a greater susceptibility to fatigue

cracking than compressive mean stl'esses.(30,44-46) Further, though a greater

Von Mises stress was obtained in the main beam welds at node 3 (ie., at the

king-pin) than at node {) for the pseudo-dynamic loading in Section A.3.2,

a greater maximum principal stress was obtained at node 1) for the uniform

load distribution 'Usedin this fatigue analysis.

The fa~igue stresses were evaluated for vertical dynamic accelerations only

(ie, no longitudinal acceleration) in the range from l-g (static loading) up to

2-g (assumed maximum dynamic acceleration) in steps of O,l-g. The shear

force and bending moment data for each stress level was obtained from the

static I-g loading distribution (ie. Case 2 loading of Section 4.3.1 and
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Appendix B) by multiplying the static loading 'Values by the vertical

g-level factor. In each case the relevant fatigue stresses were taken to be
o

the maximum principal stresses ~t. the point, with the maximum stress equal

.to the stress corresponding to the particular g-level, and the mean stress

that stress resulting from static loading. The alternating stress is then the

difference between the maximum and mean stresses, arid the minimum stress

.is equal to the mean stress minus the alternating stress. '1:" stress ratio is

the ratio of the minimum to maximum stresses. Tables of the maximum,

minimum and alternating stresses, as well as the stress razio at each of the

three positions listed above, are presented in Section A.5.l in Appendix A. In

the case of the bolt hole these stresses ::l'represented. without the inclusion of
<\any stress concentration factor since such eff~cts are included in th€ stress-life

curves.

A Gaussian or Normal frequency distribution was used to approximate the

frequency distribution of stress levels for the fatigue stress spectrum over the

.projected service life of the vehicle. This particular distribution was chosen

since it closely approximates the distribution of random variables (ie. such as

encountered during road induced vibration of the semi-trailer chassis). The

Gaussian distribution function(47) is given by:

, 1" l' I'1"(x) = ---._ J e-:d(v-p) SJd'IJ. r.::= --00
8V~I[

where

s == standard deviation of the distribution

J1 = mean of the distribution

'I) = distribution variable



In applying this equation the following two assumptions were used:

- The 2~gstress level corresponds to six stand-l';.l'ddeviations from the mean

stress.

- -The semi-trailer experiences one stress cycle for every metre travelled.

The value of six standard deviations was chosen so as to achieve a frequency

of 2-g stress cycles in the order of one in approximately every 10 000 km

travelled. The actual value achieved was one in every 15679 km (refer Sec-

tion A.5.2). The assumption of one stress cycle per metre travelled was

selected for simplicity and results in frequencies of vibration. of 16,7 Hz at 6n

km/h and 27,8 Hz at 100 km/h. These frequencies are slightly higher than
1/ -

the frequencies obtained during the initial vibration frequency tests under-

taken at the beginning of this project (refer Section 3.2). Furthermore, an

aluminium chassis will, in general, have lower frequencies of vibration than

a steel one of equivalent strength because of the lower £1 product for the

aluminium chassis beams. 1'0r both these reasons the fatigue calculations of

Section A.5 are considered to be conservatively biased.

The number of cycles .to failure at each stress level (constant amplitude

cycles) were .r~ Ifmin.ed from two sources of stress-He data for medium

strength alun., .ium alloys. These are Alcan data (,Alcan Canada Prod-

ucts Ltd,)(9) and BS CP' 118: 1969,(46) The Alcan fatigue curves (Figure

A15, Section A,5.3) relate the number of cycles to failure to the rueful. and

alternating stress for nine classes of members. BS CP 118 on the other hand,

presents individual curves for each class of structural member in terms of

the number of constant amplitude cycles to failure, the maximum stress and

the stress ratio (Figures A16 t,t) A18 in Section A.5.3). The nine classes of

structural members ate depicted in Figure A14 in Section A"5.3, 'The three

classes referred to ill this analysis, in the same order as the three critical
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positions list.ed'above ':t).'~~ll.i~hiher refer, are as follows:(9,46)

Class 1 - As rolled 01'. ,e~~~. curfaces with no other stress raisers.

Class 3 ~ Members.fabricated ~)1"connected by close fitting bolts or by cold

driven aluminium rivets and so designed so that secondary bead-

ing istresses are not introd.uced; and fWJ penetration butt weld's

made from both sides and with Iight bead reinforcement.

Class 4 - },i!embers with eontinuous longitudinal fillet welds made without

interruptions during welding; and butt welds with nearmaximum

head reinforeemer ~If:mde from both sides.

The number of constant amplitude cycles to failure at each stress level for
I

the three positions are present •ed in Tables Ala to Al:! h. Section A.5.3.

The number of cycles to failure! are in excess of 5 x 108 cycles for the full

stress range at the extreme fibres at node 9 and at the bolt hole, and for the

stress range up to a g-level f:~-:tor of 1)6 at the main beam welds at node 9,
(\

Such number of cycles exc-ed the tp-aximum ranges of both sets of stress-life

curves and represent distances travelled, of greater than 500 000 km for the

assumption of one stress cycle per metre travelled. The number of cycles to

failure in all such cases was thus taken to be infinite.

In applying Miner's Cumulative Damage Rule then, the total number of

cycles to failure for the full spectrum of stress levels ~sinfinite at the extreme

fibres at node 9 and at the bolt hole. In the case of the main l-beam welds
at node 9, the total cumulative ~'\lcles to failure obtained were:

Alcan data

BS CP 118 data 4,78 X HJjl0 cycles

For the assumption of one metre travelled per stress cycle these represent

total distances travelled of 187 and 47,8 million km respectively, both of
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which, to all practical purposes, represent an infinite life.

With regard tc the accuracy of "~hisanalysis! the following points should be

noted. Firstly, it is not sufficient to assume a spectrum of stress levels as

has been done here. Notwithstanding the fact that a Gaussian distcibution

in general closely approximates the frequency function for random variables,

relatively small deviations from the frequency distribution carl have a

marked effect on the cumulative life calculation. For example, one 2~g stress

cycle in every 15 679 as discussed above, may seem reasonable. Yet
!i
I'

a corresponding frequency of occurrence of one 1,5-g stress cycle every 73,7

metres, or one 1,6-g stress cycle every 425 metres, would seem to be excessive

(refer Table A12; Section A.5.2). Further, the semi-trailer is likely to "pend

a fair proportion of its service life travelling unladen, under which conditions

the frequency distribution would be made up of a larger number of smaller

magnitude stress cycles and a lesser number of larger magnitude cycles. This

suggests a number of different frequency spectra of stress lei! to account

fur various operating; conditions (eg. laden on highway, unladen on highway,

laden on secondary roads, etc); the total spectrum then. being obtained by

summing the individual spectra in the correct proportions for the projected

service conditions,

Secondly, with reference to the fatigue stress calculations and the stress-life

curves, the assumption of the fatigue stresses being equal to the maximum

principal stress, albeit necessary ill this analysis because of the general nature

of the stress-life curves, is in p;eneral an over-simpliflcation. Stress-life curves

for the particular alloys used in the construction of the semi-trailer, and for

stress situations wh~.th more precisely model those encountered during the

operation '-~lf the semi-trailer, need to be derived, Further, for both sets or
stress-life data, the accuracy with which the graphs could be read was, at

best, poor. III the case of the Alcan data fur the welds at ~10de 9, this was
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due t.oHl€:low angle of the curve for. class 4 l:ne~!lbelSin the region where tb,t}

1," to 2,0 g~l~ve1stresses intersect the curve aw\t the difficulty ill reading the

abscissa stale ac.cnra;,dy. The main source of il!w..ccuracy for the BS CP 118
..

I:lt.ress-Hfecurves may be attributed. to the fad that lineal: interpolation was

usc'>i for data points between the constant life curves and the difficulty in

interpolating atcurat~ly between these closely spaced curves.

4.4 Chassis sub-structure
I

The term 'chassis sub-structure' refers to those portions of the semi-trailer

chassis which contribute to the load bearing ability of the complete structure,

, This section evaluates and discusses the stress analysis of such sub-structure

as detailed in Appendix C.

4.4,1 Side rails and outriggers

Maximum stresses occur ill the outrigger and side rail ",tructure during load-

ing and unloading operations (eg. due to forklift truck tyre loads) and not

when the laden semi-trailer is travelling. This is due to the fact that the

load pel' square metre for the 30000 kg design payload uniformly distributed

over the full length and width of the semi-trailer is ap=roximately 900 kg pel'

square metre (1800 kg for a maximum vertical acceleration of 2·g ~

refer Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), whereas the laden front axle mass of a typical

forklift truck, UiS used on the deck of (:1 trailer, is often in excess of 3000 kg.

The ISO container floor test 10ad(4S) is thus used as a representative maxi-

mum load in the side rail acd outrigger analysis in Section C.2 of Appendix C,

S1rl('€ the trailer deck support structure is likely to experience similar loading

conditions to those of a shipping container's floor.
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ISO 1496/1 - 1975(E)(48) specifies maximum loads as follows:

- 5 460 kg over '(;·.votyres

~~Tyre centres at 0,76 metres
V
'II!
,\

This load. simulates the load imposed by the front axle tyres of a forklift truck

and accounts for both the

The worst case for loading on the side rails and outriggers occurs when the

two tyre loads are applied on the deck directly above the side rail (refer Fig-

ure Cl in Section C.2). This situation simulates a forklift truck driving onto

or off the trailer deck from a side loading dock [ie, forklift truck travelling

perpendicular to the length of the semi-trailer) where the front axle is di-

rectly above the side rail. In this situation a portion of i"he applied load is

supported by the transversely mounted deck planks and the remainder by the

outrigger structure. The side rail serves to distribute load in either direction

from the applied loads to the outriggers and deck planks.

In the analysis of Section C.2 the side rail was considered as a continuous

beam supported over its entire length on multiple elastic supports. These

elastic supports were placed at each outrigger and. end rail position, as well as

midway between each pair of outriggers. Each support 'Wasthen considered

as being made up of a combination of the deck planks for half span

on either !,id~of the support position and, if present) an outrigger or end

rail, The flexibility or stiffness of the outriggers and cantilevered deck planks

was calculated individually and the total sjt~!:Y~lessat each elastic support

was then taken to be the sum of the individual outrigger (or end rail) and

deck stiffnesses at that position. 'I'he proportions of a particular support

reaction carded by the outrigger structure and the deck planks respectively,

were then determined relative to the outrigger and deck stiffnesses at that

support position,
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The calculations were carried out. using a beam analysis computer program;

developed by the author at Henred Fruehauf Ttailers(Pty )Ltd and based on

the 3-Moment equation for continuous beams. This program calculates the

bending moments, support reactions and deflections at up to 26 nodes along

the length of a continuous beam. Each node may be either a support node or

a free node and a support flexibility 18 required at each node. A finite value

is entered fur a flexible support" whereas rigid supports have flexibilities of

zero. Very high flexibilities (eg, 1000000 mm/N) ale e!lt~\red for free nodes.

Up to 26 loads may be applied az...d each of these Illay either be applied at a

point ur distributed over a, short length.

The 23 support node positions for the side rail model are shown in Figure C7,

and their respective support flexibilities in 'Iable Cl in Section C.2.3. Three

Ioadcases were considered in the analysis, viz:

Londcase I Here the two tyre loads were positioned OIl the side rail

symmetrically arranged about the mid-span node between

two outrigger ::nodes. This situation results in maximum

stress in the side rail.

Loadcase 2 and 3 - Here the two tyre loads were positioned on the side rail

with each load an equal distance on either side of a square

tube or upper coupler outrigger respectively, These two

loading conditions result in maximum load (and hence

maxin1Ur'~istress) on the outrigger under consideration.

The bending moment, support reaction and deflection results are presented

in Tables C2 to C4 in Section C.2.3~ and plotted here for loadcase 1 in Graphs

4.36 to 4.38.
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Graph 4-.37 Support reaction distribution on semi-trailer side nil (l.oadcase 1)
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Graph 4.38 Nohl deflection aia~rall for semi-trailer side fSU (I.oadclSe n
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Maximum stress in the side rail for .lcadcase 1 occurs at the positions of the

applied loads between nodes 10 and 11 (ie. 5,814 metres from the front).

The resultant Von Mises stress at the extreme fibres is 62,32 Iv1.Pa.

ThE; maximum support loads for the square tube and t',per coupler out-

riggers result for the applied loads positioned above the outriggers at 6,136

metres and 1,892 metres, respectively; from the front of the. ~..' 'The Von

Mises stresses at the extreme fibres of the inboard end of the outriggers are

88,89 MPa and 106,7 MPa respectively.

Other than contributing to the support of deck loads the outriggers also

stiffen the rHe rails to allow for the fitment of-side posts at a later date
'\\

and serve to space the SIde rails, thereby preventing side movement of the

deck planks due to slippage at the deck mounting damps. Further, stiffer

outriggers were used in the area .adjacent to the upper coupler because of

the high impact forces that occur in that region, as a result of stiff rear axle

springs on many truck-tractors, and play at the ru,!:'~ing plate/5th wheel

lnterface"

4.4.2 Deck planks

A transversely mounted extruded aluminium planked deck was chosen in this

semi-trailer design since it eliminates the requirement for deck supporting

cross-members and is thus simpler to mount. The particular self-supporting

deck planks used (refer Drawing No. DE-05) are rated as being able to carry

a forklift truck of maximum 3500 kg gl'OSS vehicle mass" (15,49)

In Section C.3, this value was checked for a single point load applied on

a deck plank midway between the main chassis I-beams [ie, at maximum

span). Section properties for the deck-plank cross-section were evaluated
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for the approximated section of Figure eg. The maximum stat~.c load (ie.

no dynamic acceleration) at the onset of yielding was found to be 5 976 kg,

which is fat' in excess of the front tyre load from a :1500 kg GVlvl forklift truck.

For the 2730 kg ISO 1496/1 forklift truck tyre load (refer Section 4.4.1) the

maximum Von Mises stress was calculated as 118,8 MPa.

The greatest stress in the deck planks due to loads applied at theside rai' fi as

detailed in Section 4.4.1 and Section C2, was found to occur for the two tyte

loads applied symmetrically about node 11 in Figure 07. This corresponds

to Ioadease 2 of Section C2. The maximum load supported at the outer end

of a single deck plank at this position and under these conditions, was found

to be 393. kg, The maximum Von Mises stress resulting from this load occurs

at the extreme fibres ot the plank, at the outer edge of the chassis l-beam 0

flange, and was found to be 't6,22 MPa.

4.4.3 'Iorslc ; Tubes

Torsional twisting of the chassis 'ladder frame' structure occurs when the

truck-trailer combinationis negotiating uneven ground or when cornering

where there is a difference in slop".'!between the two intersecting roads. A

fairly high degree of torsional rigidity contributes to the prevention of roll

during cornering, whereas a fairly torsionally flexible chassis serves to reduce

the stresses in the frame resulting from any applied twisting action. 'With

this in mind the chassis frame must he so designed as to meet the first of

these two requirements without being unduly stiff.

The twisting action of the chassis is resisted to some extent by the torsional

rigidity of the main chassis I-beJ;rns but mainly by the torsional rigidity of

the 'ladder frame' cross-members':, In this design a round tubular section was

selected for these cross-members (torsion tubes) since it is the most efficient,
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· section in torsiop:"and since torsional stresses predominate .

.The torsional and bending stresses developed in the torsion tubes and the

tor~iona! stress in the main chassis l-beams due to twistiI\'b of the chassis

(:--;~ucture, Me analysed in Section 0.1 in Appendix C. 1'J:J~analysis was

undertaken for the chassis subject to !l,representative angle of twist over the

length from the king-pin to the centre of \the tridem bogie, This \:';/(15 arrived

at by considering the tyres on one side of the trailer to be parked on a 200

mm high kerb, whilst the tyres on the other side and all the tyres on the

truck-tractor are resting on level ground, The angle of twist of the torsion

tubes was theI~ deduced by viewing the trailer from the side and noting the

relative rotation between the I-beams in that plane. The angle of twist of

the f-beams on the other hand, was obtained by viewing the trailer from the

rear and assuming that the main Lbeam webs remain perpendicular to the

deck, The bending moment applied to the ends of the torsion tubes was then

taken to be equal to the resuj~ing torsional
\\

l-beams, /:'
/'1/

induced in the chassis

Maximum stress in the torsion tubes was shown to occur at the ends of the
tubes, immediately adjacent to the welds, at the upper and lower ends of a

vertical major diameter. The magnitude of the resultant Von Mises stress is

42,01. MPa.

4.4.4 Upper coupler structure

The king-pin mounting and associated upper coupler structure (refer Drawing

No. UC-Ol) are safety critical.portions of the chassis structure. Furthermore,

these components are subjected to high impact loads resulting from coupling

and uncoupling operations, and from movement at the king-pin/5th wheel

interface as a result of wear. For these reasons the upper coupler structure
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was designed to stringent design requirements.

The horizontal load used in th'\', analysis. of the upper coupler structure (refer
II

Section C.5 in Appendix C) was obtdined from the Froe~ruf Design Da~f;l,
i'

Book(41) which specifies ;3, maximum horizontal load applied at the king-pin,

once in the life of the semi-trailer, o~ 3,5 times the laden GVM. Maximum

vertical load on the other. hand, is equal to the king-pin reaction for the

pseudo-dynamic (Case 1) loading condition in Section A.2 in Appendix A.
n

Further, because of the extreme nature of these loads, they were not consid-

ered to act simultaneously.

The horizontal load at the king-pin is applied via the wearing ring and lock

jaw assembly of the '.truck-tractor 5th wheel, and is thus applied relatively

close to the plane ot' the rubbing plate. Consequently, this load is resisted

largely by the rubbing plate acting as a large shear plate. The upper coupler

cross-members and rubbing plate cross-brace channels, especially those in

close proximity to the king-pin! also help to stiffen the rubbing plate structure

and to transfer the load to tho chassis.

In the analysis of the upper coupler support structure in Section C.5, all of

the horizontal king-pin load was assumed to be transferred to the chassis

longitudinals by the two rubbing plate cross-brace channels immediately ad-

jacent to the king-pin, as well as a 732 millimetre wide portion of the rubbing

plate (refer Figure CI5). The resultant composite beam was loaded over the

width of the 'Hope' king-pin mounting recess, and was considered to extend

across the width of the trailer, from the inner 1'O\vof rubbing plate mounting

bolts in the lower flange of one chassis l-beam to the game row of mounting

bolts in the opposite chassis J-beam. A worst case of simply supported end

fixing conditions was assumed. Furthermore, because the centre of this

composite 'beam structure can be shown to be slightly below the under sur-
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face ot the rubbing plate (ie, rvughl~:' line with the 5th ~'h~elwearing ring

and lock jaw assembly), the be8111 'tuas considered to be loaded in bending

arid shear only and torsion ~"JlS excluded. In this situasion, themost failure

critical position was found to he 8,~ the centre of the beam, in the heat af-
il

fected zone adjacent to the outer set of cross-brace channel to :rubbing plate

welds, where the Von Mises stress was shown to be 86,28 MPa,.

The vertical load on, the upper structure, 011 the othe'il·hand, is distriT1>uted
v

over the approximately oval contact area between tihe tri,ck-tractor 5th wheel
\'\

coupling and the rubbing plate. For a typical 5th wheel,('\~:) this contact area

extends to a total width of 915 millimetres [ie, 72j5 mill~;\\Iletresfrom the
i

centreline of tn<r.chassis Lbeam webs). In this case the. €p!pected mode of

failure is the development of plastic hinges at the lower end of the chassis

I-beam webs and in the rubbing plate along each side of the 5th wheel con-

tad area. In Section 0.5,2, the vertical load required tc'. cause such failure

was shown to be 362280 N, which is 1,93 times greater than the maximum

expected vertical load.

Bearing stresses result at the rubbing plate mo'Unthig bolt holes and at the

'Hope' anti-jack-knife device mounting bolt holes during horizontal loading

at the king-pin. Assuming in each case that only eighty percent of the holts

are bearing at any time, ill order to allow for manufacturing inaccuracies,

maximum bearing stress was shown to occur in the rubbing plate at the

'Hope' device mounting bolt holes and was equal to 337,5 MPa. Bearing

stresses at, the bolt holes in the 'Hope' device steel foundation plate are dealt

with in Section 4.5.4.

4.5 Ancillary structure

The term 'ancilkry structure' is used here to refer to any portion of the



semi-trailer structure that is in.general non-load bearing structure, except in

special eircumstances [eg, rear end collision in the case of the rear bumper],
)', c,)

and to minor irehl21e 'components.
"

'I'his section evaJ:uates and discusses the stress analysis of such ancillary struc-

ture as detailed in the analyses of Appendix D.

i*.5.t" Rear under-ride bumper

During a rear end collision between a passenger car and a commercial vehicle,

the severity of the damage to the vehicles, as well as injury to the occupants

of-the passenger car, is very often increased by the car under-riding ~he lead

vehicle with consequent intrusion into the passenger compartment. This is

particularly true for trucks and trailers having large rear overhangs behind.

the rearmost axle. In the case. of vehicles with shorter rear overhangs the

relatively large gap between the chassis ID9mbers (often in excess of one

metre) will still 11110wconsiderable under-run to occur, especially ia the case

of smaller, i±a"')w.:ef pass ....~er cars, Of those having short bonnets. Further!
( \

reliance on 'the re& 'nost axle tyres of the truck or trailer to effectively act as

a bumper is inadvisable since, in many cases, the front end of the impacting

car is drawn into the gap between the rear tyres and the underside of the

load platform, as a result of the rotation of the truck tyres.

In his investigative report into rear under-tide protectors for commercial

vehicles, Hillman(SO) states that, although the incidence of rear under-ride

accidents plays it small but significant part in the annual road accident in-

jury cost in South Africa (both in terms of lives and money), this could be

considerably reduced hy improving the rear end conspicuity of heavy motor

vehicles I and by fitting some form of rear under-ride protector to them.
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A rea", under-run protection bumper, designed it, meet the specifications of

SABS 1055 - 1983~ gRear under-run protection devices' /23) wac fitted to

the rear of this aluminium semi-trailer, the design of which is detailed in

Section D.2. The bumper extends over Ute full width of the trailer 'NHh the

'bumper bar being 2,3 metres long, and is positioned with the centre line or
the bumper bar O~497metres above the road surface. 'I'his height was selected

since it was within the maximum and minimum height limitations of S',ABS

10515and conforms closely to the recommendations of Hillman's stud) arid

to European standards, The question of rear end conspieuity is dealt with

In Section 4.8.

\iVith reference to Figure Dl in Appendix D and to 8ABS 1055, the strength

requirements for the under-run bumper are such that the device ll1u!st offer

adequate resistance to forces applied parallel to the longibudinalnxie of the

vehicle at points PI, P2 and P3, the magnitude of these forces being:

A horizontal force of 25 kN applied successively to both JPoints Pl and

to point P3.

_. A horizintal force Q£ 100 kN applied successively to both points P2.

These strength requirements are deemed to be satisfied if it is shown that

both durirg and after. the application of these forces, the horizontal distance

between the real" of the device and the rearmost extremity of the vehicle

does nr t exceed 400 rnm. This suggests that some deg1'ee of deformation of

the bump .;;:structure on impact is permissible. This would have l;he effect

of absorbing a portion of the impact energy, thus reducing the deceleration

forces experienced by the cal' occupants. This approach is supported by

Hillman who states that de'ormation of the under-tide pl'otectot, 011 impact,

up to a ma....ximum of 100 mm, is highly desirable and therefore overdesign

should be avoided,
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From Section D.2 of l:,.ppendix: D the maximum Von Mises stress in the)!

J~se('tion bumper bar occurs at the extreme fibres tor the fd':'ces at P~-rold is

equal to 111,0 MPa. The maximum Von Mises stress in the bumper uprights

IS 117;4 MPa and this occurs at the extreme fibres of the cross-section im-

mediately below t~ aUad:u:aent plate welds for the 100 kN forces app~ied at

points P2. Both of these stresses occur in the he,Cl~affected zone immediately

adjacent to welded areas,

As shown on Drawing No. nB~Ol,the rear under-run bumper 'was assembled

as a sub-assembly and then bolted to the trailer chassis by means of twelve

M16 bolts. This was to allow the bumper to be removed for repair

or replacement after a rear impact, and to facilitate easier' setvidng~of the

rearmost axle.

4.5.2 Headboard

The headboard serves to prevent the forward movement of the semi-trailer

payload during braking and must be capable of sustaining such loads, A

wide variety of magnitudes and distributions of load on the headboard are

possible depending on the nature of the payload being carried and the degree!

to which it is strapped down.

In the analysis of Section D,S, a generalized payload made up ofa number

of separate layers was used. These layers could be taken to represent, for

example, boards or boxes. The load was considered to cover the £11n length

and breadth of the deck and to extend to the top of the 4,77 mm cover plate

on the headboard (ie, 765 111m above the deck). 'I'his yielded an average

payload density of 1200 kg/ma for the 30000 kg design payload. Then, for a

maximum average braking; deceleration of Oj65~gand for an assumed limiting

coefficient of friction of 0,5 between the payload and the deck and between
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the indi'viduallayers of the payload, the total force exerted on the headboard

by: the n'th payi()ad layer was deduced. This..showed that, the verticalIoad

dist~hutiollincf:ea.<;:ed linearly from z-eroat the deck 1:0 a maximum at 765 mm

above the deck and i,hat the total force exerted on the headboard was 5 (100

kg. The two inner upright members were assumed to each support one-third

of this total force whilst th~ outer uprights \v~re assumed to support one

sixth of the force.

The most failu:te-eritical section for the uptight members is immediately ad-

jacent to the lowest headboard cross-member Welds at the deck level due to

reduced material strength in the heat affected zone. 'f'he resultant Von Mises

stress at the extreme fibres for this section was calculated as 10815 MPa.

I.'.

The centre of the three rows of horizontal chrumei sections on the headboard

was sh.own to support. the largest force (ie. 2400 kg uniformly distributed

over the full width of the headboard) and WM analysed as a continuous beam

supported. on four rigid supports. The maximum, Von Mises stress obtained

was 16,16 MPa at the channel to upright welds for the centre channel section.

This analysis is to some degree an oversimplification since the supports at

the headboard uprights will deflect under load and will most likely result in

slightly higher stresses than those calculated. However, since large margins

of safety were obtained, the analysis was considered ~uffident.

The headboard is secured to the front end of the main beams and the front

end rail by means of twelve N116bolts, and thus may be removed if required.

4.5.3 Landing legs

The stresses in the landing leg mountings and support structure are analysed.

in Section D.4 for various loading conditions. The first of these .is referred to
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as a 2~gsupport sla:rn.(41)and models a vertical impact load at the foot of the

landing legs resulting from an. uncoupling operation where the landing legs

were not fully extended to ground Ievel, In ~he analysis thi~ was depicted

mathematically by superimposing onto the l~g uniform load distribution,

for the semi-trailer supported at the landing legs and all three axles (refer

Section 4.3.1 ~ Case 3 loading), an additional skewed load distribution

such magnitude as to double the static landing leg reaction. In order to

accomplish this, the centroid of the additional load was positioned directly

above the landing leg location (refer Figure D9). The resultant 2-16slam. load ('
1

per leg was shown to be 181448 N (ie, 18496 kg). This is somewhat less that,

the allowable maxim 11m static load of 25000 kg per leg specified for the J6~f

E240G landing legs(51) (refer Section :2.2.1). The stresses generated in the

main chassis beams for the 2-g support slam load ale less than the stresses

resulting {tom the pseudo-dynamic load analysis (refer Section 4.3).

'The maximum stresses in the welds of the landing leg mounting bracket,

resulting from the 2-g slam load, occur in the welds attaching theebracket to

the main chassis l-beam web (refer Drawing No. CH-04): due to the shorter

total weld length on that side of the bracket and the additional effect of the

bending moment. " ~e maximum Von Misesstress calculated was 84,24 MPa

at the lower end of the weld pattern.

:1

II
Each landing leg is halted to its respective :q.I,ounting bracket hy' means of ten

II

~.,:I14,~/.8grade bolts. For the 2-g slam load; the average bearing stress and
)1 . I,I

bolt shear stress were 81~OOMPa and 117,9 i:\:~1Palrespectively.

In the analysis, maximum. transverse and longitudinal loads on the landing

legs were limited to 5 000 kg per leg in each direction applied at the underside

of the foot (refer Figure D'lI and Figure D12). Depending 011 the direction

of application, these forces result in direct tensile or compressive loads being
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applied to the braces. The resultant maximum loads in the braces were calcu-

!.ated for the landing legs at half extension and were shown to be ± 11341 kg

for the rearward brace and 9549 kg for the cross brace. Any restraining

effect at the landing leg mounting bracket was neglected. For the braces un-

del' compression, failure is by column buckling, The allowable buckling loads

for the rearward and. cross braces were shown to be ~21144 kg and ~25 364

ltg respecti ,,\ely. The tensile mode of failure is by overstressing of the brace

end welds. Maximum tensile stress in these welds occurs for the rearward

brace and was shown to be 100,7 MPa. The maximum Von Mises stress at

the brace end bolt holes was calculated as 434,6 MPa.

Side loading at the lower ends of the landing legs also causes bending of the

landing leg cross-member as a result of the tensile and compressive forces

generated at the cross-brace bracket. The maximum Von Mises stress in this

case was shown to be 97 j7 MPa.

Two eide operation lauding legs were selected{\ as opposed to single side

operation wi~h a CtOSS tube, since they afford better support on uneven

ground, as erich leg may be extended by a different amount.

4.5.4 Hope anti-jack-knife device

In keeping with the criterion of safety adopted in this design, a Hope anti-

jack-knife device (refer Figure 4.2) was fitted to the semi-trailer. The brake

layout Drawing No. PM-Ol ill Appendix II shows how the device and its

control valve are connected into the trailer brake circuit. The Hope device

is brought into operation every time the trailer brakes are operated, by a

control valve which senses the increase in service line pressure, and passes a

proportional amount of air from the emergency line into the device to squeeze

the clutch discs together. This provides torsional damping at the king-pin,
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related to the degree of brake application, slightly before braking takes place

through the road wheels.

The concept of the device is not to arrest a jack-knife or trailer swing once

it has started, but rather to prevent the initiation of such an occurrence. (52)

This is achieved OJ·providing restraint at the king-pin during braking, thereby

damping out any would-be tendency of the truck-tractor and semi-trailer

combination to move out of alignment in an uncontrolled manner.

The standard weld on type foundation plate supplied with the Hope device
,

could obviously not be used in this design and there was insufficient space

on the foundation plate to drill the necessary bolt holes for a bolted type

mounting. Furthermore, the device is so designed that the combined thick-

ness of rubbing plate and foundation plate must be 28~5mm ±: 0,2 mm, The

minimum standard foundation plate thickness available is 15,9 mrn, which

is too thick for use with the 15,88 mm rubbing plate, Hence, a larger and

thinner (ie. 12,3 mm thick) bolt on type foundation plate, as detailed in

Drawing No. UC-13, was machined for this project. A higher grade of steel

than the En3A steel normally used by Hope for foundation plates (ie. Iscor

steel ROQ-tuf AD 690 steel - refer Appendix E) was used in order to com-

pensate for the higher than average GVM of the trailer and the fact that

thread stresses resulting from the device mounting bolts are higher because

of the reduced foundation plate thickness.

In Section D.5 of Appendix D, the stresses in the foundation plate are checked

for the same horizontal design load and dynamic loading factor I applied at

the king-pin, as used for the upper coupler analysis of Section 4.4.4 and

Section C.5. No vertical loads are imposed on the (Hope' device as all such

loads at the king-pin are supported directly by the upper coupler structure,

Bearing stresses at the eighteen foundation plate mounting bolt holes were
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shown to be 435,8 MPa. The thread stresses in the foundation plate at the

8 X ~ inch UNF device mounting bolts were calculated for a f'=tcto:rof safety

of 2. The thread shear stress was 348,9 MPal whilst the thread bearing stress

was ~"378,6MPa.

4.6 Axles, suspension and wheels

For the most part the various components of the semi-trailer running gea'l.'

were supplied ready to be fitted to she trailer by the sponsoring companies.

As a result, except for a small amount of work in the design of the suspension

mountings I the majority of the design work in this area is concerned with

the selection of the various components and configuration design.

4.6.1 Axles

As previously discussed in Section 4.2.1, because of the maximum payload

criteria in this design, the axles of the tri-axle bogie are of necessity widely

spaced. rr'he use of self-steering or tracking axles for either one or two of the

axles in order to prevent severe tyre scuff, is therefore imperative. For the

axle positions as defined in Figure 4.1 in Section 4.2.1, various self-steering

bogie configurations ate possible, viz.

- Foremost and rearmost semi-trailer axles self-steering. Centre axle fixed.

Foremost and centre semi-trailer axles self-steering. Rearmost axle fixed.

- Centre and rearrnost semi-trailer axles self-steering, Foremost axle fixed.

~. Foremost semi-trailer axle self-steering. Centre and rearmost axles fixed .

.~ Rearmost semi-trailer axle self-steering. Foremost and centre axles fixed.

Each of the configurations will exhibit different steering characteristics. In or-

deli' ~v select the most suitable configuration and to optimise steering charac-
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teristic' for the trailer, the steady state zero-speed tracking response of each

configuration was analysed. The various radii associated with the st~adYl

zero-speed turning of the steering configuration for the trailer as b~lt are

shown ill Figure 4.3.

The six axles of the truck-tractor and semi-trailer combination :are designated

axles one to SiX1 starting at the steering axle of the truck tractor. The truck-

tractor wheelbase (TltB), front axle track (Tf) and fifth wheel position (Dx)

are average values for the truck-tractors analysed in Appendix G.

For the truck-tractor, by Pythagoras:

where r fr is defined as the turning radius for the combination. The turning

radius is measured to the centre of the footprint of the outboard steering

axle ~Yl'eof the truck tractor.

Similarly:

For the trailer, considering the triangles (lillS: 1't : rk) and (Dx : 1'b : rk):

The maximum off-tracking dimension of the combination for this steering

configuration is then defined as:
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The m'ticulatio~ angle, which is the angle between the longitudinal centre-

lines of the truck-tractor and the semi-trailer, is then determined from:

und

tan p = (~:)

"the maximum required tracking angle at the semi-trailer self-steering axles,

will be at the inboard tyre of both axles four and six and is. determined from

the equation:

dar
tan e = ( I )rc - Tt 2

Similar analyses were also completed for the remaining four steering config-

urations cited above. The relationships between the t'lrning radius and the

maximum required tracking angle, the articulation angle and the off-tracking

dimension for each of these steering configurations are shown in Graph 4.39

to Graph 4.41.

The maximum tracking angle that can be achieved with "heFIA self-steering

axles as fitted to the trailer, is 14 degrees. From Graph 4.39, the mini-

mum turning circle for this tracking angle is attained \'II1o;h axles four and

six tracking, and is equal to 16,047 metres. Furthermore, Regulation 92 of

the Transvaal Road 'Traffic Regulations(5) requires that the full combination

be able to turn with a turning radius of 13j1 metres, For axles four and six

tracking, this requires a maximum tracking angle at the inboard self-steering

tyres of 22,7 degrees. A certain amount of tyre scuff when cornering
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Graph 4.41 Turnine radhls verS'lS otf-trac;J:ine dimension for various
semi-trailer steerin, conU,urations
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severely is thus unavoidable, but is however, less for this configuration than

the amount of,tyre scuff tbat results at the foremost and rearmost axles of

a standard closely spaced triden bogie 'with fixe>:!axles (typieaHy 1 360 mm

axle spacing) at the same wheelbase and in a similar turn. For these reasons

the trailer steering conflguration as presented in Figure 4.3 W!ilS .adopted

in this design, The articulation angle and the degree of off-tracking arB

greater for this eonfiguration at <ill turning radii than for axles five

or axle six only, tracking (refer Graphs 4.40 and 4.41), but are no wotS!c than

the generally accepted values obtained for semi-trailers with fixed bogies at

approxh.;,ately {)metre wheelbase,

The steering configuration in which only axle six is tracking, was also con-

sidered since only one self-steering axle is required and consequently costs

would be lowered. Also, as already mentioned, the ():ff-tl'acking dimension

is reduced due to the slightly shorter effective steering wheelbase. However,

the turning radius for the maximum allowable tracking angle of 14 degrees at

axle six (no scuff) is 19!805 metres! which is 23,4 percent more than for axles

four and six tracking. As well as this, the degree of tyre scuff that results for

a turning radius of 13,1 metres is greater than for a closely spaced fixed axle

triden bogie at the same wheelbase.

When the semi-trailer is travelling forward) the FIA self-steering axles steel"

by means of a castor action, Com;equl?ntl1" 'when the trailer is being reversed

it is necessary to lock the traillng arms of the steering axles in the central

position. 'I'his is accomplished by means of a pneumatically operated locking

pin which is activated from the cab of the truck-tractor. The locking; pin

cylinder is mounted 011 the axle beam and engages in a hole in a plate welded

to the tie bar which connects the two trailing arms (Photo. 5.68).

At SPeed, and especially 011 rough road surfaces, there is a tendency for the
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trailing arms of the self-steering axles to oscillate from side (~osii,[e. In order
I]

to prevent this from happening an air spring damper is mounted between

the axle beam and the tie bar (Photo. 5:68). The air pressure in the damper

can be switched between. two pressure settings, in order to cater.for lightly

(25 psi/l,72 bar) and heavily (50 psi/3,45 bar] loaded conditions.

The a;rndlia:rypneumatic circuit, which supplies the compressed ail' for arid

controls the axle locking pill and restraining bellows, is presented in Draw-

ing No. PM~03 in Appendix: H. Supply air is received from the suspencion

circuit through a non-return protection valve into a 15 £ reservoir. When

energized the solenoid valve on the locking pin cylinder Hue opens and al-

lows the compressed air to engage the locking pin, Upon removal of the air

pressure! the locking pin is disengaged by the cylinder return spring. In this

way failure of' either the electrical system or the supply of compressed air

to the circuit will ensure that the locking pin remains disengaged. On the

air spring damner side of the circuit, with the solenoid valve closed (non-

energized), the compressed ail' flows through the 25 psi regulator to the

restraining dampers. When the solenoid valve is energized, compressed air is

allowed to flow through the 50 psi regulator to the restraining dampers" and

the higher back pressure against the 25 psi regulator causes that regulator

to remain dosed.

Green polyamide plastic tubing is used throughout on the auxiliary pneu-

matic circuit for easy identification.

4.G.2 Suspension

An air suspension was selected in this design project because of its superior

load equalisation characteristics in comparison with conventional leaf-spring

suspensions. As discussed in Section 3,2, the efficiency of the suspension
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load equalisation system is particularly important for a. wide spaced tri-axle

suspension. A further reason for selecting an air suspension is tllat it is more

easily applied to the wide spaced tri-axle configuration. This is because the

only connection between adjacent axles is a pneumatic air line, whereas in

the case of a wide spaced leaf-sprlng suspension, 'long tie bars are required

between the load equalisation rockers of adjMent axles.

The Fruehauf T air suspension, as fitted to the trailer! employs it dingle

levelling valve which is mounted on the chassis above the centre axle. Th«

suspension ride height is sensed relative to the centre axle by means of a

short tie bar connected between the lever arm of the valve ci..lltt. tb,f)
axle. The length of th'~tie hal' can be adjusted to vat'.t i"\(c suspension id,d;"'

height. In this casethe ride height was set at 514 n'c;l1fn~ 1;r<;J:~(rei(.~\:·Dt8}.:v,ing,

No. SS~01 itt Apper~c1ix;II).

The levelling valve s\,lpplies air to all six a;r bags, and hence; only vertical

springing is undertaken by the air springs, Roll stiffness is. provided by the

torsional rigidity of the suspension trailing arms. This system is superior to

using two levelling valves (ie, nne for each side of the trailer) since a punc-

tured air bag will cause the trailer to settle on the rubber back-up buffers,

rather than tip to one side.

The pneumatic circu~try for the air suspension is supplied with compressed

air from the semi-trailer emergency line via a dual circuit charging valve (refer

Drawing Nos. PM-Ol and. PM·02 in Appendix H). This valve distributes the

compressed air to the suspension and brake circuits and ensures that if one

of these circuits fails! the air supply to the other intact ci:r('mt is maintained

(also refer Section 4.r.i),

Black polyamide plastic tubing is used throughout for the suspension pneu-



matic circuitry to facilitate easy identification and servicing,

.l.6.3 .Wheels and tyres

Michelin 16.5 R 22.5 'Double X' (PR 20) tubeless radial super single tyres

mounted on one piece 22.5 x 13.0 inch! 15 degree drop centre rims, 'were

selected for all "three trailer axles. These tyres are capable of rude loads

of up to 10 300 kg at 8,5 bar inflation pressure, (53) but are limited to' a

maximum axle load of 7. 700 kg by road regulation restrictions. (5\ This is

however sufficient lor the design axle loads as shown ill Figure 4.1, Section

4.2.1, albeit with the load centre 50 mm forward of the centre of the trailer

<leek. The recommended inflation pressure for the 7 700 k:~ axle load is 6,2

bar.(53)

The primary reasons for selecting super single tyres in this design were, firstly

that super single tYl'es with single piece rims are lighter than conventional

dual tyre fitments (often in excess of 100 kg pel' axle). Secondly, the wider

axle track and spring centres achievable with super single tyres significantly

increases the toll stability of the trailer.
II
/,i

O~hel' advantages of super single tyre fitments tL]:C less rolling resistance and

therefore reduced fuel consumption, better ventilation of brake drums and

the fact that the safety of other road users is enhanced since the danger of.

stones becoming trapped bet ween dual Lyres is eliminated,

Finally, to farther ensure the safety of the occupants of vehicles travelling
c

behind the semi-trailer, two heavy duty anti-spray tubber mudflaps were

fitted immediately behind the rear most set of tyres,
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4.7 Braking system.

The semi-trailer braking system adopted in this design project acts ()11 all

three axles and is classified as a single-circuit, dual-line, compressed-air hailer

power brake !System.,The classification of single-circuit refers to the fact that

the braking energy is transmitted to all the brakes 011 the trailer thro~gii_

one single transmission 01: circuit, and hence, should a defect occur at any

point: within that circuit, the entire trailer brake system will be affected.

Dual-line indicates that the semi-trailer is connected to the truck-tractor by

two lines; one supply line (emergency line) and one brake line (service line).

Compressed air is supplied to the trailer at a maximum operating pressure

of 6,5 bar which results in the system being classified as low pressure (ie,

less than 10 bar). 'I'he term .power brake system indicates that the vehicle

is braked exclusively by an external force (ie. compressed air) and that the

muscle power of the driver serves only to control the system and cannot
;:

generate aJ.1Y braking force should there be a total !~itJ.ergyfailure.

The pneumatic circuit .diagrams .for the brake system and associated sys-
Ii

terns (ie. Hope snit-jack-knife device, suspension and auxiliary circuits) are

presented in Drawing Series PM-01 to PM~03 ill Appendix H. Section ~t7,1

discusses the operation of the trailer braking system, whilst the operation

of ~he Hope device circuit and the operation of the suspension and auxiliary

circuits are discussed In Sections 4,5.4 and 4.6, respectively.

The semi-trailer braking system is designed to meet the requirements of

the specification SABS SV 1051-1980 -,'Motor vehicle safety specification for

braking' .(.~'l)This specification covers the mandatory requirements for the

performance of the braking devices and systems of motor vehicles and their

trailers or semi-trailers designed for use em public roads. In this report only

those requirements pertaining directly to semi-trailers having a maximum
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mass exceeding 10 tonnes (ie, category 04 vehicles) are addressed. Sections~ ,

4,7.2 to 4.7.3 discuss each requirement individually, whilst the actual design

and compatibility calculations are presented in Appendix F.

4.7.1 Brake system operation

The semi-trailer brake system (refer Drawing No. PM-Ol in Appendix H)

is comprised of three equipment groups. The compressed air supply stores

compressed air received from the truck-tractor and supplies it to the brake

system. The service brake system regulates the transmission of compressed

air to the wheel brake cylinders of all axles in accordance with, the pressure

applied. to the service brake line from the truck-tractor. The parking brake

system controls the supply of compressed air to apply or release the spring

brake cylinder actuated parking brake,

All of the 12 mm OD x 1,5 nun wall non-reinforced polyamide tube used in

the brake system is colour coded for easy identification. The air supply and

parking brake systems (also called the emergency system) are constructed

using red tubing whilst the tubing of the service brake system is yellow.

White, black, and green tubing is used for the Hope device, euspension and

auxiliary circuits respectively (refer Sections 4.5.4 and 4.6). \V'her(~a fairly

high degree of flexihility is required (ie, between the chassis and ~he axles),

11 111m bore rubber brake hose is used.

Schafer plug type connections together with Schafer adaptors, elbows and

tees ate used to connect the polyamide tubing to the various circuit compo-

nents in all of the pneumatic circuits.

Compressed air supply

With the semi-trailer hitched up, compressed air (at approximately 650 KPa
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gauge) flows from the truck-tractor through the emergency toupling head

and through the line filter into the compressed all' supply system. The line

filter, which .cleans the supply air, is mounted in. the circuit in such a way

(fitting 2 inlet) that it will open in the event of dogging I thus ensuring that

the brake system will remain operational at all times.

The dual circuit charging valve distributes the compressed air between the

brake system reservoirs and the suspension system, and ensures that if one

of these circuits should fail, the air supply to the other undamaged circuit is

maintained. The charging valve also safeguards the pressure in both circuits

and allows a limited return flow of air (ie, down to a set dosing pressure} from

the suspension circuit to the brake circuit, should the air supply to the semi-

trailer fall. No return flow is allowed from the brake circuit to the suspension

circuit. In this way the suspension system reservoir is able to assist with the

supply of air to the brake t:;;'. ~uitunder such emergency conditions, whilst still

maintaining sufficient, pressure in the suspension circuit for the air springs to

support the load.

From the charging valve the compressed air flows to the two brake reservoirs,

where it is stored. A manually operated drain valve is fitted to each reservoir

for draining condensation water, and the rearrnost reservoir is also fitted with

a tyre inflator connection. This connection c~U1also be used to charge the

trailer brake system from an external source of compressed air in order to

save diesel costs a~ the truck-tractor.

Under normal driving conditions the supply air also flows through the parking

brake valve and the double check value into the spring brake cylinders, whilst

the air line between the double check valve and the manoeuvring valve is

exhausted. In the spring brake cylinder the compressed air acts against a

diaphragm to compress the parking brake spring, thereby maintaining the
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wlieel brakes in the released position. If the supply line is exhausted as a

result Gf the trailer breaking away, or if the pressure in the supply line drops

drastically as a result of a leak, then the springs in the $!pringbrake cylinders
I

will apply the wheel brakes on all three axles, thus automatically causing the

trailer to brake.

Service brake system

When the drivel' in the truck-tractor actuates the service brake; a braking

signal in the form of a pressure rise proportional to the degree of brake pedal

depression, is transmitted thr; !gh the service coupling and line filter into

the semi-trailer service brake system.

The automatic load sensing valve regulates the brake pressure transmitted to

the service brake chambers as a function of suspension air bag pressure, and

consequently as a 'function of the loading condition of the trailer. This con-

siderably lessens the possibility. of wheel lock-up under emergency braking,

especially when the ttailer is unladen or lightly laden. The valve is adjusted

to yield the required pressure. ratios for the unladen and legal loaded condi-

tions relative to the corresponding suspension air bag pressures, by means of

adjusting screws (refer Section 4.7.3).

A relay valve positioned above each axle accelerates the admission to and

removal of air from the brake cylinders. Upon receiving the braking pressure

signal from the load sensing valve, the first relay valve directs large quanti-

ties of compressed air from the adjacent reservoir to the brake chambers of

the first axle) as well as accelerating the transmission of the braking signal

towards the. rear of the trailer. The second and third relay valves, in turn,

receive the braking signal and direct large quantities of compressed ail' to

the second and third axle brake chambers respectively from the second brake

system reservoir. The two reservoirs are positioned at>close as possible to
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the relav valves in. order to ensure the rapid admission of air to the brake. '

chambers, and hence, the minimum time delay between the initiation of the

service brake signal by the driver and the application of the wheel brak,:,s.

'When the brake signal is removed the compressed air in the service brake,

cvlinders is exhausted through the relay valves.J U

Test points are provided at various points in the circuit in order to facilitate

time response testing of the system.

Parking brake SySic _;;(l1

With the trailer coupled, operation of the parking brake valve in the truck-

tractor causes compressed air at the maximum operating pressure (ie. ap-

proximately 650 KPa) to be directe ; to the service coupling of the semi-

trailer. The trailer service brake system is hence triggered ,both when the
(.

service brake as well as the parking brake of the truck-tractor are operated.

'When the vehicle is stationary, the spring brake operated parking brakes

of the semi-trailer can be applied on their own or in addition to the service.

brake parking brakes by operating the trailer park brake valve. This exhausts

the supply line between the park brake valve and the spring brake chambers,

thus releasing the parking brake springs to apply the wheel brakes.

When the trailer is uncoupled, the reeultant drop in pressure in the sup-

ply line, and hence in the spring brake chambers, automatically causes the

spring brake parking brakes to be. applied. If required, and providing there

is sufficient compressed air remaining ill the brake system reservoirs! the

sprmg brakes ,can be released 'by operating the manoeuvring valve and al-

lowing compressed air to flow via the double check valve to the spring brake

chambers.
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4. 7.!~ Service br aking performance

The total available braking force at the road wheels of the semi-trailer is

calculated in Section F.2 of Appendix :£I" in order to assess the performance

of the braking system.

The braking force is calculated f01: a maximum service line pressure, measured

at the trailer coupling head, of 650 KPa (gauge). 'I'his is au average value

for the majority of the truck-tractors on the market at pre8ent.(3,54) The

threshold pressure, also measured at the coupling head of the semi-trailer,

and which is defined as that small amount air pressure required to initiate

braking at the road wheels, it; assumed to be 50 KPa. This accounts for the

small amount of pressure required in the service brake chambers to bring

the brake shoes into contact with the brake drum before any braking takes

place, and any pressure losses in the air lines and valves of the service brake

system between the coupling head and the brake chambers. In actual practice

both of these components of the coupling head threshold pressure will, at

any particular time, be dependent .n the prevailing service line pressure

and the load sensing valve ratio. However, no reliable information with

regard to the cam-shaft threshold torque required for. the Henred Fruehauf

420 x 160 mm foundation brake, or of the expected losses in any of the valves

used, was available to the author. For this reason, and in keeping with current

industry practice, (3,55) a constant threshold pressure was decided upon. Sueh

an assumption will not significantly affect the accuracy of the compatibility

calculation.

The maximum useful brake chamber pressure, rs hence, 600 KPa. For this

pressure, the maximum total available braking force for the full trailer is

shewn to be greater than 45 percent of the maximum weight borne by the

wheels of' the trailer when stationary. The minimum performance require-
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ments of SABS SV 1051~1980(24) for the trailer service braking s;_v$temare

thus exceeded and an Q'.1erload of approximately 3000 kg per axle is allowed

for. Su~~ an allowance for overloading is appropriate when it is borne in mind

that a large proportion of the semi-trailers on South African roads at' present

are overloaded to some degree. The averag,e overload on a semi-trailer was

estimated during 1984 by the Automotive Engineering Division of the South

Aidct:n Bureau of Standards to he in the region of 6000 kg per vehicle. (54)

4.7.3 Braking compatibility of the truck-tradal." and r"mi-trailer

combination

In order to ensure the safe braking performance, particularly on road sur-

faces ~.tJ.ich have reduced adhesion, and ~he braking compatibility between

the semi-trailer and the drawing vehicle, laden and unladen compatibility
\

curves were constructed in Secjion F.3 of Appendix F, in accordance with

the requirements of SABS SV 1051;1980 - Part VLJU)

The actual weight. distribution for t,he s~mi-t~ail~r (refer Figure 2,1, Chap-

ter 2.) ,isused in the compatibility curye calculations and in subsequent, brake

system calculations, although the design weight distribution (refer Figure 4.11

Chapter 4) was used during initial design stages to size brake system compo-

nents. T:J:.Jsis in accordance with current industry practice and is necessary

for the accurate determination of load sensing valve settings,

Load sensing ratios of 1)2 and 2,7 were selected for the legal laden and unladen

conditions, respectively. In the legal laden condition lie. maximum legal

payload), the load sensing valve ratio of greater than unity allows a factor of

safety in the event of the trailer being overloaded,
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The laden arid unladen compat.ib.l.lity curves are presented in Graphs: FI and

F2 of Appendix F.

4ol~Lights, retro.oreHedors and electrical system

Th/. positions of th(~ various lights and retro-reflectors fitted to the semi-

trailer are as detailed in Drawing Nos. GA-Ol and EL-01.c In, each case, the

selection of the type 'of light or ,,·~tr()-reflector, in. terms of its mechanical

characteristics (eg. angles ofdirectional visibility, etc.), and its posi'tioning

on the trailer chassis, was determined relative to SABS SV 1046: 1980 (Metar

vehicle safety specification for lig~}in~;'(56) and the Road Traffic Ordinance

and Regulations of the Transvaal. (5)
(i

Three stop/position lights

each side at the real' of the trailer for reasons of.mcreesed visibility and safety,
c-

The use of multiple lights also ensures that, itt t,he event of the failure of one

of the globes, the trailer rear indicator light'S will remain fully' operational.

Two white reverse lights and a reverse Ibzzer were also fitted at the rear of

" the trailer to assist the dr1\,'\,r when reversing, and to warn other road users

that the vehicle is reversing or about to reverse.

Six amber combination direction indicator and side marker Iights, as well as

six amber retro-reflectors were fitted down either side of the semi-trailer.c'I'he

purpose of the direction indicator lights is to indicate the driver's intentions

'to pedestrians or other road users positioned to tIle side of the truck/trru.ler

combination, The amber retro-refiectors and side marker ligl+s serve to

ensure that. the presence arid length of the vehicle, - hen viewed from the:-\

side, will be readily visible at night.

Thirteen rectangular red retro-reflectors were fitted at the rear of the semi-
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trailer. Eleve.tt 6f these were mounted horizontally to form a chevron pattern

over the full width of the chevron board, and one was mounted vertically at

each end of '.;hechevron board, to indicate the width of the trailer. A white

retro-reflector wan mounted on either front corner of the trailer, on the lower

ends of the headboard outer updgMs.

The eleettical 'wh:i:rlg diagram for the semi-trailer is detailed in Drawing No,

Elj~Ol (refer Appendix H) together with a full list of all of the lights and

electrical components used on the semi-trailer, As indicated ill the drawing,

all of the lights at the rearof the vehicle, the reverse buzzer; the rearmost

set of side direction indicator and marker light:.., as 'well as the t\\i() solenoid

valves of the steering axle paenmacic control circuit, are powered via 'a seven

core cable running down the centre of the trailer chassis. The remaining

side marker and the direction indicater' lights are powered by 11' two core

cable running down either side of the vehicle. These three supply tables

joil:) together above the tubbing plate and are coupled to the truck-tractor

electrical system "Via two electrical suzies,

'{
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CHAPTERS

SEMI ..TRAILER CONSTRUCTION

5.1 General

Construction work on the. aluminium semi-trailer began late in January 1984

with the fabrication of cornponents nt the University "['.;M~thallical Eng1neer~

lug Laboratory workshops and at Afrox Ltt~ in Germiston. The majority

of plate components, especially thick plate, were plasma, arc profile c~t at

Afrox, whilst thin plate (ie, less than. 5 mm thick) and ill aluminium extru-

sions, were Cl1t to size and machined 01' formed as required at the MC('';',,:,uical

Engineering Laboratory workshops. Over the ensuing months) the f~5i'ica-

tion 01 the various components was scheduled to coincide with the order of
t.

construction of the trailer assemblies.

Tbe following sections discuss the sigllifica:nt steps in all subsequent phases
·1

of construction of the ~emi,:_traibr. Unless otherwise stated, the order of

presentation of these. sub-sections followa.in general the order of assembly.

Liberal use of photographs is made thropghout the chapter for the purpose

of illustrati' )n.

The chapter starts with a discussion of the aluminium welding; process and

equipment employed before going 011to the construction of the semi-trailer

itself,

5.2 Aluminium welding

Photographs 5.1 and 5.2 show the metal inert t\!:as (MIG) welding equip-

ment used in the construction of the aluminium semi-trailer chassis and sub-
structure.
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The detailed equipment. specifications are ~5 follows:

- 'Cloos' shielded arc automatic MIG welding machine

(Type GLe ::S53Pt\l)
___ _ _ n

'Cloos' wire feeding device (Type CK 11/4).

- 'Messer Griesheim' push/pull motor hand welding torch,

- 1,2 rom filler wire diameter.

- Argon shielding gas.

Photograph 5.1 'Cloos' shielded arc automatlc MIG weldit.lg\ ma-

chine (Type OLe 353 PA)

The :f.JIlGwelding process was selected. in this project mainly because of

the high welding speeds attainable relative tr~other processes su.table for

aluminium welding. This contributed to a faster rate of construction



Photograph 5.2 'Messer Griesheim' motor hand' welding tQl\'ch

and 'Cloos' wire feeding device

and helped to keep costs to a minimum, S01:P{;' further advantages of the

MIG welding process that were considered (are the lower overall heat input

(due to the higher welding speeds] than, for example, tungsten inert. gas

welding (TIG), thereby minimising distortion in criticalareas, and the suit-

l\bility of the process to the range of material thicknesses used hl the trailer

construction. (57 ,58)

The combinations of parent alloys welded and the filler alloys used in each

case are presented ill Section B.2 of Appendix E.

Cleaning of the aluminium alloy material, both before and after welding,

was accomplished. using a stainless steel wire brush, Where it was necessary

for welds to be dressed smooth these were ground using non-carborundum

grinding discs.
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5.3 Construction of the aluminium chassis..structure and
associated sub-struct ure

Construction of the aluminium semi-trailer chassis itself commenced?.J. In-
dustrial Research and Development (Pty) Ltd in Boksburg N(,:J.:thduring

early April 1984.

Work began on the main chassis f-beams with the beams being chamferred

at the front to receive the rubbing plate lead-in (zefer Photo. 5.3)0 The two

beams were also cut accurately to length at this stage (refer Drawing No.

CH"04) since they were supplied marginally over-length by ~chweiZ'erische

Aluminium AG (Alusuisse).

Photograph £,,3 Chamfer at front of chassis I-beams for rubbing

plate lead-in
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Both chassis beams were then laid on their sides and t'l-te bolt holes t() receive

the torsion tube and suspension mounting flange bolts were drilled (refer

Photo. 5A and pl1cto. 5.5). A magnetic base pillar drill mounted on a 12

rom thick mild steel plate platform (refer Drawing No. JG~Ol), which was

guided 011 and damped to the I-beam flanges, was used for this purpose,

Two diagonally opposite holes in each bolt pattern were marked out 011 the

l-beam web and drilled first. The flanges were then bolted ill place ana

the remaining holes drilled using the mounting flanges as templates. The

landing leg mounting bracket unci rearward brace bracket (refer Photo. 5.6

and Photo. 5.7) were also assembled at this time and welded, together with

the r-.ar flange extensions, onto the beams.

Photograph 5.4 Drilling of torsion tube and suspension

mounting bolt, holes
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Photograph 5.5 Magnetic 'I. pillar drill on drilling platform

Photograph 5.6 Lauding le[!:mouut.ing bracket

r
)
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Photograph 5.7 Landing leg rearward brace bracket

The torsion tuhes were then assembled onto. the main t~beams to construct
the basic 'ladder' frame chassis. 'This was accomplished by standing the 160

millimetre diamcteh. tubes OIl end on their respective fl<:mgeswith the first

I-beam lying 011 its other side (refer Photo. 5.8). The tubes were then tacked

to the flanges as showrlil1 Photo. 5.9.1 Perpendicularity was ensured since

the tubes 'were cut accurately square and to.length.

I~

',II
'I
:!
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Photograph 5.S

chassis T-beam

Assembly of torsion tubes onto first

Photograph 5.9 Torsion tube tacked to flange
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The second I-beam was then lowered into position using the overhead crane

and the tubes' tacked. to the upper flanges. The landing leg cross-member

flanges were then bolted onto the mounting brackets and the landing leg

c:ros3-trJ.embertacked in position (refer Photo. 5.10 and Photo. 5.11). The

lower ends of the torsion tubes and landing leg cross-member' could then be
t ;

fully welded In this position after cleaning (refer Photo. 5.12). The frame

was turned over onto the other beam to complete the welding.

Photograph 5.10 Second chassis T-beam assembled onto torsion

tubes
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Photograph 5.11 Landing leg cross-member tacked to flange

Photograph 5.12 'Iorsion tube cleaned and ready for welding to

flange
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This completed, the frame was lowered to stand 011 the underside of the two

main l-beams and. the centre portion o~,the rear end rail welded ill position.
\\

-;-;-

With the suspension mounting fiang~,bolted to the main I-beam webs, the

suspension mounting jigs for b~th )!11B hanger and air bag positions were

damped in place at the foremost ~df' ,osition, The suspension hanger and

air bag mount components and cross-member were then assembled onto the

jigs and tacked hposition (refer Photo, 5.1~!a.":H:lPhoto. 5,1~). Note the weld

preparations which have been ground 011 the edges of the various components,

The outer tee-gussets were fully welded, however, before being tack-ed in

place. Both mountings were then fully welded, except for those areas where

welding was required from underneath, before the jigs were removed. Tins

Vias done in order to minimise we:' c.::ngdistortion. The tee-gussets and the

suspension mount assemblies were pre-heated before welding to ensure good

weld penetration and to further reduce welding distortion (refer Photo. 5.15).

This process was then repeated for the centre and rearmost axle mountings

(refer Photo. 5.16). Finally, the jigs were removed and th1~welds cleaned

end ground (refer Photo. 5.17 to Photo. 5.19).
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Photograph 5.13 For=most axle suspension hanger mounting outer

bracket components assembled 01; to welding jig

Photograph 5.:: Foremost axle s~'spenslon hanger mounting outer

bracket components tacked into position
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Photograph 5.15 Pre-heating of suspension mounting cornpo-

nents before welding

o

"'_ ..
J .} .. t " ••

o Photograph 5.16 Rear-most axle suspension air bag mounting

cross-member components assembled onto welding ,jig
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Photograph 5.17 Rearrnost axle suspension hanger and air bag

mounting cross-members

Photograph 5.18 Suspension hanger mounting cross-member

assembly after cleaning and grinding of welds
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Photcgraph 5.19 Suspension air hag mounting outer
.j'

after cleaning and grinding of welds

The lower flanges of the upper coupler cress-members were ri~)Wmomneo

step over the lower flange of the main l-beams (refer tlr,'twingii'\i

No. UC-OQ), and the

the brailer and tacked.

cross-members slid };nto position frdm':,\the

Thereafter, the front plate, frot~t plate\.\gm:sets and.
\\

rubbing plate lead-in were assembled. Thes~.i.were then-welded., along with

the upper coupler cross-members, where pO~l·l'~blefrom above (refer Phqto.

5.20)
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f-beam

Upper coupler cross-member welded to chassis

At this poi\'1t the chassis was turned over in order to complete the welding
',\

on the und~p'side of the suspension mounts, rear end rail and upper coupler

region (ie, O;~lthe underside of the cross-members and the weld between the

front plate J~~the rubbing plate lead-in) (refer Photo. 5.21 and Photo.

5'H'.zz).
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Photograph 5.21 Chassis turned over to complete welding on

underside of upper coupler assembly

Photograph 5.22 Chassis turne'~ over to complete welding on

underside of suspension mounts, etc.
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With the trailer chassis still inverted, the rubbing plate was assembled and

fitted to the chassis. First of all, the rubbing plate cross braces and longi-
(/

tudincl braces were welded to the rubbing plate. Although care was taken

to minimise distortion of the rubbing plate as a result of the welding of the

longitudinal and cross-braces (ie, by pre-heating and damping the rubbing

plate flat) a certain amount of distortion did occur. and the rubbing plate

had to be pressed flat.before beiilg fitted. The mounting bolt holes were

then drilled through the main J-beam flanges an:d the upper coupler cross-

members. This was done by clamping the rubbing plate assembly in position

and drilling through the previously drilled and countersunk holes in the rub-

bing. plate: In this way eYR~j;, location of the bolt holes was ensured. The
/. -

chassis was then returned to the upright position ..

The o~tr1gg;;l"flanges were now clamped into a jig (refer Photo. 5.23) aad

welded to the 100 mm square tube outriggers. Jig welding with pre-heating

was employed to limit welding distortion since the angle between the tube

and the flange was important t.o ensure the correct height location of the

side rail relativeto the main l-beame. The design of the jig was such that it

accommodated both the deep section outriggers and the four degree tapered

section outrigger. Each outrigger was then assembled onto the chassis (refer

Photo, 5.24).
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Photograph 5.23 Assembly and weldingjig for outriggers

Photograph 5.24 7i'our degree tapered section outriggers

assembled onto 'Chassis I-bean'!s
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This completed, the outer portions' M the front. and ,,~rails and the

upper coupler outriggers were tack~d into position a!l.~the side'rails tacked

to the outriggers and end rails (refer Photo. 5.25 to 5.28).

Photograph 5.25

chassis t..beam
Upper coupler outrigger *acked '0
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Photograph 5.26 Side rail being assembled onto outriggers

Photograph 5.27 Side rails positioned and tacked to outriggers
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Photograph 5.28 Outer portions of rear end rails positioned and
I

tacked to side rails

I I

The side rail structure was then fully welded after ensuring that it was prop-

erly straight and level (refer Photo. 5.29 and 5.30).
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Photograph. 5.29 A, rUl.'nulic jack used to assist with levelling

of the side and eud rlfil sti'licture
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Photograph 5.30 Welding and grhtding of side and end rail struc-,

ture

The final stage in the construction of the semi-trailer chassis was the mount-

in.~ of the ribbed plank deck. Tills was begun at the front of the chassis

where the foremost deck plank (refer Drawing No. DE-03) was welded to the

front rail and side rails. The firstl'emovable deck plank was then bolted in

place unmediately bel-find the .I:01t:l'UOSt, plank! and thereafter the remaining

deck planks towards the rear of ~he trailer (refer Photo. 5.31 and 5.32). Each

plank was firstly clamped to the top flanges of the main f-beams, using the

deck clamp brackets (refer Drawing No. DE-ll) whilst carefully ensuring

that it ...vas properly centred f;arl square to the chassis. The bolt holes were

fJ "'1. drilled and the plank bolted to the side rail (refer Photo. 5.33 to 5,35).

~'li6rearmost deck plank (Drawing No. DE-02) was cut to size only once all

the other planks were fitted, and was: welded to the side rails and rear rail.

\Vit,h all the deck planks mounted, the front and rear deck COV'2l" angles were
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welded illplace (refer Photo. 5.36). Finally, the holes for mounting the angle

brackets]for the wooden rubbing (strake were drilled and countersunk, and

the brackets mo~ntedo The wooden rubbing ssrake was then fixed in position

by drlmrig through the wood and the aluminium bracket and inserting self-

tapping ~~retNs(refer Photo. 5.37).

Photograph ~.31 Deck planks being mounted from the foremost

deck plank rearward
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Photograph 5.32

of the chassis

Deck planks being mounted towards the rear

-

Photograph 5.33 Deck planks damped 1fO top flange of chassis

1-beam by means of deck clamp brackets
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Photograph 5.34 Deck planks bolted to side rail

Photograph 5.35 Comp!eted deck mounting viewed from under-

neath
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Photograph 5.36 Front deck covevangles being welded to fore-

most deck plank and fl.-outrail

~
;;::~'

.. __:-~ , ,;J,'"

I" ~

Photograph 5.37 Mounting of wooden rubbing strake
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The headboard and rear bumper were assembled and welded as detailed

in Drawing Nos. lIB~01 and RB-Ol respectively; at times in. between the

various construction phases cof the main chassis. 1~11Otogril')ph5.38 shows the

...ear ur..der-ride bumper assembly almost completed, just before the outer

upright. w~h plates have been welded in place. In both cases the mounting
_..-:'

bolt holes in the main chassis members were only drilled through on final

,
,

I
Rear tmder-t-ide burhperPhotograph 5.38

With the construction completed thus far the complete trailer chassis, with-

out the headboard and bumper fitted, was loaded onto a semi-trailer and

transported to the University of the Witwatersrand Technology Centre (UWtec)

at Frankenwald (refer Photo, 5.39 and Photo. "iAO).
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Photograph 5.39 Loading of the completed chassis onto a semi-

trailer

'Ji
~_-I

-, . ~ ".. .
'. ....."-', .' . -~. ,..

Photograph 5.40 Completed aluminium trailer chassis leaving

I.R. & D. for Uwtec
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5.4 Assembly. of landing legs

The landing legs were mounted as show!). in. Photograph 5.41 b,~l(Jw.

In order to ensure the accurate location of the holt hole centres for the landing

leg braces, the steel angle bracket at the lower end of the lahding legs was

tacked in position with the landing legs mounted to the chassis and with f'le
rearward and cross-braces bolted to the angle bracket. AlJ fOUT braces were

then removed and the bracket was fully welded.

Similarly, the bolt holes ill the side rail for the landing leg crank brackets

were drilled on assembly [referPhoto, 5.42r

Photograph 5.41 Landing legs mounted to chassis
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Photograph 5.42 Landing leg crank bracket

5.5 Assembly of axles and suspension

Both the steering axles and the centre fixed ;L"1{11':lwere supplied without, damp

plates fitted and these, together with the lower shock absorber brackets, had

to be mounted to the axles at the correct suspension trailing arm centres (ie.

950 rum), The clamp plate assemblies for the round section steering axle

beam were assembled and fully welded as shown in Photograph 5.43 before

being welded to the axles. Considerable care was taken to ensure that the

plates were accurately positioned and square to the axles, and in the case

of the steering axles, that the damp plate surface was perpendicular to the
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pivot axis of the steering arm pin, In both cases'the clamp plate. gussets were.

welded to the sides of the axle beams only, \·;rell::;.way from ~he extreme fibres-

(refer Photo .. 5.44 and Photo, 5,45).

Photograph 5.43 Clamp plate assembly for FIA steerlng axle
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Photograph 5.44 Clamp plate assembly and shock absorber bracket

welded to FIA steering axle

Photograph 5.45 Clamp plate assembly and shock absorber bracket

welded to Propar fixed axle
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Four M20 stud:3!~ere welded into the l'lltt centre bolt holes on the 10 rom
i

thick! mild steel suspension hanger mounting plates (refer Drawing

Noo SS~filJ. This was necessary sjnc~' the positi~bing!of t-he suspension

hanger relative to its mounting plate ~Irevenf,ed the use J)f bolts in these

holes. The suspension hangers were then)welded is> their respecti ve mounting
'\

plates. The upper shock absorber braclH::j;§__wel'e also welded to the tear of

the hangers at this stage.

With the trailer supported on trestles h;~the upright position, the suspen-

sion hangers and the air-hag mounting plates were assembled onto the sus-

pension mounts and the cadmium plated mounting bolts tightened to the

required torque {refec 'Table E3 in ApFi:udix E). A 10 nun thick rubber pad

or gasket 'Wasinserted between the suspension mounts and the hanger and

air-bag mounting plates to take up any !hut of flat on-the suspension mount-

ings (refer Photo. 5.46). The rubber gasket also serves to prevent galvanic

corrosion between the aluminium chassis and the mild steel of the suspen-

sion hanger, and reduces the severity. of shock loads transmitted through the

suspension into the ehassis. With the hangers firmly bolted in place, the

Z-pressing cross-braces were welded between each pair of suspension hangers

(refer Photo. 5.47).
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Photograph 5.46 Rubber gasket inserted between suspension

mount and hanger assembly

Photograph 5.47 Z-pressillg cross brace welded to inner face of

suspension hanger
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The suspension trailing arms were then assembled onto the hangers

(Photo. 5.48). The rubber cone trailing arm bushings were firstly dipped

in a solution of fifty percent water and titiy percent liquid soap before being

assembled, to help ensure that they seated properly, The trailing a; ill pivot

~,oIt was pushed through from the outside so that the nut was towards the

centre of the trailer t':~.dwas tightened to hold the trailing arm firmly in

position. Final tightening to the correct torque was done later with the

semi-trailer standing on its tyres. Whilst supporting the trailing, arms in

a-'I1 approximately level position, the air-bag assemblies were bolted to their

respective mounting plates (refer Photo. 5.49 and Photo. 5.50) and the

air-bag trumpets to the trailing arms.

Photograph 5.48 View of suspension hanger showing trailing arm

and pivot pin assembly
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Photograph 5.49

mounting plate

Suspension air bag assembled onto air bag

.~.

Photograph 5.50 Air bag and mounting plate bolted to suspen-

sion air bag mounting cross-member
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The "..heels and tyres were now fitted to axles (wheel studs ~ightenedto

a torque of 530 Nm) and the axles rolled under the chassis to their r~spec~

tive positions. The axle damp plates, top clamp plates, and U-bolts were

assembled into position about the axle locator plate on the trailing arm, and

the U-bolts tightened until they held the axles :iirmly in place (refer Photo.

5.51 ttl Photo. 5.54). As with the trailing arm pivot bolt, final tight'"Eling to

the required torque was only done .\vith the trailer standing on its tyres and

after axle alignment.
i

Photograph 5.51 Propar axle mounted onto suspenaion trailing
arm
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Photograph 5.52

trailing arm

FIA steering axle mounted onto suspension

Photograph ,5.53 FIA steering axle and suspension assembly
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Photograph 5.54 Michelin 16.5 R 22.5 super single tyres on steel
·1· .smg e piece rams

The supports under the chassis were then removed and the trailer lowered

until the chassis was at the correct ride height relative to the centre line of

the centre axle. Two correct Ill' sized wooden chocks were inserted between

the trailing arms of the centre axle ~.nd the chassis, immediately in lron" 111.'

the air-bags to maintain this height, and the landing legs adjusted to level

the trailer. The bracket on the chassis for the suspension levelling valve

(refer -r,Jhoto. 5.55) and the adjustable bracket on the centre axle for the

levelling valve control rod, were then fitted. The levelling valve was tl~el1

provisionally set for the correct. ride height, after which the wooden chocks

were removed and the suspension allowed to settle onto the rubber buffers

inside the air-bags,
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Photograph 5.55 Suspension levelling valve mounted onto chassis

Once the piping of all the pneumatic circuits on the semi-trailer was com-

pleted (ie, brakes, suspension, etc, - refer Section 5.7)1 the C01'1'ectride height

of the suspension was finally rcdjusted with the suspension circuit charged to

6 bar pressure. 'I'he trailm, arm pivot bolts were then tightened to the

required torque with the trailing Jll1JlS in this neutral position.

'With the axle locking pins engaged j the steering axles were centralised and

set at a toe-in of 6 mm at maximum tyre radius (as required by the axle

manufacturer FIA). All three axles were then aligned perpendicular to the
,'I

longitudinal axis of the trailer. This was accomplished by loosening the axle

U-bolts slightly and aligning the front axle by equalizing king-pin to axle

steering pivot distance between the road and pavement side of the semi-

trailer [ie, dimensions A and B in Figure 5.1 below). The second and third

axles were aligned parallel to the first axle (ie, dimension C). In each case

the relevant dimensions were required to correspond to within 2 mm of each



other. The U-bolts on all three axles were then tightened to the specified

torque, to clamp the axles firmly in place. The top damp plates were welded

ttl their respective axle locator plates 011 each trailing arm to further enscre

that the axles remained correctly positioned, While the damp plates were

being welded care was taken to protect the. trailing arms and the air-bags

from weld splatter.
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Figure 5.1

trailer axles
Relevant dimensions for the alignment of Ule SCl11i-
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Finally, the shock absorbers were fitted (Photo. 5.56) and tightened the

torque specified on Drawing No. SS-OL

Photograph 5.56 Shock absorber fitted between brackets 011 axle

clamp plate and suspension hanger

5.6 Mounting of Hope anti-jack-knife king..pin

After completing the chassis and suspension assembly, the first eight deck

planks over the rubbing plate were removed [ie. from the first removable

deck plank rearward) to facilitate the fitment of the Hope anti-jack-knife

device (Photo. 5.57).
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Photograph 5.57 First eight deck planks removed to reveal upper-

coupler assembly

'The foundation plate waS holtedin place between the two longitudinal king-

pin braces (refer Photo. ~.5S) and the eighteen M16 bolts tightened to the

specified torque. The Hope device was then lowered into place and secured

using the eight half-inch UNF mounting bolts supplied. Before these eight

bolts were tightened however, the two 9,5 rom diameter dowel pins were

driven home until flush with the top of the device cover. The dowels ensure

that the body and toyer of the device are properly located relative to the

foundation plate, The eight device mounting bolts were then tightened to

the required torque, and the two transit screws in the cover removed.
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Photograph 5.58

plate
j"\

Hope anti..jack..knife device bolted to rubbing

With the device thus installed, the following checks as required by the manu-

facturer(59) wert~undertaken:
:I
J

.- The king-pin arm was rotated through 180 degrees in each direction

to ensure that the movement was free and smooth. A certain residual

restriction from the internal components is, however, normal.

- 'With the ait;l of feeler gauges, the minimum clearance between the arm

and the rubbing plate was checked, This clearance should be between

0,2 mm and 0,9 mm (refer Figure 5.2) .

.- Using a suitable straight edge to span the rubbing plate aperture, the

minimum clearance all round between the king-pin flange and the tubbing

plate surface was checked (refer Fi6ul'c 5.2).
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-D1S·Min.

O·9mm.
O·2mm

O·4n..!!!!

Figure 5.2

lation

Minimum clearances for Hope anti ...jack-knife instal-

Finally, the device control valve was mounted, as shown in Photograph 5.59

below, and connected to the pneumatic circuitry (refer also Section 5.7).

Photograph 5.59 Hope a.r....ti-jack-kuife control valve mounted ill

dose proximity to Hope device
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5.7 Assembly of brake system and p~..eumaric circuitry

Once the Hope anti-jack-knife device and the complete suspension were fully

assembled onto the ch~13sis'Jthe trailer brake components and ail the pneu--a: ,,'

matic circuitry (ic. 'I>" . )stem, Hope King-pin, suspension and auxiliary

circuit for steering axle control) were fitted to the trailer.

Photographs 5.60 and 5.61 show the tYl,e 24/30 spring brake chrullbel'~used

Of" 'hoth the fixed and steering type axles,

Photograph 5.60

Propar fixed axle

()
Type 24/30 spring brake chamber fitted :,(j
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Photograph 5.61 Type 24/30 spring brake chamber fitted to FIA

steering axle

The procedure adopted in mounting these chambers was firstly to assemble

the chamber onto its respective mounting bracket with the spring brake fully

caged by means of the caging bolt, and with the uncut push-rod extending

past the slack adjuster ann. The loose push-rod clevis was fitted to the

slack adjuster at the corrept lever length (ie. 152 rum on the centre axle and

145 rum on the self-steering axles) and the slack adjuster adjusted to obtain

a 90 degree angle between the push-rod and the slack adjuster tU'l11, with the

push-rod held at the same level and in. line with the clevis pin. The slack

adjuster was then adjusted to move the clevis approximately 28 mm back
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towards the brake chamber, and the push-rod cut to suit the clevis threads

in this position (refer Figure 5.3). The resultant angle between the push-rod

and the slack adjuster arm for the brakes fully released, is of the order of 100

degrees. Finally. the caging bolt was removed, allowing the spring brakes to

apply the brakes.

APPRDX, 9Cr
FIR fRAKES

APPlIBJ

Pigure 5.3 The correct brake chamber push-rod length and slack

adjuster position for the brakes fully released

The various pneumatic circuits were then assembled as detailed in Drawing

Nos. PM~Ol to PM-03. iSottle of the various methods employed to mount

the pneumatic valves and reservoirs are shown in Photographs 5.62 to 5.65.
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Wherever possible these have been mounted in accessible positions t{'o the

underside Qfthe extruded plank deck, using t:r-bolts. Thie was done to allow

for easy removal for maintenance and to alleviate the need to drill holes

for mounting bolts ill load bearing th..lst::lls members, Furthermore; with the

semi-trailer being a prototype vehicle, modificaticns and improvements to the

made at a later stage, ywhich will require

pOSiti0J18 of valves to be altered, or

from the system.

. :'5, etc, 1.;0 be added to 01' removed

Photographs 5.62 Wabco automatic load sensing valve mounted
to underside of deck
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Photograph 5.63 Relay valve and brake system reservoir mounted

t(i) underside of deck

Photograph 5.64 Auxiliary pneumatic circuit pressure control

valves mounted to underside of deck
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Photograph 5.65 Emergency and service line filters mounted to

underside of deck above rear of rubbing plate

The Hope anti-jack-knife control valve (refer Photo. 5.59) was mounted above

the rubbing plate in dose proximity to the device, in order to minimise the

time delay between the application of the brake pedal in the truck-tractor,

and the operation of the device, This is particularly important in that the

device is designed to prevent the onset of jack-knifing, and. thus is most

effective if activated momentarily before the trailer brakes.

The emergency and service suzies were mounted through the £ton~ plate

as shown in Photograph 5.66. Dummy fittings were provided on the lowest

headboard cross-member (refer Photo. 5.(7) to a11o\"1the suzies to be hoo1i:ed

up out of the way during trailer coupling and uncoupling operations,
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Photograph 5.66 Emergency and service line suzies mounted

through front plate

Photograph 5.67

brake suzies

Dummy fittings on headboard for stowage of



As already mentioned in Sed ion 4.7.1, colour coded nylon tubing was used

throughout on all of the pneumatic lines, except between the chassis and the

axles and on the axles themselves where rubber hose was used because of

the need for greater :flexibility (refer Photo. 5.68). The nylon brake .lines

were, for the most part" routed along the underside of the deck planks and

pop rivetted using the appropriate clips tel the deck planks, as shown in

Photograph 5,63. 'Wherever possible, Schafer plug type fittings were used to

connect all the 12 mm diameter polyamide tubing to the valves, etc. Using

this system the vast majority of the brake lines could be made up on the

work bench and then merely clipped into place on the trailer as t.he various

pneumatic circuits were assembled. Other advantages of the Schafer system

over conventional tYP'f3fittings, are the reliable air seal provided hy the

O-ring and the fact t][at each fitting is easily removed and reconnected when

a valve has to be disrl~ounted for servicing.

Photograph 5.68 Ihiil,ber pneumatic hoses used 011 axles

Once all of the pneumatic circuits were fully assembled, the full system was

charged to 600 kFa pressure and checked for leaks. The pressure regulating
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valves for the auxiliary steering axle circuit were also set to the correct upper
!i

and lower pressure settings of 345 kPa and 1.72kPa~respectively, at this stage.

The 'Sj~type cam brakes were then adjusted, With the brake system charged

to fully release the spring brakes, and with the parking and service brake con-

trols released, each slack adjuster was adjusted until the shoes made contact

with the drum. The slack adjusters were then backedoff slightly to obtain a

small free-running clearance.

Finally, the correct adjusting screws and springs :£0:(' the \Vabco automatic

load s~:n~lngvalve were determined by the procedures-set out in Section FA

in Appendix F, and t,~leload sensing ValVE~ adjusted accordingly,

,
5.8 Assemblyof lights, retro-reflectors, and electrical system

The final stage in the construction of this aluminium semi-trailerjwas the

mounting of lights and retro-refleetors and the wiring of the electrical system.

Photograph 5.139shows the dir:~tion indicator, stop and rear position lights,

as well as the red retro-reflectors, mounted in their respective positions in

the rear light hoards at the rear of the trailer. The two reversing lights

were not fitted at the time that this, photograph was taken, due to certain

supply problems, and their respective mounting holes 'are obscured by the

'WUMHR' sign. .The two red retro-reflectors, as discussed in Section 4.8~

which were mounted vertically at-eith~r: end of the chevron board were also

no; fith;,! at the time that the photograph was taken. The l'evel'Sihg buzzer

'Nt.;.:) ruqunted on the inside of the rear end rail, as shown in Photograph 5:-'70.
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Photograph 5.69

retro-reflectors

View of rear of semi-trailer showing lights and

Photograph 5.10

end rail

Reversing buzzer mounted on inside of rear
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The amber retro-reflectors, side marker lights and direction indicator lights,

as fitted along each side of the trailer, are shown in Photographs 5.'71 and

5.72.

Photograph 5.71 Rerro-reflector and side marker and direction

indicator light mounted below side rail
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Photograph 5.72 Retro-reflector and side marker and direction

indicator light mounted at rear of trailer

As indicated in the electric wiring diagram (Drawing No. EL-01 in Appendix

H), all of the lights at the rear of the vehicle, including the rearmost set, of

side marker and direction indicator lights, as well as the two solenoid valves

of the auxiliary steering axle pneumatic control circuit, are powered via a

seven core cable running down the full length of the vehicle, between the

two main chassis beams. This cable was clipped to the underside of the deck

planks in a similar manner to the nylon ail' lines (refer Photo. 5.63). The

remaining side marker and direction indicator lights are powered by separate
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two core cables, OM ruaning down either side of the trailer on the inside of

.I;he side rail (refer Photos 5.73 an~15.74).

Photograph 5.13 Two core electrical supply cable clipped to

underside of deck next to side rail .
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Photograph 5.74 Electrical supply cable clipped to rear of side

marker light bracket

The three electrical supply cables are connected to the two electrical suzies
',I.

via a junction box mounted immediately behind the front end rail above the

rubbing plate. All of the lights, etc., are connected to the electrical Syst<:tffl

by means of separable connectors, to facilitate easy removal for servicing or

replacement.
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CHAPTER.:>

CONCLUSION

6.1 Lightweightaluminium chassis

The completion of thls aluminium semi-trailer project has demonstrated the

practicality and suitability of aluminium, or more specifically aluminium

alloys, for lightweight semi-trailer design. within the context of the relevant

South African road loading regulations. Despite the fact that a number of

design decisions were severely limited by the availability of certain materials

and of funds and production facilities, a substantial saving in tare mass has

been achieved. 'This is illustrated by comparison to Henred Fruehauf 'Irailer's

PET prototype (also refer Section 3.2), a steel chassied wide spaced tridem

axle semi-trailer of similar overall dimensions and built around the same time
as this aluminium trailer, viz.

Henred Fruehauf PET semi-trailer{l}
Lightweight aluminium semi-trailer

7800 kg
6680 kg

Tare mass saving 1120 kg

Sine ~ the legal gross vehicle mass is the same in c~;::,rlcase, this difference

in tare mass can be used as additional revenue earning payload. The higher

basic material cost of the aluminium chassis will result in a higher purchase

price in comparison to the steel unit. However, the economic validity of

the aluminium semi-trailer is borne out by the following comparison of the

operation c? the two trailers.

A precise determination of the aluminium price premium in this instance is

difficult to arrive at since the semi-trailer was not constructed under repre-

sentative production conditions. The best thaii can he done is to calculate a

price premium based solely on the basic material cost of aluminium and steel
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and on the respective chassis tare masses. The production costa are assumed

to be similar in each ease and thus do not have a marked effect on the price

premium. Furthermore, in order to keep the comparison on an equitable

basis, the additional cost of the. safety equipment fitted to t;!:tealuminium

trailer (for example, the 'Hope' anti-jack-knife device and the extra lights)

and which "VClS not titk':{ to the PET steel trailer, as well as the additional

cost of the aluminium trailer's imported air suspension .rela.f:rveto the PET

trailer's locally made steel spring s~spension, were not included. In this way
.

an aluminium price premium of R58 000-00 was calculaf ;41'based (~nmaterial

prices at September 1900(60,61) and on 13 percent GST.

The following assumptions were made with rebardj{) the operation of the

two semi-trailers:

(i) 'When additional payload.is carried, it amounts ttl iv,.tc:,ge .to seventy-

five percent of the ft1,1lpossible 1120 kg, ie. 840 kg. (tJ2\6~) .

(ii) The route is Johannesburg to Durban and back;' 58b ktu each way.
I'
1\

(iii) Five return trips are made each week for a total of fifty 'weeks per year

(ie, ten trips one way).(62,63)

(iv) The additional revenue accrued from carrying additional payload is at

the rate of R90-00 per one way trip (ie. R170-00 per return trip), (62,63)

('V) The additional insurance payable on the higher value of the aluminium

trailer is at the rate of four p -rcent of the aluminium price premium, (63)

Furthermore, the annual licence fees for the steel and aluminium sem, -trailers

at the tare masses indicated above are R2 211-00 and Rl 707-00 respectively. (6-1)

The net additional revenue accrred uer month lor the aluminium semi-trailer,
. " /.
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and which is ~vailable to finance the price premium, is calculated thus:

10 single trips per week for
(50/12) weeks pel' month

41~67trips
per month

Additional revenue per single trip
(10,840 tonnes x R90~OO/tl'ip) R75·60

Additional revenue pel' month
(500 trips x R75~(0)

Plus: Saving en licence fees
per mouth (R504-00!12)

Less: Additional insurance premium
per month (4% of R58000~OO/12) R193-33

Net additional revenue per month
available to f..nance price premium
on aluminium semi-trailer

R2998-6'7

\\
'\'1

)i

'!'"he p. av back period for the aluminium semi-trailer is then equal to theIf- v

shortest period over which finance would to be obtained for the amount

1)£ the price premium and on which the mOlithly repayment would be

:R2998~67. The governing equation for compound interest on an annuity due

type loan is(65) is a::ishown below. The ir~,erest rate-has been taken to he 22
, ' ".'"

where

PV = present or starting value of loan
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PA11' = the periodic payment

i. "'"periodic interest rate expressed as a decimal fraction

=0,01833

n. = the number of compounding periods [ie. mouths in this case)

.Rea;rranging:

[
PV.i ,-1

. .~ In 1+ PMT(l +i) Jn .~ -_. .... .
1n(1+ £)

(I

The pay back period for the aluminium semi-trailer is: then 2B,6 months,

These calculations show that, even without taking advantage of the full

amount of the additional payload, it is possible to recoup the Initial cost

premium within a relatively short period. In addition, no account has been

taken of the scrap value of the aluminium chassis at the end of the semi-

trailer's life, or of the potential savings in fuel, tyre and brake wear, etc..,

that would arise when travelling light.

Furthermore! and as already mentioned a,t the beginning of this chapter, .the

tare mass saving achieved in this project was despite fact that many

~ .. . .. 1 it db' h 'I bilit . f' , '1 duecisions were severe y umi e y t e aVal a 111y 0 certain materia s an

funds and of production facilities. The most severely significant examples

of this are the main chassis I·bear.t1.Swhich, after a number of unsuccessful

attempts to manufacture the beams ill South Africa, had to be selected from

Alusuisse's standard product range in Switzerland and were slightly heavier

than they needed to be. If local manufacture had been possible the beams

could have been sized more optimally, and thus would have bren marginally
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lighter. Similarly, if deck planks without anti-skid ribs and a thinner rubbing

plate had been used (15,88 mm rubbing, plate used to reduce the number of

different plate thicknesses required ~ 12 nun would have been sulncielltJ, and

safety i'~ems such as the Hope antHack-hn;f~ device and the extra lighting

and braking equipment had not been fitted, further I11MS sayings would have

been achieved.

If all oil.these additional or potential mass savings are taken into account,

the total mass saving over the steel unit could have been as high as 1500 kg

or 19 percent, and the payback period as low as 16,3 months.

6.2 '!Vide spaced tl"idem axle concept

The wide spaced tridem axle concept incorporating self-steering axles,

introduced via this project, and Henred Fruehauf's PET semi-trailer I has

proved to be highly successful. During initial trials, on both freeway and

W'ban ro~ds, the aluminium semi-trailer handled as well and showed itself

to be no less manoeuvreable, except when reversing, than conventional 12,3

metre fixed axle semi-trailers. Moreover, because a semi-trailer of this type

io intended primarily for long distance haulage, the problem of severe tYl'e

scuff when reversing can be minimised or eliminated _altogether through the

proper design of end terminals and loading bays.

Further operating experience has indicated greater rates of tyl'£, wear for the

two self-steering axles of the aluminium semi-trailer than. for the centre fixed

axle. This was to be expected and is due to, firstly, the lei degree maximum

ll:i!.ddllg angle limitation on the F'IA self-steering axles, which results in a

certain amount of tyre scuff in tight turns (refer Section 4.6.1) and: secondly.

tyre stuff when reversing with all three axles fixed (ie. steering axles locked).

However, as predicted in Section 4 6, the tyre wear experienced on these axles
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is in general no worse than that typically experienced on the foremost and n

rearmost axles of a conventional tridem semi-trailer with closely spaced fixed

axles. The correct wheel and rode alignment was also found to be importent

for the two self-steering axles in order to ensure the directional stability of

the trailing arms, especially at ..low axle damping pressures.

An efficient and responsive load equalisation system between the axles 6f the

tridem axle suspension, as well as a greater than normal amount of vertical

suspension travel on each individual axle, has been shown to be of impor-

tance for wide spaced suspensions (refer Section 3.2 and Section 4.6.2). This

is not only to properly distribute forces into the chassis and to maintain all

three -axles in cont .ct, with I.~heroad surface at all times, but also to ensure

a uniform load distribution at the road surface. thereby minimising pave-

ment damage. During the initial trials of this aluminium semi- trailer , the

Fruehauf- T suspension has proved to be well suited in this regard. Further

testing is) however, required to determine the respective axle loads under

varying conditions, ill order to quantify the efficiency of the inter-axle load

equalisation. This should be done both statically and dynamically and for

various pa;Jloads and road surface conditions. Should it. be necessary to im-
i/

~
'.1

1

'I
i

I
;1
I'
I
(I

prove the responsiveness of the suspension, larger air lines than the standard

6,35 mm (i inch) nominal bore polyamide plastic. tubing can be substituted

between the suspension all' bags along each side of the trailer chassis to im-

prove the air flow. Increased vertical suspension travel can be achieved, if

necessary, by moving the axle locator plates and, hence, the axle mounting

position, further along the suspension trailing arm towards the air bags.
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6.3 Pseudo-dynamic acceleration based design model

A methodology fqr platform semi-trailer design has been presented ill the

form of the design of a lightweight aluminium platform semi-trailer. The dy-

namic acceleration based design methodology adopted for the chassis design

in this project (refer Chapter 4 and Appendices A and B) is considered 8U~

perior to the more commonly used approach of applying a load factor to the

stresses calculated from-the static load distribution. The reasons for this are)

.firstly, because it is a more realistic approximation to the actual situation,

in that it takes into account such occurrences as load transfer (eg, during

braking) and high dynamic loads resulting from travelling over potholes and

other road surface irregularities, Secondly, it gives a direct indication of

the expected factor of safety over and above the maximum dynamic design

stresses, whereas in the load factor approach the factor of safety and the. dy-

namic load factor are combined. and the relative proportions of each remain

unknown. Lastly, the dynamic accelerations applied 1'1the design stages may

be compared directly to accelerations measured during later prototype test-

ing and conclusions drawn, In. the design of this aluminium trailer chassis

(refer Section 4.2.3) the dynamic acceleration factors applied were based on

published figures for highway vehicles.

The fatigue- life calculations for the main chassis members have been based on

a stress-life approach in conjunction with the PCI,lll1gren-MinerLinear Damage

Rule. The Palmgren-Miner hypothesis was adopted s:nce it, is still the most.

widely used approach because of its simplicity and. ease of application, and

the experimental fact that, other much more complex cumulative damage

theories do not yield a significant improvement in failure prediction :t(mability.

An assumed loading spectrum based on the initial vibration frequency tests

described in Section 3c2j and a Gausslan frequency distribution had to be

used to approximate the fatigue stress history over the projected service life
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ot the trailer, since no valid in-service loading data was available for this type

of vehicle in South African conditions.

In order to ensure that the peak stresses correlate sufficiently well with de-

sign values, and to obtain more accurate data with regard to the projected

fatigue stress history, simulated in-service testing of the semi-trailer chassis

needs to be undertaken. The methodology for endurance testing of hea·try

duty vehicles, as discussed in Section 3.4) should be used for this purpose in,.
conjunction with the datalogging system described in Section $.3. In some

instances laboratory testing of specific components may be useful. '

For the ~?st part" the design calculations relating to the dmssis sub-structure

(refqr Section 4.4 and Appendix C) and to the ancillary structure (refer
,

ii ,
Secilion 4.5 and Appendix D) have been undertaken £01' specific. maximum

load situations relating to the operating conditions of thl'l.t,~,rf~~of th~ trailer,

In the case of the side rails and deck, the upper coupler structure and the rear

under-ride bumper, the maximum load conditions axe related ~.oapplicable
v

design specifications,

In all aspects of this design,

criterion and, wherever possible, appropriate safety equipment has\\been in-

corporated in the design [eg. (Hope' anti-jack-knife device and extl'a\:~ights).
\\

!,:\I

In the design of safety related systems and components, stich as the U'pi.king

system and the upper coupler structure, relatively large factors of safety are
"_ \l

'\\
used to allow for overloading.
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6.4 Final conclusionsand recommendations

The completion of this aluminium semi~ttaiJ,~2'::I.~t{ject contributed at the time

to ,the establishment of a valid road trro1sp~~ttresearch program at UWtec.

11'iLlxtherrriOTf', as e~!~idenc,-"Jby reaction to the trailer from thetransport in"
11

dU8~!tjl~it has .,helped t9 promote the use of alternative materials for road

vehicle di; czn.

Tl1~" . ';ler, together with the infrastructure developed during the project,
i

will serve as a useful semi-trailer test platform for the future testing of such

items as structural components, brake systems, running gear, etc, and for the

, collection of road loading data. It is thus recommended that the remainder

of Phase 2 of the project, as discussed ill Chapter 1, be completed.

i.\
I
\
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APPENDIX A

STRESS ANALYSIS OF MJ\IN CHASSIS I"Bl::1AMS

A.! Introduetiou
jj 1--;

This appenlli,x details the design calculations ~{t~tiI1gto the various load. and
,... i

support C8Besfer the semi- trailer, 8.'3 well as the stress and buckling analyses
y

and the fatigue analysis for the two main chassis l-beams. The actual loading

rutalysis ~reach load case is undertaken in Appendix B.
1/
((\, \, Ii

A.2 Loadiuga:lialysi~of rr..ain chassis I;'heams

A •.2.1 C General

In an attempt to cov[brall possible loading conditions, various load analyses
!J

(denoted case 1 - case 7 loading) are detailed in this section for both static

and dynamic loading of the semi-trailer, and £01' various support conditions.j
\ I

In all cases the load is assumed to be distributed over the full length o£

the. trailer, Further, it is assumed that all the load is carried by the two

main chassis f-bcams, since the contribution of the deck and side rails to the

longitudinal bending ssiffnese of the trailer is negligible. 'Iransverse loads are

neglected and torsional loading is dealt with separately. A design pa:;)\ ~ad,

of 30000 kg, a chassis mass of 2900 kg and a running gear mass of 2820 kg

are used, with the chassis f-beam length (ie, deck length) being 13729 mm

(refer Section 4,2.2), The auxiliary equipment tare (ie. landing legs, Hope

king-pin, braking equipment, etc.) of 250 kg IS neglected.

Values of shear force, bending moment and deflection at 31 nodes along the

length of the chassis I-beams ate calculated for the loads and support cases

discussed below, using the "Genesys Fralp.e-analysis/2" structural analysis
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sub-program. (refer Case 1 to Case 7 loading - Appendix B). The resul-

tant shear force, bending moment and deflection diagrams are presented in

Graphs 4.1 to 4.3 and Graphs 4.5 to 4.22 in Chapter 4. Longitudinal load-

ing is analysed separately and these results are presented ill Table A1 and

Graph 4.4.

It should be noted here that, since the sub-program is used to analyse a

single chassis l~beam coupled. to a two-dimensional model of one side of the

suspension system, the loading figures calculated in this section are halved

in order to yield the loading per beam. Similarly, the support reactions

calculated by the sub-program itt€' for a single chassis beam and, hence, are

half the reactions for the full trailer, The reactions at the suspension hanger

and air-bag mounts are obtained. from the compressive forces in the links of

the suspension model at those l,espective nodes.

A.2.2 Pseudo dynamic I;idly dlstrfbuted load analysis (Case 1)

This load analysis simulates the combination ot dynamic vertical loads ir:'-

posed on the structure with longitudinal forces due to, for example, braking

decelerations. The approach adopted is to firstly calculate the load transfer

from the semi-trailer tri-axle bogie to the king pin, due to an assuraed dis-

tribution of retarding forces between the king pin and bogie, as well as load

transfer within the suspension itself, and thereby to obtain pseudo-dynamic

reactions at the king pin and at suspension hanger and air-bag mounts. Then,

working backwards, a skewed load distribution (Figure A4), of total magni-

tude equal to the design payload plus chassis mass multiplied by the vertical

acceleration, is, calculated to produce these pseudo-dynamic reactions. In this

analysis it is assumed that a maximum downward deceleration uf2-g and a

maximum forward braking deceleration of l-g acts Upon the fully laden ve-

hicle. Fh~ither, the brake retarding forces are assumed to be distributed such
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that 40 percent of tli~:braking deceleration is due to retarding forces at the

tYl'es of the Be:nU-trai.i~ ~""'l60 percent due tOletarding forces at the king-

pin (refer Se~tion 4.3.1). The height of the centre of gravity of the fully

distributed payload and semi-trailer (including axles and suspension]. com-

bined is estimsted to be 800 millimecres above the deck (ie. approximately

2470 millimetres above ground level).

Static reactions

Referring to Figure AI, the static reactions at the king-pin and at the sus-

pension mounting are calculated in the followingmanner,

Summing vertical forces

, Rl +R2 I = Pt I = (9,81 )(32900)(10-1)

= 322~17kN

where Pt 1 is the combined.weight of the chassis and payload and R'J. ' is the
tot"J static reaction at the suspension mountings.

Taking moments about the centre of the tri-axle bogie:

Rl(8S24) = (6864,5 - 3450)(322,7)

that is

Rl := 123,5 kN

and substituting

n~:~~199»3 kN
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c ().

Adding the running gear mass [ie. axles, tyreS(SUi~~en.siOllJete.]" to"Rz I:
,\ ", I
\ ,}

/
I

= 226,9 kN - II.
i I
\ ',,' i

Load transfer between the suspension and ~;;heking-pm
, I

i
I

For a downward deceleration af 2-(1:and a forwan !deceleration of
)

I-g, ,and for, 60 percent of the braking of the traI ~r via the king-pin and 40

percent at the trailer tYl'es, the dynamic reactioii!:l are as fohows:
i I
! I

N, (2)Rl + (a,4)(1);~(2)P. + (Q'6)(1)~t2)P'

1;" ,= (2JR2 - (0,4)(1)1~~(2)Pt - (0,O)(1)~!:p(2)Pt

, '\I
\ ,- 7__ ( \

N'}.' = (2)Rz Ii ',(O:~j,)(1)i~~\,(2)Pt- (o,,6)(1)~'~,,(2)Pt
.... iJ :~r ;.. "

i";'

f
where N2 I is the total dynamic reaction at t~!r sE~pension mountings.

I
Now: I

\
I·

= 350,4 kN

Hence, substituting into the above equations:

Nl = 375,& 'kN

N2 = 324,9 kN

N2; = 269,(, kN
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Load transfer wit:l:U the suspension

'I'he '!ti:r suspension titted to the semi-trailer distributes the load equally pe-
tween each of the three tr;r!cs of the tri-axie bogie. Hence, the static load ion

each of the a;,i'~eunder fully laden conditions is:

:82R·,,":=;--
.... '>. 3

:::::'15,64 kN

Siwilarly, the load at the suspension mountings for each of the axles is:

R I R21
AX = -_.

3

= 66,43 kN

Referring to Figure A2, the static reactions at the suspension hanger and,

air- bag) mountings are:

R . = (381)RAX I

H (865)

:::::29,26 kN

R _ (484)RAX I

A - (865)

=37,17 kN
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Figure A2 Load transfer within the suspense- Ij during braking

Similarly, under dynamic fully laden conditions:

= 108~3 kN
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269,6
=3-

;=: 89,86 kN

As a result of the equalising, effect of the air suspension, the braking force (F1)

is assumed to be equal for each of the trailer axles, As above, the trader axles

ate assumed to account for 40 percent of the braking action 011 the vehicle.

Then, referring to Figure A2, the braking force at the tyres on one axle is:

= 46,172 kN

Hence, the braking torque on each of the axles is:

= 24,01 kNm

Taking moments about the suspension hanger pivot:

NA(865) =n+ NAX '(484)

that is

NA = 78,04 kN
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Sinularly

Nfl = 1~.82 kN

Note that since the centre 'of gra'rity of the running gear mass is close to the

same height as the suspension trailing arm pivot pin, the hc-izontal inertial

force iVAx in Figure A2 is assumed to act through .the pivot pin centre.

Suspension hanger moments

(\ During braking, the braking force at the tyre/road surface interface is trans-
i I

{erred 'ito the chassis via the suspension hanger. This results in a moment

about the neutral axis of the main chassis I-beams. The braking force at the

suspension hanger pivots for. each axle is given by:

= 37,50 kN

Then, referring to Figure A3, the suspension hanger moment for each of the

axles is:

:;::;:22,28 kNm

Skewed loading distribution

The maximum (wm) and minimum (wn) values of the skewed load distri-

bution used in this analysis are now determined from the support reactions

calculated above. Summing vertical forces as indicated in Figure A4:
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Figure A3 Suspensionhanger moments

:= 645,5 kN

that is

Wm = (94,03) - Wtt [kN/m]
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Taking moments about the very front of the trailer: ..

- NH(7j17'5 + 9,195 + 12,415) - NA.(8, 1).1.+ 10,6(:~+ 13,28) = 0

that is

Wrn = (108,84) - 2wn [kN1m]

Thus:

::.::14,81 kN/tn

Wn = 108,84 - 94, 03

and

Shear force, bending moment and deflection diagrams

Shear force, bending moment and deflection diagrams for the above skewed

load distribution from results tabulated ill Appendix: B, are presented in

Graphs 4.1 to 4.3 in Section 4,3.1.

A.2.3 Static fully distr-ibuted load analyses (Case 2 and Case 3)

Static load distributions are analysed in this section for the trailer at rest

or parked. 'Two different situations are considered. First~YI for support at

the king-pin (ie, truck-tractor coupled - Case 2 loading) and secondly for

support at the landing legs (le, truck-tractor uncoupled - Case 2 loading).
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All three trailer axles are assumed to be firmly in contact "I;!l'iththe ground.

No longitudinal or transverse loads ate considered in either case:,
_ !

The value of the static distributed load on the semi-trailer is:

(9, 81)(32 900)(11)~3)
W :-- ---~ ... _-_. _._. ~---

s - (13,729)

=23,51 kN/m

Support, at the kin~;-pil'land +hree trailer axles (Case 2 ]c1/ading)
I'

The support teacHdXis for the whole trailer are (refer Appendix B):
I) (,1

It!= 123,5 kN

Rz f = 199,3 kN

RH ==. 28,9 kN

RA = 37,4 kN

Support at the landing legs and three trailer axles (Case 31oadiug)

The static reactions at supports for the whole trailer, in this case, are as

f6110ws(refer Appendix B):

RL = 181,5 kN

Rz' = 141,3 kN

RH =20,74 kN

RA = 26,37 kN



_.- ....•.. -.,__

Shear force, bending moment'\and- deflection ("' -"Ins,

Shear force" bending moment, and deflection diagrams from the results tab-

ulated ~~'Appen~x B~ are-presented ~n Graphs 4.5 to ,42-10iL..Section 4.3.1.

A.2.4 Static load analyses for various axles lifted (Case 4 to

Caee 7)

When negotiating large humps and dips in the road surface, sit-uations can

arise where the tyres oli one or more of the axles of the trailer ate lifted

completely off the road surface. 'this is due to the load equalisation system

of the suspension not, having sufficient travel to maintain all three sets of

tyres ih:mly on the ground, thereby equalising axle loads, andi,s accentuated

to a large extent by the wide spacing of the axles of the semi-trailer tri-axle

bogie, Due to the extreme nature of the road surface required to produce

these conditions, i hey" are considered to OCCU1' a1 low speed and, hence, at

low dynamic acceleration. For example, when entering and exiting driveways,

ever $,torm water gulleys, or when turning sharp corners where there is a large

'difference in slope between the two intersecting roads. For this reason aU of

the following analyses are undertaken for a l-g (vertical) load distribution

[ie. static loading).

The value of the l-g uniformly distributed load for the whole trailer is:

(.t,' = (32900)(9181)(10~3'L
s (13,729)

= 23,51 kN/111
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Support at the king-pin and foremost axle (Case 4: loading)

Ii
((
,I

In this case the tyres of the centre and rearmost -fudes are lifted dear. of

the g(~d. The support reactions for the whole traiier arc 3..'" :foUow~(refer
i '

Appendix Bj:

Ell = 124, 1 kN
! /

R./J. := 157,9 kN

Support at the king-pin and centre axle {Case 5 loading)
\1
v.
\\

This case covers the r.ji;uation for the tyrcc 'if the foremost and rearrnost axles

lifted clear of the groti'lfl. :':,;_"hereactions at the supports for the whole trailer

are (refer Appendix B):

FJl = 123, 5 kN

.flAX ':= 199.3 kN

RH = 87, 88 lrN

R,/1. ::=: 111,5 kN

Support at the king-pin and rearmost axle (Case 6 loading)

Here the tyres of the foremost" and centre axle are lifted oft· the ground.

Support reactions are (refer Appendix .8):
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R.4.. :::.;86,00 kN

Support at the king-pill and front and centre axle (Case "(loading)

In tnis case the tyres of only the rearrnost axle are lifted dear of the ground.

'The reactions at the supports for the whole trailer are as follows (refer Ap~

pendix B):

u; = 89,21 kN

R2' = 233,5 kN

RAX t = 116,8 kN

RH = 5J,46 kN

RA = 65,31 kN

Shear force, bending moment and deflection diagrams

Shear force: bendira; moment, and deflection diagrams for the above four load

cases, from the results tabulated in Appe, -dix B, are presented in Graphs 4.11

to 4.22 in Section 4.3.1.

A.2.5 Longitudinal loading analysis

Longitudinal loads are imposed on the chassis l-beams during braking. In

this analysis a forward braking deceleration of I-g k; assumed to act upon

the payload and the trailer mass. The payload mass is distributed over the

full length of the semi-trailer and it is assumed that the retarding forces



between the deck of the trailer and the payload are evenly di~tribt1ied alo:bg

the fun length of th~ deck. As in iu.tevious analyses it is assumed. that 40

percent of the braking deceleration ie due to retarding forces at the tyres of
·t\

the semi-trailer and 60 percent due to retarding forces at the king-pia,

Referring to Figure A5, the longitudinal load induced in <:I, chassis f-beam at

a distance, X, from the front of the beam, for span A, is given by:

where z is thj~braking ratio (ie. j) and .eo is the length of the f)earn.

Similarly, for spans B, C, D and E:

Span B:

Span C;

Span E:

Span D:

Tl€' distribution of longitudinal loads per chassis l-beam for the 31 nodes

along the length of the f-beams (refer Appendix B) are presented ill Table Al

overleaf and ill Graph 4.4 in Section 4.3.1.
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beams

Table A.1 Longitudinal loa-ding diserfbution for main chassis I...

Node

1
2
:3
..1,

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25-
26.,....",I
28
29
30
31

Distance from front
of f-Beam (mm)

O~O
677,5 -
1355~O
1905,0
245.5, o
2780,0
3005,0
3280,0
3555,0
3771)67
3988,33
4205,0
435410
4918,2
5482,,1
6046} 0
66101
7175,0
7607,5
8040,0
8625,0
9210,0
9795,0
10227~5
10660,0
11245,0
11830,0
12415,0
12841,5
13280,0
13729,0
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Longitudinal load
per I-Beam-Fi (kN)

0,0
1,96

15,93/ - 89~20
'13

-76127
-73,04
-69,80
-·66~5"
-63,34
-60,79
758,24
-55,70
~53,95
-47,31
-40,68
-34;05
-27142

-20,79/ - 39,54
-34,45
-29,37
-22,49
~·15J62

-Sj 74/-- 27,49
-22".1
--17,32
~10,45
·-3~57

3,30/ - 15;45
-10,36
-5,28
0,0



A.3 Stress analysis of main chassis I-beams

A.3.1 Stress distrfbuttons

The following distribueions of stress over the full length of the chassis I-heams

were 1(· "kulated for the pseudo-dynamic (Case 1) loading conditions and are
n

presented here In tabular form (Tables A2 to A7). Each of these stress

distributions is t'"Jso discussed in Section 4"3.2 and the results presented in

graphical form in Graphs 4,23 to 4.34.

~ Longit udinal direct stress.

- Maximum transverse shear stress (neutral axis).

"~ Extreme fibre bending stress (upper flange).

_. Principal stresses at the extreme fibres (upper' flange).

~ Principal shear stress at extreme fibres (upper flange).
-

-- Von Misea "l,tess at extreme fibres (upper flange).

~ Principal stresses at the web/flange joint (above the neutral axis).

- Principal shear stress at the web/flange joint (above the neutral roLlS),

~ Von Mises stress at the web/flange joint (above the neutral axis).

". Principal stresses in the main l-bcam welds (above the neutral axi, ."

~ Principal shear stress in the main I~bemn 'welds (above the neutral axis).

- Von Mises stress in the main I~beam welds (above the neutral axis).

The positions of the nodes quoted in the tables are as defined in F'lgure Bl

and Section B ... Jf Appendix B.
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T~ble A2 Longitudil1al direct stress distrfbntdon (Case 1 loading)

Node

1
2
3

4

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

29
~O
31

I..beam
depth (mm)

290,0
290,0
290,0

5
6

290,0
290,0
309,2-
32815
347,!r
366~r9
418,8
530,8
588,8
600,0
600,0
600,0
600~O
600,0
600,0

1

600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
6UO,0

600,0
500,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,I)

~r31

Longitudinal
stress (MPa)

0,00
0~76
1,52

-7,88
-7,26
·~6,83
-6jlU
-6~01
-5,62
-5,16
--4,51
-4,13 (
-3,97
-3,48
~2~99
--2,50
-·2,02
~1,53
-2,91
---2,53
-2,16
-1,65
-1,15
~0,64
-2,02
-lj65
-1,27
-o.rr
~0126
0,24

-=1,14
~·O,76
~-0,39
0,00



Table AS Maximum transverse shear stress dlstrrbution

(N eutral axis .. Case 1 Ioading)

Node

1

3

4:
5
.f:!.,
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26

28
29
30
31

Shear Force
(i

I..beam Trans. shear
depth (mm) (kN) stress (MPa)

29010 O~OO 0,00
290,0 ~26)30 ~ "-10,22
290,0 -51,52 -20,02

136,27' 52,95
290,0 116,59 45,30
2.90,0 9'7,61 37,93
.309!_2 88,44: '32t 19
328,~ 79,34 27~16
347,7 '1'0,4:8 22,79
366,9 61,80 18,93
418~8 54,72 14,70
530,8 46,95 10,01
588,8 41,63 8,03
600,0 37~59 7,12
600,0 21,40 4,05
600,0 5,94 1,13
600~O ,_8~84 -1,67
60010 -22,76 -4,31
600,0 -36,03 -6,,82

-30,03 - 5,69
000,0 -39,66 -7,51
600,0 -48,91 - 9,26

-9,91 - 1,88
60Q,0 -21~64 _. 4,10
600,0 ~32,51 -:-6,16
600 ~ -42,64 - 8,08I

~36,55 - 6.P2
600,0 -43,5~. -8,24
600,0 -50 H~\ - 0,49I "

,-11",21 \ - 2,12
600,0 -19,35 -~ 3,66
600)0 -26,68 - 5105
600,0 ~33,20 -6,29

-27,15 -- 5,1·1
600,0 -31,46 -5,96
600,0 -35,39 -0,70

3,58 0,68
600;0 0,00 0,00
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Table A4 Extreme fibre bending stress distribution

(Upper flange - Case 1 loading)

Node

\2
3
4
5
6

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

I..beam
depth (mm)

1 290,0
290,0
290,0
290,0
290,0
309,2
328,r)
3411,
366,9
418,8
530,8
588,8
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0

7

600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0

600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0
600,0

600,0
600,0
600,0

Bending
Moment (kNrll)

0,00
8!91
35~27

~ 34,30
- 93,23
-118,83
~141,90
-162,53
-180:13
-193,44
-204,6$
·~214'J55
"":220,43
-2SI,07
-244,76
-243,95
-235,04
-218,45
-207,31
-192,25
-173,13
-163j 92
-148,.09
-126,11
-·114,97
- 97, (12
= 77,36
- 68,43
- 54,98
= 37.47
- 26,33
~"13, '\3

0,84
0,00
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Bending
stress (MPa)

0,00
8,12

32 15
~·31,26
- 84;97
.~ 99,95
~110~66
-118,07
-122,77
-111,39
- 87.,53
- 80,46
- 80,70
-- 86,80
-- 89,61
- 89,31
- 86,05
-79,98
-75,90
-70,39
..~ 63,39
- 60,01
- 54,22
- 46, 17
- 42,09
- 35, 'iY4
- 28,32
~ 25,05
- 20113

72
-9,64
-4,99
0,31
0,00



Table A,5 Distributions of'prlncipal stresses, prilld.!,al shear stress

and Von Mises stress at the extreme fibres of the upper flange

(Case 1 loading)

Node Max. prin, IVIin. . Prill. sheaI' Von Misesprill •.
stress (l~'/IPa) stress (MPa) stress (MFa) stl"ess (TvIPa)

1 0,00 O~OO 0,00 OJ 01)

2 8,88 0,00 4,44 8\88
3 33166 0,00 16,83 33,66

23,{is 0,00 11,83 23,05
'1 0,00 .......... 39,14 19,57 39,14
5 0,00 - 92124 46,12 92,24
6 0,00 1)6,78 53~3~ 106,78
1 0,00 ~17,07 58,54 117.07
8 OjOO ···124,08 62,04 124,08
9 0,00 -128,39 64,20 128)39

10 0,00 ~116,55 58,27 116,55
11 O~OO - 92,04 46,02 92,04
12 0,00 ~- 84,59 42,29 84~59
13 0,00 - 84,6i' 42,33 84,67
14 0,00 - 90,27 45,14 90,27
15 0,00 ~ 92,60 46,30 92,60
16 O~OO - 91,82 45,91 91,82
17 0,00 - 88,07 44,03 88,07
18 0,00 - 81,51 40,75 81,51

0,00 -78,81 39,40 78,81
19 0,00 ~ 72,92 36,46 72,92
20 0,00 - 65,55 32,77 65,55
21 0100 ~ 61,67 30,83 61,67
22 0"00 - 55,37 27,68 55,37
23 0,00 - 46~81 2:3141 46,81

0,00 .= 44,11 22,06 r44, 11
24 0,00 - 37,39 18,69 3"1,39
25 0500 - 29,60 14,80 29,00
26 0,00 - 25,82 12j91 25,82
27 0,00 - 20,39 10,20 20,39
28 0,00 .;13,48 6,74 13,48

0,00 ........ 10,78 5,39 10, 78
29 0,00 - 5,75 2,88 5,75
30 0,00 -0,08 0:,04 0.08
:31 0,00 0,00 O~OO 0,00
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Table A6 Distributions of'priucipal stresses, principal shear stress

and Von Mises stress at the web/flange joiut above the neutral axis

(Case 1loading)

Nride Max. prin. Min. prin, Prln, shear Von Mises
stress (MPa) stress (MPa) stress (l\!lPa.) stress (M\;'a)

1 0,00 0,00 0,00 O~OO
2 13561 "- 5,85 9,73 17,30
3 S'i"141 -8,18 22,79 42,09

56~85 ~ 37,63 47,24 82~39
4 "5 8~) ~ 60,65 4!~.24 76,89...,;i , w,

~ 11~88 - 92,40 52,14 98,88....
6 7,63 -101149 54,56 105,51
'7 4,.98 -108,57 56,77 111,14
8 3,27 -113,77 .58,52 115~44
9 2,15 -117,16 59,65 118,25

10 1,34 -107,25 54,30 107,93
11 0,69 -86)14 43,42 86,49
12 0,46 ~ 79,58 40,02 79j81
13 0,36 ~ 79,65 40,00 79,82
14 0,11 - 84,60 42,)35 84,65
15 0,01 - 86,64 43,32 86, (14
16 OJ02 -~85,88 42,95 85,89
17 O~13 - 82,46 41,29 .82,52
18 0,34 -76,51 38,43 76,69

0,24 - 73~99 37,12 74,11
19 0,46 -" 68,69 34,57 68~92
20 0,77 ~-62,09 31,43 62~48

0,03 ~ ol,3e 30~69 61~37
21 0,16 ~ 57',83 29,00 57,91
22 0,41 ~ 52,16 26,28 52,36
23 0,82 -44,55 22,69 44,97

0,64 - 41,95 21,29 .1:2~27
24 1,,05 ~ 36,06 18,56 36,60
25 1, 71 ~ 29,42 15,57 30,31

0,09 .-27:80 13,94 27,84
26 0,31 - 24,46 12,38 24,61
27 0,72 -19,77 10,25 20,14
28 1,58 -14,13 7,84 14,97

1,29 ..-.... n,43 6,36 12 12I29 2,50 - '(,92 5,21 9,43
30 4,96 ~5j06 5,01 8,68

0,46 - 0,56 0,51 0,88
31 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
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Table A6 Distributions of principal stresses, princlpal shear stress

and 'VOll Mises stress at tbe web/flange. joint above the neutral axis

(Case 1loading)

Node M~. pzin, Min. . Prin, shear Von Misesprm.
stress (MPa) stress (MP8_) stress (MPa.) stress (MPa)

1 O~OO 0,00 0,00 0,00
2 13,61 -5,85 9,73 17,30
3 37,41 -8,18 22,79 42,09

56,85 .._37,63 47,24 82,39
4 25;82 -·60,65 43,24 76,89
5 11,88 - 92,40 52,14: 98~88
6 7j63 -101,49 54,56 105:.51
7 4,98 -108,57 56, 77 111,14 I:'

8 3,27 -113,77 58,52 115,·44
9 2,15 -117,16 59,65 118,25

10 1,34 -107,25 5-i,30 107,93
11 0,69 - 8t;, 14 '13,42 86,49
12 .0,46 ~ ~/9,58 40,02 79,81
13 0,36 -79,65 40,00 79~82
14 0,11 - 84,60 42,35 84,65
15 0,01 -86,64 43,32 86,64
16 0,02 - 85,88 42,95 85,89
17 0,13 ~ 82,46 41,29 .82,52
18 0,34 -"76,51 38,43 76,69

0,24 -73,99 37,12 74,11
19 0,46 - 68.j69 34,57 68,92
20 0,77 - 62,09 31,43 62,48

0,03 ~ 61,35 30,69 61~37'
21 0,16 --57,83 29,00 57,91
22 (},41 "'-52,16 26,28 52,36
23 0,82 -44,55 -22,69 44,97

0,64 - 41,95 21,29 42,27
24 1~O5 - 36,06 18,56 36,60
25 l,n - 29,42 15,57 30,31

0,09 - 27,80 13,94 27,84
26 Ot31 - 24j46 12,38 24161
27 0, '12 -19,77 10,25 20,lt±
28 1~56 -14,13 7,84 14,97

1,29 ~ 11,43 6,36 12,12
29 2,50 .~7,92 5,21 9,43
30 4,96 ~5,O6 5,01 8,68

0,46 - O~56 0,51 0,88
31 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
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Table A7' Distributions of principal s:tresses, peincipal shear stress

and Von Mises stress at the main I-beam welds above the .neutral
axis (Case 1loading)

Node :&,1:8..1[. prln. Min. . Prln, slllear Von Misesprm,
stress (MPa) stress (MPa) stress (:~r1Pa) stress (MPa)

1 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
2 14,24 -1),28 11,7{) 20,52
3 33,35 -15,21 24,2B 43~(O2

B3,77 ':""'55, eli 59~n 103,50 -

4 40,34 -64,39 52~36 91,4!~
.... . 24,16 ~7El~37 49, "16 89,92o
6 16,52 -'/8,05 47,29 8'1,49
7 11,14 -811OE, 46,09 87,15
8 7,44 -83,97' 45570 87,93
9 4,90 -86,44 45,67 89~00

10 2,96 -82,27' 42,62 83,79
11 1,45 -70,40 35~92 71,14
12 0194 -66,39 33,e7 66~87
13 0,73 6r' ..,., 33,65 66,93..,...._ '<l',i' f..~,,4

14 0,22 -'70,25 35,23 70,36
15 0,02 -71,71 35,85 71,72
16 0,04 -71,02 35,sa n~03
17 0,26 --68,25 34,~!5 68,:,38
18 0170 -63,51) 32,12 63,90

0,50 -f.t1",60 31,05 61)85
19 0,94 --57,43 2Q,.~9 57,91
20 1,57 -52,32 26)95 53,12

0,07 -50,8? 25,44 50,85
21 0,33 -48,00 24,17 48,17
22 0,83 -43,c5 22,19 43,97
23 1,65 -37,69 19,67 38,55

1j29 -35,58 18,,43 36,24
24 2,09 -31,14 16;61 32,23
25 3,28 ·=26,27 14,78 28,05

0,19 -23,17 11,08 .'23;27
26 0,62 -20~ 60 10,61 20.92
27 1,43 -17j12 9,27 17,88
28 2)88 ~13,15 8,01 14,80

2,33 -10,86 6,,59 12,19
29 3,91' -8,56 6,26 11,09
30 6,48 ~ 6,63 6,55 11,35

10,59 -0,74 0,67 1,16
31 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00
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A.3.2 Failure critical stress at'e~

In this section eleven areas along the length of the main chassis 1-beams are

identified as being possible failur€: sites. The first four positions are apparent

from the stress distributions of Section A.a.l and are as follows:

- Stress at extreme fibres of the top flange at maxi:tnt1::£':-L-:chding moment

(17m :::= 92,60 MPa).

~ Stress in upper main. l-beam welds at maximum bending moment

(17m = 71~72 MPa).

- Stress at extreme fibres of the top flange at maximum bending stress

(17m = 128,4 MPa).

Stress ill upper main f-beam welds at maximum bending stress

(O'fn := 89,00 MPa).

The remaining seven areas are analysed in the following pages. All eleven

positions are discussed in general in Section 4.3.3 in Chapter 4.

As ill Section A.3.l, all of the analyses that follow are undertaken for pseudo-

dynamic (Case 1) loading since the maximum loads in each case occur under

these loading conditions.

Stress at torsion tube bolt hole nearest to maximum
bending moment

For Case Lloading, node 16 is close to a pail: of torsion tube bolt holes, each

of which causes a concentration of stress which can be related to the principal

stress field at the hole position.
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Figure A6 Bolt holes nearest to position of maximum

bending moment

Interpolating linearity between the bending stresses at nodes 16 and 17 in

Table A1, the extreme fibre bending stress at Section A-A in Figure An is:

O'b = ±89j 13 MPa

The principal stress of largest magnitude will occur at the upper of the two

bolt boles since, firstly, it is further from the neutral axis and hence bending;

stress is greater, and secondly, since the longitudinal direct stress is

same sign above the neutral axis (ie. compressive).
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Calculating stresses at the centre of the upper bolt

(
300 - 162<) ( 8n 1'»)

Ub = ----- \-~! o300

= -41,00 MPa

From Table A2, the longitudinal stress at Se;::tioflA-A by linear interpolation

is:

(11 = -2,41 MPa

s;muning stresses in the z-direction.:

. (jx = -43,47 MFa

The shear force at section A-A by linear interpolation from the results of

Appendix B is:

V = -9,61 kN

Hence, the shear stress at the upper bolt hole is given by:

"VAg
T=---

t21

where

A = 5420 mm2

fj . :l68, 8 mm

(refer Appendix B)
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'Thus

T = 1,709 J.4Pa
" ".,--

\'

Thf:liprirlrJpal stresses at the upper bolt. hole position are then:

that is

0"1 = n,067 MPa

a- == --43. 54 MPa~ "

.1.--

Multiplying both of these principal stresses by a stress concentration factor

of 3 (refer Section 4.3.3) and applying the Von Mises failure chterion for 0'3

(0,201 + 130,62)2+ (0,201)2+ (-130,62)2 ~ 211yt 2

that is

O'm = 130,7 MPa < O'yt

where o'yt = 0"0,2 = 260 MPa for the Antieorodal -112 alloy

(refer Section E.1.1).
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T = 1,709 :MPa.

The principal stresses at the u~per bolt hole position are then:

that is

0'1 := O~067 lvIPa

Multiplying b~')tJ.of these principal stresses by a stress concentration factor

of 3 (refer Section 4.3.3) and applying the Von Mises failure criterion for (l;t

zero:

(O~201 + 130,(2)2 + (0,201)2 + (-130,62.)2 S 217yt 2

that is

where Cyt = 0'1),,2 ~ 260 MPa for the Anticorodal ~i12 alloy

(refer Serti,(Iu E,Ll).
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Stress at the position of maximum ~,ransverseshear stress

Maximum transverse shear stress occurs at the neutral axis at the king-pin

(node 3) under dynamic loading conditions (ie, Case 1 loading).

From Table AS:

rrltax = 52,95 MPa

The total stress along the neutral axis ofthe beam at node 3 (ie, O"::r) is equal

to the Iongitudinal direct stress (O"b = 0 gil the neutral axis).

From Table A2:

(fl == -8,50 MPa

The principal stresses and the principal shear stress are thus:

that is

a1 = 48, 8"1 MPa

0'2 = -57,37 MPa

and
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Applying the Von Mises failure criterion for 0'3 :::::0:

thaI; is

(J'tft = ~12,10 M.Pa< a yi

where O'yt :,:'" tiO,'2 = 260 MPa for the Anticorodal -112 aluminium alloy

(refer Section E.Ll).

Stress in lower main f-beam welds at maximum. shear force

\,1
1

Under dynamic loading conditionl:l the' maximum shear force ocC'urs'~a:tthe

king pin. Maximum stress in the main J-beam welds at this section will be

below the neutral axis where the bending stress is of the same sign as the

longitudinal direct stress. From lJ:'ableA3, the shear force at the king pin is:

V"= 136, 27 kN

The shear stress in the web/flange welds is given by:

where, referring to Figure A 7 and approximating the shape of the flange

extrusion to that of a simple T-shape, ie:
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fj = 131, 1 mm

b :'".::(2)(0, (07)(6)

~ 8,484 mID.

(refer Appelldi:::~B)

Thus:

'7" = 59~56 MPa

.r-200nn

1---'--, --- --
E ~----------E

o (B

LJ~-=--=--=---.-,-, , cc. E
~ Irl

"¢-
I
JNEUTRAL""...._.--"""--.-...~--~-.----- ........ __" ---AXIS

to nn_J L

Figure A7 Main chassis f-beam cross-section at the king pin
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From Table A4, the extreme fibre bending stress at the king-pin IS:

err;= ±32, 15 MFa

The bending stress at the web/flange welds are then given hy (refer

Figure At)

::::e ±16~ 63 :MPa

'The longitudinal stress at the king-pin from Table A2 is:

0'1 = -8~50 MPa

The maximum direct stress in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the

beams is thus:

'= (-16,63) + (-8,50)

= -25,13 MPa

Whence, the principal stresses and the principal shear stress in the lower

f-beam welds at the king-pin are:
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that is

0'1 = 48,31 MPa

172 = -73j44 MPa

"» :...~60,87 MPa

Applying the Von Mises failure criterion for 173 = 0:

that is

(1m :::;; 106,18 MPa < dyt

where O'yt = 0'0,2 = 110 MPa for the Anticorodal ··112 aluminium alloy in

the welded condition (refer Section E.1.1). Note also that the principal shear

stress ill the welds at this position is less than the allowable weld shear yield

stress of 65 MPa (refer Section ID.1.1).

Stress at torsion tube bolt holes 2000 mm rearward of
the king pin

The forward and rearward pairs of bolt holes at the torsion tube/outrigger

position '? 000 mm from the king pin are within 309 mm and 91 mm respec-

tivel, "he maximum bending stress for dynamic loading (ie, node 9 for

Case L loading). Each of these bolt holes causes a stress concentration which

is related to the principal stress field in the l-beam web at that point (refer

Section 4.3.3). Maximum stress will occur at one of the upper two bolt holes

(Figure A8) since these two holes are marginally further from the neutral

axis, and since the compressive longitudinal direct stress over this section of

the I-beams adds to the compressive bending stress above the neutral axis
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Interpolating linearly between node 7 and node 8 for section A~A and between

node 8 and node 9 for section B-B; the extreme fibre bending stresses from

T'~.hleA4 are:

Section A~A: 11t; ::::.;±117j 15 MPa

trb = ±121,21 MPa

Hence, with reference to Figure A8, the bending stresses at the centres of

the upper bolt holes are:

O'b = -36, 10 MPa

Section B-B : o» = --40, 87 MPa

The longitudinal direct stresses at the two sections from Table A2 are:

Section A-A; (1'1 ~=\--5, 96 MPa.
;/

0'1 -5,75 MPa

Adding stresses in the z-direction:

Section A-If. : (J' x == -42,06 MPa

The shear forces at the two cross-sections by interpolation from Table A3:

l
V:::: 64,67 kN
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These result in shear stressee at the upper bolt holes of:

Section A-A: T:= 28~87 MPa

Section B~B : r = 19~77 MPa

The principal stresses at the upper are then:

0"1 = +10,04 MPa

U'1,= -52,10 MPa

Section B-B : 0'1 = +7,25 MPa

0'2 = -53~ 87 MPa

Multiplying each of these principal stresses by a stress concentration factor

of 3 (ref~}rSection 4.3.3):

Section A-A: 0'1 = +30, 12 MPa

0'2 = -156,30 MPa

Section B-B : 0'1 = +21,75 MPa

0'2 = -161, 61 MPa

Applying the Von Mises failure criterion for 0'3 zero, ie:

Section A-A: 17m :=: 173,33 MPa < O'yl

Section B-B : 11m .' 173,51 MPa < (fyt

where (lyt = 0'0,'2 = 260 MlPa for the Anticorodal-Llz aluminium alloy (refer

Section E.1.1).



I I

Stress in main T-beam w ,-0 at landing leg mounting bracket welds

The welds between the landing leg mounting bracket and the main chassis

I-beams result in reduced material strength in the Lbeam webs in the heat
(i

affected zone adjacent to the welds.

In this section the state of stress in the L-beam webs, at the position of

landing leg mounting bracket welds is analysed for the pseudo-dynamic (Case

1) loading conditions. In this situation the landing legs are raised. The case

of loading via the landing legs) under static conditions and when uncoupling,

is discussed in Section DA

TIle highest stress occurs at the lower end of the foremost. weld, ie. 65 mm
"

forward of node 12 (refer Drawings CH-04 and LL-Ol in Appendix H). Inter-

polating linearly in Table A4, the extreme fibre bending stress at this section

is:

0'& = 82,58 MPa

Referring to Figure A9 below, the bending stress at the lower end of the weld

is:

= 55,87 MPa

The longitudinal direct stress at this section, by interpolation from Table A2;

(11 :=;: -4,24 MPa
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Summing stresses in the direction of,;the longitudinal axis of the f-beam.

:::;,51,63 MFa,

Here it appears that, since the longitudinal stress subtracts from the bending

stress when e-direction stresses are summed at this section, greater stresses

would result if an accelerating l-g Iongitudinal load was used in this analysis

insteau of a decelerating load. However ~ a11 accelerating longitudinal load

would skew the dynamic loading distribution in the opposite direction to

that shown in Figure A4 and would result in substantially lower bending

stresses at this section. The resulting z-direction stress and the principal

stresses can be shown to be less than the stresses calculated for a longitudinal

deceleration.

From Table A31 the shear force at this section is:

II= 43,23 kN

The shear stress at the lower end of the weld is then given by:

where

fj = 268, 6 mm
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that is

-r = 7,48 MPa

NEUTRAL-_.,._,...---_..... ----AXISr·----······----\'
\ \\,

J
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20 11'1 92.4 1111

L, -.-_ ~ I.....1_---,. __ ..... . , _j _ __.l

I 1 200 11111-- .......1

Figure A9 Chassis I-beam cross-sect.ionat foremost

landing leg mounting bracket weld

Hence, the principal stresses and the principal shear stress at the lower end

of the weld for o y = 0 are:

0'1 = 52:,69 MPa
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.aad

'Tp = 26,88 MPa

Applying the Von Miscs failure criterion (for 11'3 =i!O):

that is

am = 53,23 MPa < CTyt

Here it is assumed that the allowable stresses for the Anticorodal -112 .alu-

minium alloy in a heat affected ,zone are the same M for the' alloy in the

welded condition, ie, O'yt = 110 MPa (refer Section ,E.Ll).

Similarly, t(~e principal shear stress is significantly lower thar ,the allowable

shear yiel~ stresses for the welded condition of 65 MPa (refe1"( 'Fti6Il E.1.1).

Stress\iif rubbing plate bolt .holes 'In I-beam flanges

Maximum stret'> at .the rubbing-plate attachment bolt holes occurs during

dynamic. 16(c~di~gat the bolt hole directly in line with the king-pin, ie, at

node 3 during Case 1 loading.

From Tables A4 and A2 respectively, the extreme fibre bending stress in the

lower flange and the longitudinal direct stress at node 3 are:

O'b = ~32, 15 MPa

O'l = -8,50 MPa
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(1 J' • ·40) 65 M_Pa

and

The il.l.oh:rwill cause a concentration of stress in the area adjacent to the

hol«. l\1ult:plying the principal stress by a stress concentration factor of :3

Ire!'f.:t Se(·tioll 4.3.3):

(r.;J c":::: ·-121,95 JvIPa

'Whence~ the Von Mises stress is:

where a yt :::::260 MPa for the Anticorodal <1.12aluminium alloy (refer

Seetion E, 1.J ).

Stress in main f-beam web at upper couplet' cross-member welds

In this section, the state of stress in the heat affected zone of the chassis

I-beam webs, at the position of' the upper coupler cross-member welds, is

analysed for pseudo-dynamic (Case 1) loading, The stress analysis of the

upper coupler cross-members themselves and associated coupler components,
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